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REDUCTION OF THE MILITARY BUDGETS OF STATES PERMANENT MEMBERS OF THE SECURITY 

COUNCIL BY 10 PER CENT AND UTILIZATION OF PART OF THE FUNDS THUS SAVED TO 
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REPORT 'oF THE SECRETARY-GENERAL (A/9718, 11./9797: f,./C .1/L.685) 

H1PLEI1E1~TATIOH OF THE DECLARATION ON THE INDIAN OCEAN AS A ZONE OF PEACE: 

REPORT OF THE AD HOC COivJMITTEE ON THE INDIAN OCEAN (A/9585, A/9629 and Addendum) 
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PROHIBITION OF ACTION TO INFLUENCE THE ENVIRpNMENT AND CLIMATE FOR MILITARY AND 

OTHER PURPOSES INCOMPATIBLE WITH THE MAINTENANCE OF J;NTERNATION~L SECURITY, 

HUMAN HELL-BEING AND HEALTH (A/97Q2 and Corr.l; A/C.l/L •. 675) 

DECLARATION AND·ESTABLISHME1~ OF A NUCLEAR-FREE ZONE IN SOUTH ASIA (A/9706} 

Mr. AMERASINGHE (Sri Lanka}: In the absence of 

·Ambassador Ortiz de Rozas, the representative of Argentina, Chairman of this 

Committee, I would request you, Sir, to convey to him our warmest 

congratulations on his election as Chairman of the First Committee and our 

best wishes for success in his efforts to bring our work to a successful 

conclusion. No testimonial of mine is required to add lustre j~<J his rec'ord as 

a diplomat of conspicuous ability. 

I did not expect to be caJ.led upon to speak at this morning's meeting. I 

shall not attempt to speak generally on the question of disarmament but shall 

confine myself to the item in which my delegation is principally interested -

namely., the Indian Ocean-peace-zone concept and the· action -that has been- -

taken during the past year in regard t.o the Declaration and its implementation. 

By way of introduction, I should like briefly to trace the history of 

the Indian Ocean peace-zone concept. In seeking the inscription of this item 

on the agenda of the twenty-sixth session of the General Assembly, we stated 

that-- and.I mpst be forgiven for quoting from my o•m letter to the 

Secretary-General of 1 October 1971 -- recent developments had shmm a 

noticeable trend in the development of international law and practice towards 

the principle that areas not assimilated into national jurisdiction 

constituted on. internatio'nal domain that should be subject to international 

reP,ulation- and international responsibility. vle cited as cases in point the 

Agreements on outer space and Antarctica, and stated that the principle had 

been further elaborated in the United Nations DeclaratioJ on PrinciDles 

Governin~ the Sea-Bed and the Ocean Floor, and the Subsoil Thereof, beyond 

·the Limits of ~Jational Jurisdiction, which recognized the area of the 

sea-bed and the ocean floor and subsoil thereof beyond the li~its of national 

jurisdiction as the common heritage of mankind. We said that in seeking the 

inscription on the agenda of the twenty-sixth session of the General Assembly 
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of the iteB on the Declaration of the Indian Ocean as a zone 

of peace, the purpose of the Gover~ment of Ceylon-- as Sri Lanka 

was then cclled -- was to secure United Nations approval of an 

international domain subject to international regulation and 

international responsibility covering the entire high seas of the Indian Ocean. 

He said that the exist~ng circumstances in the Indian Ocean, as distinct from those 

of other oc.eans of the world, were specially connucive to the aT):nlication of that 

policy to the area, as the presence of the military and naval forces of the 

great Powers in the Indian Ocean had not yet assumed significant proportions. 

It is quite different today.·, vTe said that none of the great or 

medium-sized Powers were contiguous States. HaPpi;Ly, their ~eor:ranhic~l 

position has not chan~ed;_the major maritime.nations are ~ographically 

remote from the Indi~ Ocean area, and the economic interests of the ~reat 

Powers are not involved in the area to :my appreciable degree. He added that 

the countries of the Indian Ocean needed conditions of ~e~ce and tranquillity 

in which to transform and modernize their economies and societies, and that 

it was therefore -imT)erative to-the success of those effort's tfiat -the Indian 

Ocean should be preserved as- an area of peace. He considered-immediate action 

necessary to arrest and reverse the trend that had lately become manifest, which, 

if allowed to continue unchecked, could render the nrogressive militarization 

of the Indian Ocean unavoidable. 

On that occasion we stated.that the main features of Ceylon's proposals 

were that the entire high-seas area of the Indian· Ocean should be declared a 

peace zone to be used for peaceful purposes, and that that would entail the 

exclusion of ar~~~ents, defensive or offensive, a~d military installations 

of the major Powers in the prescribed ar~a, a~ding that warshins and ships 

carrying warlike equipment would exercise the right of transit but mi~ht not 

stop other than for emergency reasons of a mechanical, technical or humanitarian 

nature. The use of the se~-bed area by submarines~ exce~t for reasons of a 

mechanical, technical or humanitarian nature, was to be prohibited. vle added, 

in passing, that there would be ~ prohibition of naval manoeuvres, naval 

intelligence operations and weapon tests ~n the area. As regards naval 

manoeuvres and navQl intelli~~nce oT)erations, we had in mind the major Powers; 
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The next stage was the adoption of the Declaration on the Indian Ocean as 

a Zone of Peace {General Assembly resolution 2832 (XXVI)). Once again, to 

refresh the memories of those present, I should like to state that,when we tcok 

that step,we had already consulted otbers. There was the Declar~tion of the 

Third Conference of Heads of State or Government of Non-Aligned Countries held 

at Lusaka in 1970. Earlier, there had been the Caire Declaration of the 

non-aligned summit, and later the item was discussed at ·the Co~~onwealth Prime 

Ministers' Conference held in Singapore • 

. The Declaration expresses the Assembly's conviction concerning 

"the desirability of ensuring the maintenance of such conditions in the 

Indian Ocean area by means other than military alliances, as such alliances 

entail financial and other obligations that call for the diversion of the 

limited resources"of the Stat.es of the area from the more compelling and 

productive task of economic and social reconstruction and could further 

involve them in the rivalries of power blocs in a manner prejudicial to 

their independence and freedom of action, thereby increasing-international 

tensions." •. 

The Declaration expresses concern 
11 at recent developmen-~s that portend the extension of the arms race into 

the Indian Ocean area, thereby posing a serious threat to the maintenance 

of such conditions" ~hat is, peace and tranquillity ;
1in the area. 11 

It adds that 

t;the establishment of a zone of peace in the Indian Ocean would contribute 

towards arresting such developments, relaxing international tensions and 
~ 

strengthening international peace and s~curity. 11 

We want others outside the Ifidian Ocean to respect those feelings and fears of 

ours and enable us to achieve our pur~o3e.* 

*The Chairman took the Chair. 
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We went on to state that the establishment of a zone of peace in an extensive 

geographical area in one region couid have a beneficial influence on the 

establishment of permanent universal peace based on equal rights ·and justice 

for all, in accordance with the purposes and principles of the _Charteri of the 

United Nations. Those who believe in the gradual approach to disarmament 

should not cavil .at this'proposition. 

Therefore we solemnly de9lared the Indian Ocean, within limits to be 

determined, together with the air space above and the ocean floor subjacent 

thereto, to b~ designated for all time as a zone of peace,and called upon the 

great Powers, in conformity with the Declaration, to enter into immediate 

consultations with the littoral States of the Indian Ocean with a view to halting 

the further escalation of their military presence in the Indian Ocean and 

eliminating from th~ Indian Ocean all_bases, m~litary installations and logistical 

'supply facilities, the disposition of nuclear weapons and weapons of mass 

destruction and any manifestation of great Power military presence in the Indian 

Ocean conceived in the context of great Power rivalry. 

The Declaration further stated that the General Assembly: 

"Calis upon the littoral. arid hinterland· States of the rridia:h Ocean, 

the permanent .members of the Security _Council and other major maritime 

users of the Indian Ocean, in pursuit of the objective of establishing a 

system of universal collective security without military alliances and 

strengthening international security through regi?nal and other co-operation, 

to enter into consultations with a view to the implementation of this ., 
Declaration and such action as may be necessary to ensure that: 

(a) YJarships and military aircraft may not use 'the Indian Ocean for 

any threat or use of force against the sovereignty, territorial integrity 

and independence of any littoral or hinterland State of the Indian Ocean 

in contravention of the purposes and principles of the Charter of the United 

Nations". 
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. However, the Declarati?n recognizes the right 'to free and uninpeded use 

of the zone by the vessels of all nations, subject to the preceding 
provisions and to the norms and principles.of international law, and added that 

appropriate arrangements should be made to give effect to any international 

agreement that might ultimately be reached for the main ~nance of the Indian 

Ocean as a zone of peace. 

At that stage the only action we took was to request the Secretary-General 

to report to the General Assembly at its twenty-seventh session on the progress 

that had been,made with regard t~ the i~plecientation of the Declaration. 

The Secretary-General's report was a skimpy one, because he had received replies 

from only four Governments: those of Bahrain, Madagascar, the Philippines and 

Yemen. 

The next stage was the adopti~n of resolution 2992 (XXVII), in which the 

General Assembly called upon the littoral and hinterland States o-f the Indian 

Ocean, the permanent members of the Security Council and other major maritime 

users of the Indian Ocean to support the concept that the Indian Ocean should 

be a zone of peace.- As far as the· permanent members of-the Security Counci_l _ 

were concerned, with one single exception, the appeal fell on deaf ears. The 

ears continue to be deaf. 

The resolution stated: 

· "Decides to establish an Ad Hoc Committee on the Indian Ocean, 

ponsisting of no more than fifteen members, to study the implications of the 

proposal, with sp~cial reference to the practical measures that may be 

taken in furtherance of the objectives of General Assembly resolution 

2832 (XXVI), having due regard to the security interests of the littoral and 

hinterland States of the Indian Ocean and the interests of any other State 

consistent with the purposes and principles of the Charter of the United 

Nations, and to report to the General Assembly at its twenty-eighth session". 

The first report of the Ad Hoc Committee on the Indian Ocean is contained 

in document A/9029. With regard to this report, I should like to draw attention 

to the working paper prepared by the delegation of Sri Lanka, in which we 

dealt with the principal aspects of Okr concept which had to be more carefully 

examined in order to promote its implementation. 'He stated: 
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"~he peace zone Declaration contemplates the establishment within the 
, 

Indian Ocean area of a zone of peace free of nuclear weapons in which 

con~itions of peace and tranquillity would be ensured by the exclusion of 

great Power rivalries ••• The Declaration was also intended to serve as a 

contribution to the relaxation of general international tensions and the 

strengthening of international peace and.security, as well as to ,ensuring 

conditions of security within the region which.would render redundant and 

superfluous the need for military alliances with outside Powers and the 

maintenance of military bases and appurtenant establishments and facilit.ies." 

(A/9029. annex I. -para. 4) 
We indicated that it would be necessary first of all to decide on which 

States would qualify to be considered littoral and hinterland States for purposes 

of the proposal. -That requirement is still very much in the forefront of our 

thinking, and it is a gap that has to be filled. We did set out in that 

working paper a list of what we considered were, geographically speaking, 

the littoral and hinterland States of the Indian Ocean, but we also added: 

"~f any ~tate that has_ a -~art of its seaboard on the Indian Ocean has 

been omitted from the list, it is because its primary concern has been 

deemed to be with regard to the Atlantic seaboard. It would be necessary, 

however, to keep even such a State informed of the deliberations in the 

Ad Hoc Committee. A suitable procedure for this purpose_could ?~ 

determined at the appropriate stage·." (ibid. , para. 5) 

One other essential requirement for the purpose of the realization of this 
concept we considered to be the renunciation of the use of force. lie stated: 

"The creation of a peace zone in a region must presuppose the 

renunciation by States of that region of the threat or use of force against 

any other State in that region and the affirmation of their resolve to settle 

their disputes with one another by peaceful means and without resort to 

force, in accordance with the Charter of the United Nations and the 

Declaration on Principles of International Law concerning Friendly Relations 

and C0-operation among States in accordance with the Charter of the 

United Nations." {ibid., para.· 6) 
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We went on to add that tbe_main dang~r in regard to th~ arms race in 

the Indian Ocean region, or anywhere else, related to the presence of nuclear 

weapons and weapons of mass destruction, and we suggested.that those littoral 

·and hinterland States of.the Indian Ocean which bad not yet done so should, 

as an earnest of their good fait}_l an_9, _gQod intentions·, consider acceding to 

or ratifying the Treaty on the Prohibition of the Emplacement of Nuclear 

Weapons and other Weapons of Mass Destruction on the Sea-Bed and the Ocean 

Floor and in the Subsoil Thereof -- the sea-bed arms control treaty. To that 

we would also add the nuclear non-proliferation Treaty. 

In that working paper we referred to the need for defining the limits 

of the peace zone as requiring early attention -- that again is something that 

is repeated in the !eport that I shall be introducing in this Committee -- and 

said that we regarded the definition as fallinG within _two aspects, territorial 

and geographical. 
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I should like now to draw attention to certain fur~her.?bservations 

that we made, which I hope I can trace, in a statement made by me to an 

informal meeting of the littoral and hinterland States of the Indian Ocean. 

This is of ~ome topical interest, but I hope my reference to it will not be 

misconstrued or exploited in a manner contrary to our intentions. We said 

on that occasjon, as I have just indicated earlier, ~pat denuclearization 

or the prevention of nuclearization would logically form the first step 
I 

in a gradual approach to the realization of our objective. We said that countries 

of the region, namely, the littoral and hinterland States as well as 

countries outside the region but militarily active in the region, would have 

to assume certain· commitments if any stable agreement 'were to be reached. 

And we added that so far as the countries of the !egion were concerned, 

it would be reasonable to call upon them as an earnest of their good faith 

to commit themselves to a policy of denuclearization which would entail 

the permanent renunciation by them of a nuclear-weapon option and the 

assumption of an obligation to deny the use of their territories, their 

territorial waters and their air space for the deployment of nuclear weapon~ 

belonging to other States·. On the part of the nuclear-weapon Powers, we consider 

that their contribution s·hould take the form of the assumption of an obligation 

not to deploy nuclear weapons in the peace zone area. These two requirements 

we considered were interrelated but not necessarily dependent upon each 

other. The .first was more difficult than the second. It would be 

necessary, therefore, to concentrate our efforts initially on securing 

from the nuclear-weapon Powers the commitment that we seek of them as 

their contribution towards the attainment of our objectives. 
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We added that not all the nuclear threshold countries in the Indian 

Ocean region seemed ready or willing to accede to the non-proliferation Treaty 

and that, if a new nuclear-weapon Power were to emerge in the Indian Ocean 

region, the denuclearization and also the demilitarization of the area would be 

seriously jeopardized. I feel that it is time that the States in our 

region-stopped looking over each other's shoulders to see who was going to 

act first. Any action taken by them would be a good example which others 

would do well to emulate. 

The next stage was reached in resolution 2992 (XXVII), adopted at the 

twenty~seventh session, which appointed an Ad Hoc Committee of 15 members 

to study the implications of the proposal, with special reference to the 
' 

-practical measures that might be taken in furtherance of the objectives 

of General Assembly resolution 2832 (XXVI). Fifteen members were appointed 

for that Committee and I am happy to state that they 1ncluded, in addition 

to littoral and hinterland-states of the Indian Ocean, one nuclear Power, 

China, and one country that is a major maritime user but is not a littoral 

or hinterland State of·the·Indian Ocean, n~ely,.Japan. We ~r~ gra~efu~ 

to them for their participation in the work of that Committee and the 

efforts they have made to further the realization of our objectives. 

After the first report of the Ad Hoc Committee was presented, the 

General Assembly adopted resolution 3080 (XXVIII), the main feature of 

which was that it requested the Secretary-General to prepare a factual statement 

of tbe great Powers' military presence, in all its aspects, in the Indian 

Ocean, with special reference to their naval deployments, conceived in the 

context of great Power rivalry, and recommended that the statement should 

be based on available material and prepared with the assistanr.e of qualified 

experts· and competent bodies selected by the Secretary-General. 

In response to this request, the Secretary-General engaged the services 

of three experts, Mr. Frank. Barnaby of SIPRI, an institution that has 

a most enviable record in regard to disarmament matters, Admiral Shams Safavi 

of Iran, and Mr. K. Subrahmanyam of India. The first report prepared by this 

committee of experts and submitted to the Secretary-General was contained in 

document A/AC.l59/l. 
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As the Ad ·Hoc Committee's report to th.e Assembly at this sessi,on indicates, 

certain objections were.raised to this factual statement, and on these 

representations the Secretary-General decided to have the bases of certain 

parts of the statement clarified and made arrangements for the statement 

to be reviewed by the experts with the assistance of a special consultant. 

For my part, I must express- our- appreciation to the Secretary-General 

for the action he took in deference to the representations made to him by 

several countries which considered that their position had been perhaps 

misrepresented in the original report. I must also express my own thanks 

to the three experts for the diligent attention they paid to the 

representations and for the revision of their report. Not every report of this 

type is likely to satisfy everybody in every r~_sJ?ect. And as the report, 

document A/9629, indicates, there were some del~gations that continued to 

have their reservations on certain aspects of it. These are mentioned 

in the report itself, so it is not necessary for me to dwell on them. 
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But the point was made that the factual statement would have been 

more useful if it had not been limited to the greatPowers' military presence, 

in the context of great Power rivalry. ·According to that point of 

ould have been preferable if there had been a complete and unqualified 

the great Power3 1 military presence in the Indian Jcean region. 

~t ls sufficient for me to state that the great Powers' military presence 

in the Indian Ocean is obviously a matter of competition, and whatever they do 

is conceived in the context of their mutual rivalry. If they were 

friends and not competing, they would not be there in that manner and would 
• 

not daily.be trying to improve the sophisticated nature of their armaments in 

that region. 

Also, the view was taken that it was not mer0ly the p·eat Powers' nilitary 

presence that should be considered, but also the question of military alliances'. 

Now a military alliance neen not take the form of a physical presence. 

I do not know whether.it takes the form of a metaphysical or a spiritual 

·- perhaps it does ·-- but for our purposes I should think it was 

qul'te sur'ficient if we adhered to the text of our resolution and obtained 
• 

a clear idea of the great Powers; military presence, conceived in the context 

of great Power rivalry. 

One of the points stressed during our deliberations this year was that 
• 

it is important to convene at as early a date as possible a conference of 

the littoral and hinterland States of the Indian Ocean. On this there has 

been a complete consensus. 

Another point that was stressed was the need at this stage for the 

definition of certain terms. He vere aware of the need for a definition 

when we first presented the draft dec~aration to this Committee, but we 

did not think that at that moment an attempt at a legal definition would 

have helped very much or was absolutely necessary. It might have kept agile 

legal minds busy for quite a long time,· without, first of all, creating the 

political atmosphere necessary to be created in order to proceed v."ith attempts 

to realize the concept. However, there was agreement that we should seek 

a clear definition of certain terms: first of all, the limits of the Indian 

in the context of the Declaration of the Indian Ocean as·a Zone of Peace~ 
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secondly, the term "littoral and hinterland States of the Indian Ocean";, 

and thirdly, the term "foreign military bases". It was here that the point 

was raised that it was not sufficient to define the term "foreign military 

bases", but that in seeking a definition we should also take into account the 

idea of foreign military alliances. I think I shall leave ft to e~erts 

to decide how they are ~oing to handle that thorny problem, 

I should like to draw the attention of the Committee to the recommendations 

of the Ad Hoc Committee, which again were reached by consensus, and which 

appear in paragraph•35 of the report (A/9629). There are four recommendations. 

First is the obvious one that: 

"The Ad Hoc Committee should continue and intensify its effortp 

in accordance with its mandate, as stated in paragraph 2 of -General 

Assembly resolution 2992 (XXVII)." 

Secondly, that: 

"The Ad Hoc Committee should proceed with its consultations with 

the four permanent members of the Security Council which are not 

members of the Ad Hoc Committee, as envisaged in-paragraph 31- ~f this 

report." 

Hith regard to the second recommendation, I must once again reiterate my 

appeal to those four permanent members of the Security Council tha~ what we 

eXP,ect of them is a clear statement of the problems that confront them in 

giving effect to the Declaration of the Indian Ocean as a Zone of Peace. 

We do not find it profitable to proceed with our jeliberations on premises 

that are unjustified, untenable or unrealistic. He hope that the four 

per~anent members will see their way to co-operating with us and to informing 

us of their problems so that we can more clearly envisage the possibilities 

of realizing this concept. 

Tne third recommendation was that: 
11Tlie ['.d Ho_£_ Committee should give priority attention in 

1975 to the definition of terms, as indicated in paragraph 34 of 

this report.·' 

I just referred to those terms in my statement. 
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Finally, the fourth recommendation is that: 

(Mr. Amerasinghe, Sri Lanka) 

"Consideration should be given for the convening, as early as 
. . 

possible of a conference of the littoral and h-interland States of the. 

Indian Ocean as envisaged in paragraph 33 of. this report". 

In presenting t"his repo~ f<:>r~~ly to the Committee, I' should also like 

to present, again formally, a draft resolution on which the Ad Hoc Committee 

was unanimous. The text of the draft reso~ution was adopted at a meeting of 

the Ad Hoc Committee held on 1 November. I should like to read out the text 

of this draft resolution in full. It reads as follows: 

aThe General Assembly, 

"Recalling the Declaration of the Indian Ocean as a Zone of Peace, 

contained in resolution 2832 (XXVI) of-16 December 1971, and recalling 

also General Assembly resolutions 2992 (XXVII) of ~5 December 1972 and 

3080 (XXVIII) of 6 December 1973, 

"Firmly convinced that further and continuous efforts are required. 

to fulfil the objectives of the Declaration, and thus to contribute 

to the strengthening-of regional and-international peace and security, 

"Noting the report of the Ad Hoc Committee on the Indian Ocean,!/ 

"Further noting the factual statement of the great Powers' military 

presence in all its aspects, in the Indian Ocean, with special 

reference to their naval deployments, conceived in the context of 

great Power rivalry,~/ prepared by the Secretary-General with the 

assistance of qualified experts pursuant to General Assembly 

resolution 3080 (XXVIII}, 

"Deeply concerned that the competetive expansion of the military 

presence· of the great Powers in the Indian Ocean would constitute a 

serious intensifi~ation of the arms race, leading to an increase of 

tension in the area, 

!I Official Records of the ~eneral Assembly, Twenty-ninth Session, 

Supplement No. 29 (A/9629 and Add.l). 

£/ A/AC.l59/Rev.l. 
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(V.tr. Amerasinghe, Sri Lanka) 

11Considering that the creation of a zone of peace in the 

Indian Ocean requires 

(a) The elimination of all panifestations of great Power 

military presence in the regioll co;:1cei ved in the context of 

great Power rivalry,. 

(b) Co--operation among the regional States to ensure 

conditions of security within the region as envisaged in the 

Declaration, 

"Further believing that for the realization of the objective 

of the Declaration it is necessary that the Great Powers enter into 

immediate consultations with the States concerned, with a view to 

adopting positive measures for the elimination of all foreign bases 

and of all manifestations of great Power military presence in the 

region conceived in the context of great Power rivalry, 
111. Urges the littoral and hinterland States of the Indian Ocean, the 

permanent members of the Security Council and other major maritime 

·users of the Indian Ocean t~ give tangible support to the 

establishment and preservation of the Indian Ocean as a zone of peace;" 

Here I should like to interject the observation that the appeal is made 

not merely to the permanent members of the Security Council and other 

major maritime users of the Indian Ocean, but also to the littoral and 

r.interland States of the Indian Ocean, because the primary obligation rests. 

with them to give tangible support to the concept. 

"2. Calls upon the great Powers to refrain from increasing and 

strengthening their military presence in the region of the Indian Ocean 

as an ·essential first step towards the relaxation of tension and 

the promotion of peace and security in the area: 11 

It might appear to everybody that it is only an optimist who would expect 

self-restraint on the part of the great Powers, but I hope that some day or 

other that optimism will be justified. 
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!~·!!'. Amerasinghe, Sri Lanka_) 

''3. Endorses the recommendations for the future work of the Ad Hoc ----
Cowmittee on the Indian Ocean? as contained in paragraph 35 of the report 

of the Committee .. 
"4. Requests the littoral and hinterland States of the Indian Ocean 

,to enter, as soon as possible) into consultations with a view to convening 

a conference on the Indian Ocean~ 

':5. Invites all States~ especially the great Powers, to co·-operate 

in a practical manner with the Ad Ho..£_ Committee in the discharge of its 

ftmctions: 

'
16. Expresses its thanlrs ·to the Secretary-~General for his efforts in the 

preparation of the factual statement of the great Powers 1 military presence in 

the Indian Ocean~ 

''7. Requests the Ad Ho.£_ Committee to continue its work and consultations 

in accordance 1ri th its mandate and to report to the General Assembly at its 

thirtieth s.ession: 

;'8. Requests the Secretary··General to continue to render all necessary 

ass~stance to the Ad Hoc Committee. ' 1 

And here I >-rould add that the assistance we would expect from the Secretary-General 

would also apply to the convening of the conference of the littoral and hinterland 

States referred to in operative ~aragraph 4. 
There >rere several moments during our discussions when we vrere divided by 

controversy, but it is a tribute to the members of the Ad Hoc CoHuni ttee that they 

were able to subdue those differences ,of opinion and,subordinate them to the greater 

interest of securing a unanimous. draft resolution, and this draft resolution I now 

have the honour to present to the Committee end commend for its a~centance. 

The CHAIRr'.IA.I~ (.i.nterpretation from Spanish): I am informed that 

dr. A:nerasinghe of Sri Lanka addressed very kind 1-rords to me at the beginning of his 

statement. I am sorry I uas not present to hear him. I promise to read his 

statement in the verbatim record and I thank him most warmlY, as though I had heard 

him uzyself. 
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Hr. FARTASii (Iran): Only a few days ago, in ·the course of introducinc; 

my Government's proposal for the establishment of a nuclear-weapon-free zone in the 

region o.f the diddle East, the IIead of the Iranian delegation elaborated in some 

detail the basic philosophy that underlies our thinkin~ and our actions in the field 

of dis armament. .Hence I shall confine my remarks today to an examination of some 

of .the specific issues _nm-r_ being considered by this Committee. 

l:ly country has recognized the imperative necessity of preserving the Indian Ocean 

one of the great waterways of tht: 1-rorld -- as a zcne of peace. That international 

rivalries must be excluded from the Indian Ocean and that the security of the region 

must be bolstered and enhanced through co-operation among the countries of the region 

has provided the fundamental fra~ework of our policies concernine this matter. 

In consistency vrith this policy, my Government was a sponsor not only of the 

draft resolution that became General-Assembly resolution 2832 (XXVI), which declared 

that the Indian Ocean was designated for all time as a zone of peace, but also of the 

subsequent resolutions adopted in connexion vith this item. Hence, our concern and 

our interest in this area is of long-standing duration, and this subject is of 

paramount importance to us. 

liost recently my Government has called for i-Tider economic ties and closer 

co-operation among littoral States of the Indian Ocean,so that in their unity of 

purpose the security of the re~ion 111ay be enhancec1. 

It is t!lis deep concern for the maintenance of genuine peace in the region 

that has motivated my country, as a member of the Ad Hoc Committee on tl1e Indian 

Ocean to lend its support anc1 co· ·operation in furthering the work of that bocy. 

'l'be report of the A<!.._B9.£_ Com:ni ttee (A/9629) reflects the vi evpoints 

expressed by the member countries ... most of which are littoral States -··- during 

the course of its long and arduous deliberations. Despite the ·i·Tide range and. 

diversity of opinions expressed on some issues of vital importance to the parties 

concerned, the report, nevertheless, is the result of a clarity of vision regarding 

their common interest in securin~ and perpetuating peaceful conditions in the 

re::;ion. It was this unity of purpose as far aE? the ultimate objective was· 

concerned that led to the formulation of the recomiliendations of the Co~rittee, 

a.monc; which are those dealin.r:: vith tlle need for the definition of certain terms 

of reference and consideration of the question of convening a conference of the 

:ittoral fuld hi~terland States. 
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(I:fr. Fartash, Iran) 

The·voice of reason also prevailed with r~spect to the draft resolution 

recommended by the Committee for adoption by the General Assembly at this session. 

As a result of unsparing efforts by all members of the Ad H_9£. Committee and under 

the vigorous leadership of its Chairman, i:.Ir. Arnerasinghe, who just preceded me 

and so ably expounded _!tis v~ews on _this subject, a draft resoluti~n has emerged 

which, while moderate and balanced, is constructive and forward--looking. 

Thus, while expressing our satisfaction with the draf't resolution, we alsc 

that it will receive unanimous approval. 

It is this same type of positive attitude towards the whole question of 

disarmament that determines our posture \ri.th respect to the world disarmament 

confeTence. i~e continue to believe that at ~he right time a world disarmament 

conference with universal participation and adequate preparati_on could result in 

notable gains in the field of disarmament. 

· Already a modest measure of pro~ress has been achieved in the conclusion of 

the work of the Ad Hoc Committee on the Horld Disarmament Conference. We must now 

~onder on how best we can advance the idea without losing our sense either of 

realism or direction. 

To act in precipitate fashion and without paying due attention to the practical 

realities surrounding the question of holding such a conference would only damage 

the prospects for a successful outcome. The complexity of the i~sues involved in 

this field demand that we adopt a careful and step ·by--step approach. The concept 

of a world disarmam~nt conference should be nourished carefully with a view to 

. allowing it in due course to ripen and mature into reality. Any undue haste or 

pressure could only result in negative repercussions wi1ich would adversely affect 

the fragile progress achieved thus far·. 

The report of the f..d Jfoc Cormnitt_ee on the vlorld Disarmament Conference must be 

looked upon in the li('")lt of this cautious approach. The final character of the 

document was influenced by the Cm<lini ttee 's mandate, ·which required that it produce 

a document that had the unanimous approval of the members. _And yet, by merely 

being successful in producing this report, the ~~ Ho_c_ Com..rnittee took a significant 
• stride and laid dmm the cornerstone around vhicb we may now proceed to build in 

a gradual manner. 
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( 11r. Fartash , Iran_} 

In this connexion, I >vish to take this opportunity to say that the i'lorlcing 

Group that drafted the report .. :... and particularly its Chairman~. l'-1r. ·Elias of 

Spain . ·- deserves a. great deal of credit for a job so ably accomplished. 

Turnin6 now to a review of developments in.the field of disarmament, we find 

that,however haltingly at times, the process of detente has continueu to move 

ahead. 

It is to be hoped that, in addition·to SALT II, the ~egotiations now under way 

in Vienna on mutual reduction of forces and armaments in Central Europe and on 

certain confidence--building measures in the military field at ·the Conference on 

Security and Co--operation in Europe, a:re merely prologues to more significant 

events. 
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(Mr. Fartash, ·Iran) 

And fulfilment of the world's hopes continues to be denied also with 

rc{';nrcl to a comprehensive test ban treaty and a chemical weapons convention. 

}~utll those subjects· ~ave dominated the di.scussions in the Conference of the 

r:omnd t.tcc on Disarmament ( CCD) for a number of years, since the Committee 

wn;. rwlwcJ by the General ~ssembly .to consider those t1w questions on ~~ 

Heac:oned and eloquent voices have been raised in this forum and elsewhere 

~he immense dangers involved in the continued testing of nuclear 

nw.tions fail to pay heed to what· seems obvious to reasonable 

men c·verywhere --,that th.ere will have to be a final reckoning some day and 

.; dL·nr price may have to be paid for this glaring example of human folly. 

Uw representative of Hexico pointed ·out during a recent debate in the 

('Cil 1.lw rLvcrage namber of nuclear-weanon tests yearly-·- .in the decade since 

1,nrtinl test ban treaty was concluded in 1963, was 60 per cent higher 

the 1945 to 1963 annual average (CCD/PV.627, p. 23). til :Ill 

'1'.1 me· nnd again hopes for the conclusion of a comprehensive test ban 

:lt~l'···v 111 ,.nt. haYe been dashed because of the lack of agreement on what canst 

1111 
:ukqu:Lte system of verification. Vario~s. attempts haYe been maae to 

(W<·n·o1nc the impasse preYailing on that issue. These have included proposals 

t·q~:t!'dinr: interim measures and confidence-building techniques. But success 

11111; 00 fn.r eluded all the efforts exerted in that direction. 

Jlo\Jever, advances in seismological techniques, accompanied by satellite 

·vnt.ion and measurement of vented radioactivity, have tended to dilute 

t.lw 1,erounsiveness of arguments in favour of on-site inspection. In any case, 

11,.:i t.J 1r'r of the nuclear--weapon Pm.;rers can be said to have demonstrated the 

r,., 111 j t.:i te political vill to achieve final agreement on the question of stopping 

ar-wenpons tests. 

With regard to the problem of the prohibition of chemical and 

l·:~,·i.,·r:iolo[dcal means of •·:arfare, one notes with satisfaction the fact that 

1
::,,n· ttJnn 100 States have signed. the 1971 Convention on the Prohibition of 

·lorical (Biological) Heapons. That is indeed a positive step. 

'·\·v.·rt.heJ ess, our enthusiasm is temDered by the realization that the Convention 

il::: !1\lt. yet. co:ne ir:to force. 
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(Mr. Fartash, Iran) 

We have followed closely the detailed and comprehensive discussions that 

place in the CCD on the question of chemical weapons. The various 

and working papers which have been submitted in the CCD, including 

sting initiative taken by the Japanese Government in submitting a 

·ention regarding the prohibition of chemical we17pons , have been 

the object of .careful study by my Government. VTe are confident that in time 
- -- --

forts will lead to the formulation of a text which will command the 

of the international community. : 

loJe note with satisfaction also that in a joint communique, issued in Moscow 

on 3 July the United States and the Soviet Union agreed to consider a joint 
' bhe CCD with respect to the conclusion, as a first step, of an 

convention dealing with the most dangerous and lethal means of 

r-e. vle hope that such joint action will be forthcoming at the 

ble date so that the deadlock on this question may finally be 

Any discussion regarding the cessation of the nuclear arms race must 

_ necessarily ~ivet our attention upon the Treaty on the Non-Proliferation of· 
- -

iieapons. The lag in the implementation of some of the provisions of 

aty has indeed been disappointing. Equally disquieting is the fact 

that few of the so-called threshold Powers have become parties to the 

rreaty ~ · As my Foreign Hinister pointed out during thE 

debate ~n tne pJ.enary Assembly, progress in this respect has not been ' as 

thorough or wide -ranginr-r as e~}Jected" (J::../P_Y.:_2_2_6_4, p. 36). 

In that connexion it is our hope that the forthcoming conference to rev~ew 

10n-proliferation Treaty ivill provide the opportunity for a genuine and 

objective evaluation of its strength and weaknesses. Attention is bouna to 

focus at that conference o~, among other things, the 1 degree of fulfilment of 

obligations undertaken under the terms of the Treaty. Every attempt should 

be made to assess how best all its provisions-- in ~articular, articles IV. 

V and VI -- might be implemented or "l.vhat practicable and realistic 

might be introduced to make it more universally acceptable. 
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(Mr. Fartash. Iran) 

I turn now to the Soviet proposal regarding "the prohibition of action to 

influence the environment and climate for military and other purposes 

incompatible with the maintenanc~ of international security, human well-being 

and health'1
• The question of possible meteorological and environmental warfare 

in the future has gained some prominence in recent years due to significant 

research being conducted with_respect to manipulation of weather and climate 

with a view to alleviating the ravages of nature. Such attempts at environmental 

modification can, if uncontrolled, be mobilized ror military purposes. It is 

imperative, in our opinion, to take proper measures before technology outstrips 

man's ability to-impose the requisite control mechanisms in this field. We 

therefore believe that this proposal should form the subject of careful study 

in CCD. Appropriate r_ecommendations, we hope, will subsequently emerge as a 

result of the discussions held in th~at ·roru;_,, 

vJith respect to the question of the prohibition or restriction of the use 

of napalm, and other incendiary weapons, we note the opportunity offered for a 

discussion of this matter by the recent diplomatic conference in Geneva on the 

_Re~ffirmation and D~v~lopm~rrt of International Humanitarian Law Applicable . . - - -. . - . ~ -

in Armed Conflicts. Useful work towards enhancing our knowledge regarding this 

subject was also accomplished by the meeting of Government experts•which was 

convened at Lucerne under the auspices of the International Committee of the 

Red Cross. 

My delegation notes with interest that as a result of last year's Soviet 

proposal for a reduction in arms expenditUre and t~e application of part of 

these savings in providing assistance to developing nations, a most instructive 

report has been submitted by the experts appointed by the Secretary-General. 

The report gives evidence of careful and in-depth analysis of many complex 

issues involved in any attempt to implement this proposal. 

The conclusions of the report bear out our earlier concern that whereas 

such proposals are worthy of careful attention by the international community. 

they nevertheless require the existence of a congenial environment without 

which no real measure of disarmament can prosper. Barriug such requisite 

p9litical conditions and in the absence of an effective mechanism to guarantee 

and safeguard peace and security, nations have- no alternative but to look 

after their defence requirements. 
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(Mr. Fartash, Iran) 

Finally, it only remains for me to express our sincere thanks.to the 

co-Chairmen and to the members of CCD for agreeing to invite my country to 

become a member of the enlarged Committee, beginning 1 January 1975. I also 

wish to thank those members of this Committee who have graciously offered 

their felicitations to my Goverpment in connexion with this matter. Should 

the General Assembly decide to endo~se ~his decision, I can p~edge now that 

Iran will shoulder its new responsibilities to the best of its ability, in the 

sure conviction that every effort in the cause· of peace is an ennobling 

experience, rich with the promise of potential benefit to Sll men. 

Mr. TANKOUA (United Republic of Cameroon) (interpretation from French): 

Mr. Chairman, since this is the first time I have spoken {n this Committee since the 

beginning of the session, I should like to associate myself with previous speakers, 

in extending to you the warm congratulations and the satisfaction of the Cameroon 

delegation upon your election to the chairmanship of our Committee .. We are 

convinced that, with your intelligence and your habitual calm, your well-known 

di ·matic qualities and your experie~ce of the problems we are discussing, the 

F: Committee will honourably discharge its task. We should also like to 
~ongratulate the other officers of the Committee, particularly our Rapporteur, 

the representative of Portugal, a country whose historic bonds with Cameroon are 

well known, and we should like to express 0ur proper appreciation of the new African 

policy of that country. 

In the view of my delegation, the present state of affairs with regard to 

disarmament is in defiance of the most elementary common sense. From 1914 to 1918 

to go cack only as far as that -- the First World War inflicted upon mankind 

unprecedented atrocities, in the light of which both the victors and the 

vanquished, who had suffered more or less equally, believed that they should 

avoid a repetition of such a situation by a solemn undertaking in the League 

of Nations. Hardly 20 years later, for the same reasons, economic problems 

and dreams of supremacy, the same Powers dragged the world into the holocaust 

of 1939-1945. Aghast this time at the disastrous consequences of their 

miscalculations, those responsible considered that in order to 

eliminate for ever the possibility of a repetition of such sufferings, 
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they should reject the idea of a mere League of Nations and create an 

organization _,_ and I quote the Charter here -- of: 
11 

••• the peoples of the United Nations, determined to save succeeding 

generations from the scourge ·of war, which twice in our lifetime has 

brought· untold sorrow to mankind, and to reaffirm faith in fundamental 

human rights, in the dignity and worth of the human person, in the equal 

rights of men and women and of nations large and small ••. " 

Then those former adversaries, confronted once again with the realities 

of war, chose the holy and peaceful spot on the.west coa~t of the United 

Btates of America to embrace each other, wipe away each other's tears, bathe 

their wounds in the ocean and sign this new act of marriage, the Charter, ·in 

·which they solemnly undertook: 

_
11 

--. •• t? practice tolerance and live together in peace with one another 

as good neighbours, and to unite our s~r~ngth to maintain international 

peace and security, and to ensure, by the acceptance of principles and . 

the institution of methods, that armed force shall not be used, save in 

the common interest ••. ;; 

Hardly 30 years have gene by since then, and now we are told that the world 

is once again on the brink of war, a war which will have no survivors. 

i~e 'are told, indeed, that the level of armaments and the technology of 

armaments developed since 1945 is such that it needs only a madman, 

a miscalculation or an act of blackmail to hurl the whole world into the abyss; and 

that in spite of the praiseworthy efforts to achieve disarmament, particularly 

since the signing in 1968 of the non-proliferation Treaty: 

" the cost of a nuclear submarine rose by more than 700 per cent • • . there 

was an increase of 4oo per cent in the number of intercontinental missile 

nuclear warheads for firing from land bases, submarines or long-range bombers, 

a1:1d·an increase of 50 per cent in military budgets H ( CCD/444. p. 2) 

which will amount in 1974 to more than $250,000 million. 
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(Mr. Tankoua, Cameroon) -·-··- .. -------.. ------

1-1.¥ delegation has no reason or way to doubt the astounding statistics 

which have certainly come from the most authoritative sources; nor are we 

raising any questions about the intentions of those who originally compiled 

them, before Mexico and CCD had an opportunity to take cognizance of and 

report to us on them. However, we do raise the questions: Why were these 

arms manufactured? Why is the arms race still continuing? If it is 

an accident~ why have ~hose who find them so terrifying to the whole of 

mankind and who possess them not destroyed them or at least stopped 

increasing them? 

Someone taught me from a small ancient history book that the world, 

after having almost achieved vrisdom, relapsed into ignorance.. This childhood 

memory prompts me to wonder whether in the twentieth century we are not 

actually going through the same process and are doomed to repeat history. 

Because, how can we believe that man-has wilfully and deliberately built up such. 

sto~kpiles of arms that all it would take for our planet to be wiped off 

the map of the universe is a miscalculation or an accident? How can we 

believe that anyone who is aware of this danger to himself and as the 

builder ofthese stockpiles- and this dangei:_wou;td not make up his mind to 

eliminate the danger? 

When in 1960 my country acceded to the San Francisco Charter-- a document, 

incidentally, which was prepared without its participation or co-operation --

it vras convinced that along with it all peoples , which had directly or indirectly 

suffered the unprecedented ills which the imagination.of man or a group of men 

was ever able to impose on mankind, those peoples which twice in the ''period 

of .30 years had made monumental errors and sworn never to commit them again~ , 
should fulfil the momentous obligation to respect that document tq which they 

had so freely subscribed. While the Charter is actually being infringed today 

by some of its authors Cameroon, for its part 5 continues to believe in it and 

to hono~r its commitments -- even if it is not perfect; even if it is both 

egalitarian (Chapter I . Article 2 (1) ) and inegalitarian (Security Council 

right of veto). 
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We have therefore always favoured general and complete disarmament, 

advocated the urgent need to stop nuclear and thermonuclear _tests, the 

conclusion of a treaty totally bann~~g those tests and transferring stockpiles 

of these wecrons and the factories that produce them to peaceful purposes of 

economic and social development. Similarly, we have always supported efforts 

to stop the p~oliferation of nuclear arms. --we are-in favour of the 

denuclearization of geographical zones~ the reduction of military budgets and 

utilization of the funds thus saved for humanitarian purposes. We condemn 

napalm and all other chemical or bacteriological weapons. 

That is the attitude of principle of my Government on the item~ 

under cons~deration and I should like now to make a few remarks on them. 

As is known, in ratifying the non--proliferation. Trea~_,_ my country·was, as it 

were, taking a leap in an expression of faith and thereby a positive step towards 

general and complete disarmament. But that option in no way signifies that 

we have excluded for ourselves any possibility of undertaking theoretical 

or laboratory research in the nuclear field or, possibly, exploiting peaceful 

techn_olog~cal a.pplications which may evolve --from- this form of energy whi"ch we 

are told has such a promising future. Nor can there be any doubt that if 9 

in the final analysis, it turns out to be true that that Treaty remains · 

a discriminatory, fallacious, illusory and, above all., ineffective instrument 

as ~orn.s stated here by a delegation -- Cameroon~ following the example of many 

other countries, will of course have to revise its position accordingly. 

That is why we ·expect a great deal -- and somewhat impatiently -- from the 

work of the Conference of the Committee on Disarmament and find its efforts 

praiseworthy. He are also patiently a"t-raitinc; the results of the Conferenc~ 

on the review of the Treaty on the Non-Proliferation of Nuclear \7eapons, 

to be held in 1975. 
Hith regard to the denuclearization of zcnes, -::.y delegation considers 

that that problem, lil~e all other disarmament problems, should be studied 

carefully. The delimitation of zones should be precise so as to avoid 

corridors or non-denuclearized enclaves which could constitute,for the nuclear 

Pavers not parties to the Treaty,firing grounds for the peripheral zones and 

vThich ;.rould be dangerous for those areas. We are thinking in particular of 
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(Mr ._..._T_a_nkoua, _Cameroo~) 

Territories which are subject to rival claims or are still colonized and 

where there are foreign bases and enclaves; and we are also thinking of the 

possibility of using the colonial~ annexationist notion of "vacant and unowned 

land11
• Similarly, the protection of denuclearized zones adjacent to those 

which are not denuclearized shOUfd be given clear guarantees against the 

latter. 

My delegation hopes that the Ad Hoc Committee on the vlorld Disarmament 

Conference will not lose sight of those important details of the problems 

of zones, and we shall support any initiatives to promote a serious study 

of the matter. 

Specialists of. our Organization have said that the United Republic of 

Cameroon is among the poorest countries of the world and those which have 

suffered most from the immediate conseg_uences of the most recent energy 

crisis. We have also been victins of the Sahelian drought. In addition, we 

are very much alarmed at the fact that more than $250,000 million are now 

being swallowed up annually by various nrilitary programmes throughout the world 

while millions of men are ~erishing from hunger-and-natural disasters and-

when specialized international organizations foresee alarming prospects in 

the very near future. 

In-the circumstances, we hope that all deleg~tions here will support 

the Soviet Union proposal on the reduction of military budgets and utilization 

of funds thus saved for humanitarian purposes, because, in our views this 

would be one way, among others --but a good one -- of discovering whether or 

not the intentions of the proposers are as insincere as some people claim. 

Similarly 5 we are sympathetic to the draft resolution on the prohibition of 

action to influence the environment and climate for military and other purposes 

incompatible with the maintenance of international security, human well-being 

and health (A/C.l/1.675). 

Our position, as I have just explained it. is, we realize, a modest 

contribution to the difficult problems being discussed by the Committee: but 

it is a necessary and sufficient contribution .to encourage concrete ini t;_ati ves 
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that we expect from the great Powers, which bear primary responsibility for 

bringing the world out of the psychosis of terror re.sulting from an 

international situation that was already more than alarming at the time 

30 October 1974 -- of the consideration of the ·relationship between our Orgr..:d zation 

and South ~fricarwhen the Security Council adde~ a deteriorating element. to 

the international situation. 

If the First Comncittee -- ~he political committee of the United Nations 

treats lightly the matter of mankind's survival,, the question will arise 

whether the twenty-ninth session will not in fact toll the knell of our 

Organization. The failure of the Organization would be all the more 

contradictor,y and regrettable because all delegations which have spoken in 

the general debate at this session have in fact laid stress on international 

co-operation based on interdependence, a complementarity which, as if by 

magic, other challenges -- the energy and food crises ~ave revealed to us. 

The example of the Security Council' with regard to the policy of 

apartheid of ~he South African Government has eloquently confirmed what 

other speakers have said before in this room: that in spite of the relevant

provisions of the Ch~rter, in spite of the many resolutions of the General 

Assembly, the Security Council and other relevant United Nations bodies, 

adopted for 29 years, the political ~ill by States for true international 

peace and security is still lacking. 
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But that will is indispensable if we want to elicit and identify the various 

factors neglect or overs~ght of which would-be likely to deal a death-blow to 

our enterprise by hindering an objective search for solutions to this crucial 

problem of general and complete disarmament. 

In the view of my .. delegation, the. following are the four conditions which 

seem to be essential to that ·objective. 

We should·, in our view. eliminate 'all causes of the need for research into 

the development of ever-more deadly weapons and, in the final analysis, the 

production, acquisition, stockpiling and improvement of those weapons. In other 

words, we must put an end to the policy of supremacy and resolve all open or 

latent conflicts which are pockets of resistance to any disarmament -policy. 

We should decide upon the international authority approp:r-_i_ate to supervise 

the process and control disarmament-- that is, a disarmed world. Those Powers 
• 

that are armed or possess the technology and arms factories should agree no 

longer to produce them, improve them or to allow them to be spread; or to use 

their stockpiles for military purposes. Rather, they should destroy them or 

convert them so that they may be used for praiseworthy purposes. 

Countries other than those I have mentioned should in turn and in parallel 

fashion agree to refrain from acquiring armaments or undertaking any enterprise 

or research having military purposes. 

In other words, if the first two conditions are fulfilled, the key to the 

problem would be in the hands of two groups of countries, which would have 

simultaneously to accept some conditional obligations. 

Our analysis may seem simplistic and Utopian, but we firmly believe that 

whoever willed the creation of those arsenals can also will their destruction. 

It is or!Jy a matter of conscience and will. 

The question of which of the two groups should begin is answered by the 

fact that all the developing countries and meyium-sized ~owers that have 

ratified the non-proliferation Treaty, have accepted the denuclearization 

of zones and the world disar.o~acnt conference, pave condemned all nuclear 

tests but uP-dertake none, have condemned napalm and ali other 

chemical or bacteriological weapons, and so on, -- all those countries, I say, 
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are already doing enough towards general and complete disarmament, even if 

the absence of the appropriate control. authority has as yet made it impossible 

to check the truthfulness of their claims. Since the Charter of our 

Organization has entrusted the great Powers with special responsibility for 

the maintenance of international peace and security it would be natural to exp-ect 

that a meaningful gesture in the direction of disarmament will be forthcoming 

from them. Ve should like to make it quite clear that we hope they will make 

that gesture, in the form of calling a halt to the production of those weapons 

and destroying or reconverting the stockpiles. Otherwise, they would seem to be 

telling the other countries to simply fold their arms and remain forever small 

under big-Power domination -- in other words, to remain at their mercy. That 

could be called mac~oslavery, and in any case no one could willingly accept it. 

It would certainly lead us ~nto insurmountable difficulties. 

Indeed, the non-proliferation Treaty and other measures of the kind would 

be respected by no one, not even by those who had signed the Treaty; it could be 

slighted with impu~i~y, sine~, _it b~ing_a matter of.the maintenance of peace, 

it would fall within the competence of the Security Council and would 

obviously lead to a veto by a permanent member. 

We also doubt whether those Treaties and Conventions can be as universal 

as some claim, because we wonder whether, for example, the people of Palestine, 

a nation whose territory is occupied, Yf~uld agree to•them. We have the same 

doubts concerning the black majorities of Rhodesia, South Africa, Namibia, 

Angola and Mozambique and all world communities that possess and might still 

need weapons to affirm their national identities an~ their fundamental rights 

under the Charter, but to which we are still obstinately closing our eyes. 

Even the racist minorities would never agree to those texts, because they too 

are frightened and for that r~ason armed to the teeth, allegedly by certain 

great Powers, which are in turn frightened that Pretoria will refuse to supply 

them with enriched uranium, plutonium, gold, diamonds and the primary 

cow1odities they badly need for their armaments industries. 
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In the circumstances, it will -be understood that the world would indeed 

be on the brink of the abyss because the act of folly or blackmail of the kind 

mentioned this very year by the United States Secretary of· State himself, in 

his statement to the General Assembly-~ might be the act of.a Palestinian, a 

South African) a Viet ~amese or an unsuspected sympathizer having access to 

the secrets of the nuclear arms arsenals. 

It is for all those reasons that my delegation very sincerely believes 

. that in order to avoid the worst, the irreparable, the great Powers will soon 

be displaying the political will necessary to turn from the present state of 

precarious detente to true peace in a world where justice reigns. Lack of that 

wiil be fatal to mankind because in itself it would constitute an important 

element in acceleration of the arms race and would be an unnecessary risk which 

in our view no one should be called upon to take unless as a forn1 of blackmail 

or an attempt to make people become mad enough to press the doomsday button. 

My delegation reserves its right to speak again if necessary on details· 

of various items of .our a~end~. 

The CHAIRMAN (interpretation from Spanish): I thank the representative 

of Cameroon for _the very kind words he was good enough to address to me ana to 

the other officers of the Committee. 

We had in principle agreed that the Committee would adjourn so that members 

might attend the plenary meeting to hear the speech of His Excellency 
I 

Dr. Bruno Kreisky, the Federal Chancellor·of the Republic of Austria. I think 

we can do so now, provided the next three speakers on the list agree to that 

procedure. They are the representatives of Chile, Brazil and India. I see that, 
-

very courteously, they do not object. I shall therefore call upon them, in that 

order,' at this afternoon's meetin~. 

The meeting rose at 12.10 p.m~ 
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AGL:IJDA ITEiiS 24, 27, 28, 29, 30, 31, 34, 35, 100, 101, 103 and 107 ( ~onj:.inuecl_} 

REDUCTI01J OF THE r·;ILITAEY BUDGETS OF f:>TAT:CS Pim.J·1AJ'J:i!;i:n l·lE!1BERS OF TIIE S~CURITY 

COUNCIL BY 10 PER C:CJ:fT AND UTILIZATIOn OF PAl.'I OF 'J:'IL FU\!DS TliUS SAV1'D TO PROVIDl'~ 

JlBSISTAl'JCE TO DEVELOPIIJG COUTTRTCS ( A/9565 Jl./9713, A/9770, A/9800) 

(a) REPOET OF 'I'HI: SP:CCIAL C01tliTTEE OiT THE DISTRIBUTIOI) OF TI-L.:: FUI'JDS RELEASED AS 

A R.LSULT OF TIJ..; REDUCTION OF :IILITARY BUDG_,_:;Ts · 

(b) R2FORT OF TH:C SECRETARY-GrlJERAL 

1·JAPAL;.; Al'ID OTHER INCEl'JDIARY JEAPOIJS AND ALL ASPECTS OF THEIR POSSIBLE USE: REPORT 

OF TIE SECRETARY GE1LCRAL (A/9726) 

CH.S.iiCAL AHD BACT:CFnOLOGICAL (BIOLOGICAL) \!EAPONS: REPORT OF TEE COHFERENC.8 OF 

'i'H:t; CO,Ii!ITTEL: OI1J DISAR!'JAJIEBT (A/970u) 

URGD::T l>I8BD FOR CESSATIOl'-J OF NUCLEAR JlJm TH:LRi10NUCLE.AR TI:STS AND CONCLUSION OF A 

TReATY D:CSIGlJED TO ACHIEV:C A CO:iPRElillNSIVE TEST BAN: REPORT OF THE CONF:CRi:;:t~CE OF 

TiL; COil!iiTT:LE OIJ DISMLLUEHT (A/9593, A/9650, A/9693, A/9708; A/C .1/L.683) 

~ iPL:S.1E:.J'l'ATIOlJ OF GENERAL ASS...=: iBLY Il:CSOLUTIOl'J 3079 (XXVIII) COlJCERNING THE 

SIGHATURZ AI;D RATIFICATION OF ADDITIOHJI.L PROTO.COL II OF THE TEEATY FOTI THE - - . . . -

PROIIIDITIOt~ OF lfuCLEAR '.n:;APOiJS IN LATIN Al:iERICA (TREATY OF TLATELOLCO): illPORT 

OF THI: s:CRJ.::TAnY--GIJERAL (A/9718, A/9797; A/C.1/L.685) 

IdPL.2J ii:l~TATIOlJ OF THE DECLARATIO:J Ol~ TliE INDIA!.IJ OCEAN AS A ZOJif£: OF PEACE: REPORT 

OF THE AD llOC COl~iiTT:::::C OIJ THE HffiiAN OCEAN (A/9585, A/9629 ancl. Addendum) 

.!ORLD DISARIA!·i:Ei\IT CmF:CREIJCE. REPOHT OF THE !:P_J:fQ_f_ Cm:iHITTEB ON THE HORLD 

DISAP"1A1EIIT COHFERCNCE ( A/9590, A/9620, A/9636) 

GLl·lERAL kJD COilPL:CTE DISARiiA: IC~J1 ~ IiEPORT OF TI:::C CONF:2;REITCE OF Trili COlE~ITT:C:C ON 

DISARlL\:llilJT ( A/9698, A/9708) 

I.;PL::J.ii:i'!TATIO~~ OF Gu,I:t;t'cAL ASSI:;~iBL'.l s.:SOLUTIOl'I 2206 (XXII) COlTC:CRNIITG THE SIGl'1A:TUK: 

P.JW RATIFICATI01J OF ADDITIOHAL PROTOCOL I OF THE TREATY FOR THE PROHIBITION OF 

iRJCLEAR \GA?01JS liT LATin AI:L:RIC?. (TREATY OF T.Ll\.T:CLOLCO) (A/9692; A/C.1/L.686) 

ESTABLIS1J_,J..2JT OF Jl. liUCLLAR -Ul::A?Ol'J FR::::::S Z01fE IE THE REGIOI'J OF TifC ~~IDDL: :cAST 

(A/96':)3 a.11d Add.1 .. 3) 
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PROHIBITION OF ACTION TO INFLUENCE THE ENVIRONi'lENT .fuliJD CLIMATE FOR HILITARY AND 

OTHCR PURPOSES INCOMPATIBLE 1-JITH THE MAINTENANCE OF INTERI'l"ATIONAL SECURITY, 

HU:1AH WELL--BEING AND HEALTH (A/9702 and Corr.l: A/C.l/L.675) 

DECLARATION .Aim EST.ABLISillvJENT OF A NUCLEAR FREE ZONE IN SOUTH .ASIA ( .A/9 706) 

Hr. HUERT~ (Chile) (interpr~ation from Spanish): It is with pride 

that the delegation of Chile speaks on the items regarding disarmament which 

appear on the agenda of this First Cormni ttee, because my country, together with 

her sister Republic of .Argentina, which you, Mr. Chairman, so worthily represent, 

on 28 Hay 1902 signed the first treaty on disannament and arms limitation 

known in the history of the world, thus setting an exruaple of peaceful vocation 

which, in the course of the years, has but strengthened. It is precisely because 

of this vocation for peace that my delegation cannot fail to express its concern 

at the arms race in which the world is engaged, both at the level of nuclear 

weapons as at the level of conventional w·eapons. 

The deplorable ·consequences whic11 this ·arlJl.s· race· generates-both for 

international stability and for the process of economic and social development 

to which our peoples aspire, mruce it urgent that the role which the United 

I'lations is called upon to play should tal~e concrete form. A first priority, 

which as in past years my delegation wishes to emphasize, relates to the 

urgent need to halt nuclear and thermonuclear testing. The repeated appeals 

to the>se States vhi ch are not yet parties to the Treaty vrhich prohibits nuclear 

tests in the atmosphere, in outer space and under water, to accede to it have 

proved to be fruitless . .Accordingly, it becomes essential to make a renewed 

effort to ensure the full effectiveness of this instrument as well as to 
-

improve 01 it by prohibiting undergroQnd nuclear tests. 

In regard to the last aspect 1-re note with satisfaction the agreements 

reached between the United States anc. the Soviet Union on the limitation 

of underground tests which, despite their restricted scope, constitute a positive 

step vithin this procedure. However, the possibility of a treaty intended to 

achieve a general prohibition of these tests is still rernote, not becaus:: 

of the difficulties in regard to supervision procedures , which have been 
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invoked more as a pretext than because they really exist, but because there 

is as yet no firm will on the part of the nuclear Powers which have primary 

responsibility in this field. 

In close connexion with the problem of the cessation of nuclear 

tests. we must also r~fe:r to the need to fUrther the implementation of 

t:1e non-proliferation Treaty by encouraging the participation of a lar!":er 

nUDber of States by demanding compliance on the part of the nuclear 

?u..rers with the provisions of articles V and '{I and, above all, the strict 

application of safeguards measures which constitute the corner-stone of 

the non ·proliferation system. Only in this way will it be possible to 

arrive at an effective system of non-proliferation, particularly at a 

time when technology makes the differences between military and peaceful 

application of nuclear tests more theoretical and more difficult to 

determine every day. It is our hope that the conference which will 

consider and review this Treaty will provide an adequate framework for 

its inprovement. 

Consideration of the problem of general and complete disarmament is 

still trailing along with no set course. The scant and practically 

non-existent progress indicated in the report of the Conference of the 

Co~~ittee on Disarmament is discouraging. We still believe in the 

essential usefulness of that multilateral forum, but we also believe that 

it is necessary to transform it into an effective vehicle to achieve the 

o';:jecti ve of disarmament. An undoubtedly positive step in this direction has 

been the in vi tat ion to join the Conference extended to the Federal 

Republic of Germany, the Germ&~ Democratic Republic, Iran, Peru and 

Zaire. ;.l[y delegation also would be extremely pleased to see Australia 

join this inportant forum. 

The agreements reached between the United States and the Soviet 

Union on the prevention of nuclear war, on basic principles for negotiations 

of new limitations of strategic offensive weapons, on the linitation of 

anti-ballistic missiles and on other points, together with the limitation 

on underground tests which I have referred to, do undoubtedly represent 
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ough partial progress in disarmament. Nevertheless, bilateral 

do not exempt the United Nations from its primary responsibil 

e ultimate objective of general and complete disarmament. 

exion, the Conference of the Committee en Disarrr.ament should. 

maintain un\ier constant study and analysis the proe;ress and. 

of negotiations between the nuclear Powers. 

Un the other hand, it is indispensable for any policy leading to 

disarmament to. be progressively subject to control procedures which would 

e a real guarantee as to compliance with the cow~itments entered into. 

On 31 October last, Senator James L. Buckley, in the Overseas Press 

Club of New York, made speci fie denunciations regarding violations of 

the SALT asreements. Problems of this kind can become ~ore frequent 

since the development of the technology of warfare will facilitate 

the discovery of mech~isms which will ingeniously make it poss.ible to 

p any commitments that have been assumed. Only strong control 

can prevent such situations. Here ag~in, the Conference of-the.Committee-

on Disarmruuent has the unique responsibility of promoting the appropriate 

solutions. 

The delegation of Chile received with sa tis faction the report of the 

Ad Hoc Committee on the World Disarmament Conference of which my country 

is a member. In the opinion of my Government, the Committee has efficiently 

harged its mandate which, as is known, was limited exclusively to the 

y of the opinions and suggestions made by Governments in connexion with 

the convening of and conditions for holding that conference. This important 

ti ve, the origin of which is to be found in the Conference of Heads of 

and Government of the Non-Aligned Countries was held in Belgrade 

L, has always had the support of my country. We consider that its 

i.ve must be general and complete disarmament under strict 

control, for the achievement of which the active participation of the 

nuclear Powers is indispensable. 
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On tre other hand, we also consider that the preparation of this 

conference should not preclude active continuation of disarmament 

negotiations among the nuclear Powers themselves. Without prejudice to the 

elobal efforts to achieve the objectives of general and complete 

disarmament, my Government attaches the ["reatest importance to regional efforts 

in that direction, which have proven to be viable and effective collateral 

measures. 

Consistent with this policy, my Government, as was announced to the 

General Assembly by the Minister for Foreign Affairs of Chile, has proceeded 

to complete the ratification procedures with respect to the Treaty on the 

Prohibition of Nuclear l!eapons in Latin America, the Treaty of Tlatelolco, 

thus joining that exemplary and useful instrument of denuclearization. 

For the same reason, we were very happy to learn that France and China, 

in the course of this year, adhered to Additional Protocol II of that Treaty. 

We must only regret, therefore, that one of the great nuclear Powers 

continues to be the main absentee in this policy of denuclearization. Once 

again the General Assembly should issue an appeal to that Power 

to comply with the nrovisions of six previous resol~ions of this 

body. My delegation also supports the initiative to issue an appeal to those 

States which, although prospective parties to Additional Protocol I, have 

not yet acceded to it. 

The policy of denuclearization at the regional level, which Latin America 

inaugurated some years ago, is now begi~ning to be studied fro~ the stanuroint of 

its feasibility for other regions of the world. Without prejudging the 

problems and specific characteristics of other regions, we take note of the 

initiative to create a nuclear-free zone in the Middle East, t_he establishment 

of a nuclear-free zone in South Asia and the Declaratio:-, of the Indian Ocean 

as a zone of peace. "vle have also taken note of similar initiatives sponsored 

by the Organization of African Unity. 

Furthermore, my delegation was pleased to learn of the joint corr.munique 

issued by the Prime Ministers of Japan and New Zealand in the city of 

Wellington on 30 October last, in which they reaffirmed the non-nuclear position 

of their respective Governments and their objection to any type of nuclear 
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testing. Chile, as a coastal State in the South Pacific, considers these 

statements to be most positive. 

The trends toward regionalization, which I have mentioned, at present 

warrant requesting the Secretary-General to submit a report in which, in 

consultation with high level experts, he can inform us of the feasibility of\ 

and the problems involved in, these initiatives and in other efforts which may be 

undertaken at the same level as well as of the manner i~ which these are related 

to the non-proliferation Treaty and other multilateral instruments. 

With respect to regional initiatives related to the problem of armaments, we 

believe that they also can be supplemented by various other measures which 

would not apply exclusively to nuclear weapons but to conventional weapons as 

well. Thus, referring to the positive propopal of the Head of State of Peru on 

freezing the acquisition of arms, the representative of Chile stated in the 

Ad Hoc Committee for a World Disarmament Conference that: 

"The Government of Chile considers as a positive step the proposal of 

- -the -Head of st-ate of Peru designed to achieve a subregionaL agreement tQ 

freeze the acquisition of arms, and shares the hope that Peru and 

its neighbours will readh an agreement on freezing their defence expenditures 

and thus be able to use the funds thus released to combat under-

development.11 

I am pleased at this time to reaffirm these concepts, as well as the 

permanent policy of friendship between the sister Republics of Peru and Chile. 

Consistent with this policy of the regional limitation of arms, as early as 

1959 the Government of Chile proposed a general arms limitation in Latin 

America and the use of the funds thus saved to promote economic development. 

What I have just said clearly shows the position of my Government to be the 

promotion of any ~nitiative that will make it possible to reduce arms expenditures 

and allocate the resources thus saved to the needs of economic and social 

development. For that reason, we reaffirm the principles laid down in General 

Assembly-resolution 3093 (YJNIII) on the reduction of the military budgets of 

States permanent members of tee Security Council by 10 per cent and utilization 

of part of the funds thus saved to provide assistance to developing countries. 
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Hhile in the period 1971-1973 the developed countries allocated 5.9 per cent 

of tbeir gross ne.tional product to military expenditures, official assistance 

for development m~::·unt.~l to nnly 0.26 per cent of that gross national product, 

according to tile tct.~t.le::: vhic:L appear in the report of the Secretary-General 

on this subject. T11i3 is higbly indicative of the gravity of tbe situation 

for the devE:lopinc; ccuLtries, In order to implement the policy of the 

reallocation of funO.s it is necessary.for the General Assembly to establish 

an effectiVE: :'Tc cblnc:n·. Cl1ile agreed to be a member of the Special Cormrrittee 

provide<i fGr i1~ re S·:J1l:'t. ion 3!JC. 3 (XXVIII). The reasons which have so far 

prevented tile function in£; of that Committee are ·Hell known. Until this situation 

can be rewedied, my delegation considers that it would be a positive step 

if the country lLat. o"!":i g:i.Laily 1~roposed the reallocation of funds would 

proceed t.o :im}:lew.:nt ti1at UrJilaterally as an expression of their concern for 

the needs of t.:ne develo:cine: countries. 

The propc,sal rcgerd:in~ the prohibition of action to influence the 

environr.1ern, and c:lim::;.i.-= for c::1ilitary and other. purposes inc:om~atible with 

the maiute:wnc:e cf j nterna"tional security, human well-being and health is 

certainly of great inter'O:'::::t, since it anticipates problems that will appear 

if scientific e-m-". te.:::·,:~c>Jo::'"ical advances are applied to non-peaceful 

ends" '.rt1es:::: TJrolJle!"'E 2~ :·eacly exist to some extent. The proposal, v1hich lS 

intended t.o prevent a 110X~se;1inc- of the situation. deserves careful study and 

the considen.:.tion of eff'e.~ti ve :nt:ans to implement it· 
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Finally, my delegation cannot fail to refer to the serious problem 

posed by napalm and other incendiary weapons. We trust that very soon the use 

;veapons will be categorically prohibited. Similarly, we believe that 

the General Assembly must again appeal for the ratification and effective 

on of the Convention on the Prohibition of the Development, __ 

nd Stockpiling of Bacteriological (Biological) and Toxin 

on their Destruction, as well as of the Geneva Protocol of 192~. 

With regard to the important draft convention submitted by Japan on 

the prohibition of the development, production and stockpiling of chemical 

and on their destruction, my delegation regrets that the Conference 

o1· the committee on Disarmament has not achieved concrete results in this 

field. We trust that the subject will again be given high priority. 

All the disarmement items are closely interconnected. That is why 

my delegation preferred to refer to theTI jointly, rather than treating each 

one individually. He belieYe that a matter of substance that is common to 

all of the items is the necessity for effective control. Since the time 

of the League of Nations, successive efforts tovards disarmament and the 

limitation of armaments have failed because of the absence of effective 

control. Hence, we believe that the Conference of the Committee on 

Disarmament and, in due course, the world disarmament conference should 

focus their action on devising strong international controls applicable not 

only to the non-nuclear-weapon countries, 't-Thich have already demonstrated 

their goodwill through the signature of the Treaty on the Ncn-Proliferation 

of Nuclear Weapons and other instruments, but also to the nuclear-weapon 

Powers themselves. The only true guarantee of the success of measures for 

the total prohibition of nuclear tests, non-proliferation, general and 

complete disarmament, the prohibition of chemical and bacteriological warfare, 

and so forth, is the oTenin~ u~ of the frontiers of the great Powers to 

international control. 'l;le are perfectly well aware that that is the greatest 

obstacle. NeYertheless, we are prepared to perseYere in the efforts to 

achieve-that goal. 
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. ' ALVAR~c ~1 ' ~--- .tu AACIEL \Brazil) (interpretation fron French): In a 

dct,.iled statenent several days ago the head f d · forth - o r·y elegat1on set the 
Brazilian Government's position of principle on the question of· 

disarmament and gave an analysis of that question. I shall therefore 

limit my statement today to some brief comments on the ideas that have 

been put fonvard during this general debate- and on some specific items 

of our agenda. 

One first element that emerges frcm w·hat has been said by the majority 

of representatives here is the firmness vTith which they have set forth 

the objectives to be sought with a view to real, effective general and 

complete disarmru~ent under international control. The reiteration of 

the very sincere intentions to seek solutions to the distressing problen 

confrontinG us is in contr~st, however, with the general support for the 

rather scrr:bre and pessi~istic view of the progress recently achieve~. in 

this field, and is in con~radicticn with something that is fully conceded 

by the nuclear Powers themselves that is, that the armaments race is 

still in full swing ·and, indeed, is achieving a rat·e ·and nature hitherto 

unknown. 

The majority of representatives here have stressed the primary 

responsibility of the c;reat Powers, and particularly the nuclear Pavers, 

in the sphere of disan:ament, in the lie;ht of the quantitative and 

qualitative increase in the threat of destruction ' ·nging over the w·orld. 

I shall not repeat the many examples of terrifying vertical proliferation 

that have been cited durinc; this debate. I would simply call attention to 

the fact that the perfecting of nuclear weapons not only disturbs the 

?TLC2ric-us nuclear balance but also renders ever ..-·ore remote the possibility 

of an agreement between the super-Powers to linlit strategic armaments, 

an agreement which is an indispensable precondition to general and 

complete disarnament. Nor shall I dwell on the contradiction involved in 

the fact that the expenditure for the production of P.rmements is maintained 

at an astronomical level at the very monent when there is so much talk about 

the serious economic difficulties facing nations and the world. 
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That gloomy picture is made even more gloomy by the feeling of 

discouragement arising from the absence of proposals designed to settle 

the problem of disarmament as a whole and by the inadequacy of the 

partial and collateral measures suggested. 

Underlying that assessment is the fact that the political phenomenon 

of detente has not yet been translated into effective military measures 

likely to lead to general and complete disarmament and to ensure the 

security of the non-nuclear States. One might even suspect that if 

detente does not in the final analysis lead to genuine understanding, 

it will have simply had the effect of trying to make acceptable the mere 

balance of terror established by the super-Powers, 1.rhich is directly 

opposed to the true international security we all seek. 

vlithin that context, the response to the threat of horizontal 

proliferation -- a problem whose importance and scope cannot be 

minimized -- can be satisfactory only to the extent that conditions~ of 

security are created that will reduce the possible r:otivations of States 

to acquire nuclear weapons. Thus, the question of non-proliferation ~·ust 

be placed within the over-all context of general and complete disarmament. 

Presenting the question of horizontal non-proliferation as a primary 

and almost_unique element in our discussion is tantamount, in this context, 

to distracting us from our final aims and relegating the consideration of 

crucial problems of disarmament proper to a secondary level. The adoption 

of tl:at vievpoint can serve only the aims of tho~e who would like us. to 

confine ourselves to the consideration of partial and collateral disarmament 

measures. 
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It is reducing the sensitivity of world public opinion to the absence of 

progress , for example , in negotiations between the super-Pm.rers on the 

lisitation of strategic arms, nuclear arms testing, or mutual force reductions 

between them, at the very time when we are witnessing an acceleration of the 

arms race, an increase in vertical proliferation, and an increase in the 

nuclear threat itself. Finally, it serves to distract our attention from 

other important individual problems -- chemical weapons or napalm, for 

example --- or questions which are fundamentally deadlocked because of 

strategic, military and political implications which they have for the 

great Pavers. I am thinking particularly of the declaration of the Indian 

Ocean as a zone of peace and the reduction of the mil.;_tary budgets of the 

permanent members of the Security Council. 

The problem of the spread of nuclear weapons has been taken up with 

much emphasis in the general debate from the standpoint of the non-proliferation 

Treaty. I do not believe it is necessary to repeat here the position of my 

country with regard to this international instrument: it lS suffi':iently 

we-ll kno1m. Suffice it to say that, like other States we are refraining from 

makinG undertakings which might result in hindrances to our economic and 

technological development. 

The treatment of the question of non-proliferation by means of that 

Treaty does in fact involve limitations on the idea of the sovereign equality 

of States, which are not offset by real guarantees of security. The 

non--proliferation Treaty is selective and discriminatory. It accentuates 

political, economic and technological differences within the present world 

power system. But what is perhaps even more serious, apart from its 

ineQuitable character, is its ineffectiveness as an instrument for nuclear

disarmament, something which has been pointed out by other delegations in 

this debate. 

Tne establishment of an international regime to govern peaceful nuclear 

explosions conceived in the spirit I have just described could only have the 

final effect of granting a monopoly over this important technology "to the 

great ?owers, to the detriment of the development prospects which it could 

offer to the economically and technologically less privileged countries. 
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The arguments which have been put forward along these lines are entirely 

in favour of those who have styled themselves the champions of the technological 

status quo. Unless we can now arrive at an absolutely clear cut definition of 

the scope of peaceful nuclear explosions, it is futile to attempt to prejudge the 

course of technological development in this field. 

The nuclear option of each country is determined by a whole range of 

factors. The treatment of the question of exclusively peaceful explosions 

should not therefore be confused indiscriminately with the essentially political 

problem of nuclear disarmament. The question is already under study by the 

IAEA. Suggestions which have been put forward here that the question should 

be referred to the Conference of the Committee on Disarmament for consideration 

seem to me rather out of place, since this would mean asking that body, which 

deals with disarmament, to undertake a task which goes beyond its particular 

field of competence. 

I should like to add to these points a few brief comments on the question 

of the creation of denuclearized zones in the Middie East and in So-uth Asia. 

In the viev of my Government, the .creation. of such zones could represent -

a very important step towards the final aim of general and complete disarmarrent. 

It is of the utmost importance, however, for the proposals which are put 

forward in this spirit to be in keeping with realistic criteria: first, the 

establishment of denuclearized zones with clearly defined limits should 

correspond to the wishes of all the countries in the region concerned. It is 

for those countries alone to conduct negotiations, without outside interference, 

in order to agree on the terms. Another essential point is respect on the 

part of all nuclear countries for the denuclearized status of the region. A 

third precon~ition would be the subsequent conclusion by all the countries 

in the zone of safeguard agreements with IAEA. In a word, the conditions I 

have just mentioned are fundamentally those stipulated by article 28 of 

the Treaty of Tlatelolco. 
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I would not like to conclude my statement without expressing the hope 

of my delegation that progress will be made very soon in the study 

of the necessary regulation of the use of certain weapons with crueJ or 

indiscriminate effects: I am referring here to napalm and other equivalent 

conventional weapons. l"J.Y Government is following with interest the 

examination of the que~tion by the Conference of Experts in Lucerne.-

\·le are also studying with interest the new Soviet proposal to prohibit 

action to influence the environment and the climate for military and other 

purposes incompatible with the maintenance of international security and 

human H2ll-b.:ing and health, although this proposal may perhaps be rather 

premature in view of the high priority which should be accorded to other 

Questions. 

As I conclude, permit me to change the somewhat gloomy note of the 

comments I have made by bidding a warm welcome on behalf of my Government 

to the five new future members of the Conference of the Co!J1.mittee on 

Disarmament. The admission of the Federal Republic of Germany, the German 

Democratic Rep~tlic, Iran, Peru and Zaire,-which has been submitted for 

end.orsemeD~ c.t t!.-;.is sessior" of the '}eneral Assembly will, I am sure, 

con'tribute: much to the attainment of our disarmament objective within CCD. 
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Mr. HISHRA (India): Mr. Chairman, my delegation has already extended its 

congratulations to you on your election to this high office. Hay I add my o'W11 

to those and wish you all success in the performance of your task. \Je are 

confident that with your wisdom and tact at our disposal we shall successfully 

conclude the consideration of disarmament items within the time alloted to uc: •~ 

Indian scientists conducted a peaceful nuclear explosion experiment 
~ . -· - - ---

on 18 Hay this year. Several delegations~ have expressed views on its implications 

and consequences as they see them. 

Some representatives have asserted directly or indirectly tbat at present 

there are hardly any peaceful applications of nuclear explosion technology. 

As I have stated in this Committee earlier, we do not claim to have achieved 

a break-through in explosion technology.· The announcement of the Inc.ian Atomic 

Energy Commission had this sentence in it: 
11 As part of the programme of study of peaceful uses of nuclear explosion, 

the Government of India had underta...'k.en a programme to keep itself abreast. 

of developments of :his technology, particularly 1-1ith reference to its use 

in the field of mining and earth-moving o!_'ere.tions." 

u· is c·lear that ·the Government~ of India -is not ·alone ir.. this 2·espect. 

Peaceful nuclear explosions carried out underground., over a perioC. of several 

years, by other States have confirmed the feasibility of this technolo::;y, 

although 1nany problems still remain to be solved. Their experiments have been 

oriented towards gas and oil stimulation, and have shown pror,lising results and 

are even reported to have increased oil production by 30 to 60 per cent. It 

should not, therefore, be a matter of surprise or regret if India, without 

contravening any of its international obligations, were to experh:.ent and try 

to develop this technology for exploiting the natural resources ~ithin its 

O'W11 territory. He are not prepared to 'mit for others to perfect the nuclear 

explosion technology and th~reby lag behind by a decade or more ir, it2 

develup~ent i~ India. 

I should like to quote the Declaratior: on Disarrna...'I')Jent adoptee et Lusa}:a on 

10 September 1970, by the Third Eon-P~igned SUilil:li t Conference. 7l-!E Declaration 

had this to say; 

b ( GPrman l.Jemocrati c Republic) , Vi ce:-Chairr:!ar., tooL t!J·c' Chair. 
>: Hr. Neuge auer -
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';The Conference is avrare of the tremendous contribution which the 

tec!mology of tbe peaceful uses of nuclear energy including peaceful 

nuclear explosions can make to the economy of the developing world. It 

is of the opinion that the benefits of this technology should be availaole 

to all States without any c.iscrimination. '' 

There are enormous possibilities for harnessing atomic energy for developmental 

purposes. Our attitude is in conformity with the recommendations of the IAEA 

panel 6.i:::•~'; .. <::sicm:o in 1970, 1971 and 1972 on peaceful nuclear explosions. In 

the :OP-neJ di;1·1:c~c:ic:-J:c in 1970 in which many countries including Japan, Sweden, 

the United Kinf,don; and the Unitecl States .participated, the first conclusion 

1n the summary of the discussions, as published by IAEA, read as follm;s: 
11 There is general a::;reement that the results obtained in experimental 

projects on the application of nuclear explosions to industrial projects, 

justify continuation, even an intensification of the programme.n 

Recently, the Soviet Union and the United States of America have given fresh 

:!J!d.i c:P-~ i c·r.:- of tbe trust they put in the usefulness of this technology by 

excludi.n; unuersround nuclear explosions for peaceful purposes from- the 

p·oposed limited ban on underground tests of nuclear weapons. 

Another strang<:c argument we have heard is that India,by exploding a 

peaceful nuclea~ device has broken some kind of a barrier to proliferation 

of nuclear weapons. Ue have solemnly declared for the last 20 years that we 

intenC. to use nuclear energy solely for peaceful purposes. Even after exploding 

a nuclear device, ve have reaffirmed our·solemn declaration. If other 

non-nuclear-·i-ieapon States follmr us in reaffirming their resolve to use 

nuclear er..ergy for peaceful purposes, is it to the benefit or to the detriment 

of mankind? If, on~~he other hand, one or more non-nuclear-veapon States 

proc.::ed to acquire nucle?,r weapons, they certainly will not be follm·ling 

lnd.i '3.' s examvle. 

i~ ~~~te vrcn~ ~c ima~ine that the Indian explcsicn for peaceful 
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intended to become a party to the non-proliferation Treaty, had decided not 

to do so now. The others in the same category, which from the beginning had 

refused to accept the obligations of the non-proliferation Treaty, did so for 
their own reasons. 

For many years, India has been campaigning against the nuclear arms race 

and nuclear-weapon testing. Only by tackling this problem can we hope to 

eliminate the danger of nuclear war. v1e should not take the nuclear arms 

race for granted. But this is exactly what some delegations are doing. They 

seem to imagine that if restric~ions are placed on the peaceful uses of nuclear enE 

the fundamental problem will be solved. We should not ignore the fact that 

there are hardly any negotiations going on concerning nuclear disarmament -

and I emphasize "disarnament". Two nuclear-weapon States are engaged in the 

Strategi~ Arms Limitation Talks. Three nuclear-weapon States participate in 

the work of the Conference of the Committee on Disarmament which for some years 

now has been unsuccessfully engaged in elaborating a comprehensive test ban 

treaty. Tv1o nuclear-weapon States are outside the CCD. 

\·1e can m~l~e a beginning in controlling the nuclear arms race by agreeing 

on a comprehensive test ban. We feel th~t there is no justification or 

excuse for continuing nuclear-weapon testing. Our approach to the general 

question of the comprehensive test ban is that there should be a complete 

cessation of all nuclear-weapon tests. As the partial test ban Treaty of 

1963 already prohibits nuclear-weapon tests in the atmosphere, in outer space 

and under water, the conclusion of a treaty to prohibit nuclear-weapon tests 

in the underground environment will accomplish the objectives of a comprehensive 

ban on all nuclear-weapon tests in all .environments. Therefore, the first 

priority should be accorded to achieving universal adherence tQ~a regime of 

prohibition of all-nuclear-weapon tests in all environments~ Only in the 

context of a complete cessation of all nuclear-weapon tests could consideration 

be given to the possibility of concluding an agreeflent on the regulation of 

underground nuclear explosions for peaceful purposes, to be signed by all 

States. The accompanying system of international safeguards which will have 

to be devised should be based on objective, functional and non-discriminatory 

criteria. It should be universal in application. 
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India remains firm in its opposition to nuclear armament. Our policy has 

been stated and restated in this forum. We are opposed to all proliferation -

vertical and horizontal -- of nuclear weapons. We are for nuclear disanmament. 

It is our hope that all States, nuclear-weapon States as well as non-nuclear-weapon 

States, will, lil;:e India, commit themselves to use nuclear energy for peaceful 

purposes only. The nuclear-weapon States have a special responsibi"Ii ty in this 

matter. 

India has supported the General Assembly resolutions on the establishment 

of nuclear-weapon-free zones in Africa and Latin America because conditions were 

suitable for their establishment and, furthermore, they were proposed 

on the initiRtive of and "ith agreement among the countries in those 

zones. In both cases there were prior consultations leading to agreement among 

the countries concerned before endorsement by the General Assembly. At the same 

time~ India has also consistently maintained that any proposal for the creation 

of a nuclear-weapon-free zone in a particular region has to be considered on its 

specific merits. Conditions for the establishment of such zones differ from 

continent to continent, and it is not possible to devise a single formula or 

procedure ~o. cover all cases. 

As regards Pakistan's proposal, no consultations among the States in the 

area took place before the item was inscribed on our agenda. Therefore, it 

1-rould be premature, indeed it would be prejudging future consultations, to declare 

South Asia a nuclear--weapon-free zone or even to endorse the concept. !'/Jy 

delegation has already pointed out in the plenary Assembly that any proposal 

to establish a nuclear--free zone in any part of the world has an inportant 

bearine on the vital interests of all the countries of that region. It 

is therefore natural that the first prerequisite to the creation of such a zone 

is an agreement among the countries concerned. 

Africa and Latin America are separate and distinct continental zones, 

geographically and politically. In that sense, South Asia cannot be considered 

a zone. The South Asian countries are surrounded by nuclear-weapon States or 

countries belonging to their alliances. It is clear that South Asia cannot be 

treated in isl'latirr. for purposes of the creation of a nuclear-weapon-free zone 

because South Asia is an integral part of the Asian and the Pacific region. 
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The presence of nuclear wea~ons in the region, the alliances with nuclear

weapon States and the existence of foreign military bases have to be taken into 

account in the examination of any proposal for the establishment of a nuclear

weapon-free zone in Asia and the Pacific. 

_Nuclear-weapon-free zones constitute only a collateral measure; they are 

not and shvuld not become a substitute for nuclear disarmament. 

In 1974, the Conference of the Committee on Disarmament was able to discuss 

the question of a chemical weapons convention at great length. Many of the 

technical questions involved were also examined thoroughly with the help of 

experts. A number of working papers and statements on the various aspects of 

that question by several delegations are also available to us. The Soviet Union 

and other socialist States members of CCD have submitted a draft convention on 

chemical weapons. and more recently Japan also presented another draft 

convention on this subject. Furthermore, at the Moscow Summi~ Conference this 

year the United States and the USSR agreed to consider a joint initiative in CCD 

with respect to the conclusion, as a first step, of an international convention .. . 
dealing with the most dangerous lethal means of chemical warfare:* 

We feel that our objective should continue to be to achieve a comprehensive 

prohibition of the development, production and stockpiling of all chemical weapons. 

If a phased approach is to be adopted, it becomes all the more necessary that the 

Geneva Protocol of 1925 should be adhered to by all. 

The CCD should continue to deal with the question of a chemical weapons 

convention as a high--priority issue. If the working out of a convention is 

delayed, technological developments, particularly in the field of binary weapons, 

could make a ban almost impossible. 

It is our firm conviction that a world disarmament conference will promote 

the caus~ of general and complete disarmament, and nuclear disarmament it 

by providing a new impetus to our efforts. Having had the privilege of L'- ...... o ..... 

member of the Ad Hoc Committee on the World Disarmament Conference, established 

* The Chairman returned to the Chair. 
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pursuant to General Assembly resolution 3183 {XXVIII), we have naturally followed 

its deliberations with great interest, and have also contributed our ideas to its work. 

~Te would like to record our appreciation of its Chairman, Ambassadcr Hoveyda of 

Iran, for the skilful way in which he piloted the meetings of the Committee and· 

maintained contacts with the nuclear-weapon countries which did not attend the 

meeting::>~ Vle are, howeve!', disappointed that the Committee could not come 

out with positive and concrete recommendations and would urge further efforts 

in this direction. 

We also have before us the valuable report of the Secretary-General on the 

question of. reduction of the military budgets of the five permanent members 

of the Security Council. He should like to reiterate our support for the ideas 

contained in resolution 3093 A (XXVIII). He regret that thus far it hn.s not been 

l~OEEible to establieh tLe Special Committee on the Distribution of the FuDds Released 

aE a Result of the Feduction of Military Budgets. We consider reduction of the military 

budgets as proposed in the resolution will contribute to the slowing down of the 

arms race and prevent the waste of much needed and scarce resources. 

We. welcome the initiative taken by·the-Soviet Union-to draw the- attention-of 

the world community to the dangers of the use of techniques to influence the 

environment and climate for military and other purposes incompatible with the 

maintenance of international security, human well-being and health. Although these 

techniques do not seem to have much utility in warfare at present, one cannot rule 

out the possibility of their development and utilization in the not too distant 

future. It is desirable to start thinking about that problem r.ow. 

The adoption by the General Assembly of resolution 2832 (XXVI) on 

16 December 1971 was a historic act. That resolution declared the Indian Ocean 

a zone of peace for all time to come and asked the great Powers to en~er into 

i~~ediate consultations with the littoral and hinterland States of the Indian 

Ocean with a view to halting the further escalation and expansion of their 

military presence in the Indian Ocean and eliminating from the region all bases, 

military installations and any other manifestations of the great Powers 
1 

.military 

Presence, conceived in the context of great-Power rivalry. This recognition and 

acceptance by the General Assembly ~f the ardent wish of the littoral and hinterland 

Stat t f from tensions and threats to their security es o keep the Indian Ocean ree 
arising from the great-Power rivalry in the region, was indeed extremely significant. 
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Nearly three years have elapsed since this epoch-making Declaration 

was adopted by the General Assembly and now is perhaps the time to revievT, 

in brief' developments that have since talten place. It H"ill be recalled, 

that by resolution 3080 (X1.'VIII), the General Assembly asked the Secretary-

General, ,.,~ th the assistance of qualified experts and competent bodies 

selected by him, to prepare 

" f ··· a actual statement of the great Powers' military presence in 

all its aspects, in the Indian Ocean, 1olith special reference to their 

naval deployments, conceived in the context of great Power rivalry". 

That statement, as subseq~ently revised, is contained in document A/AC.l59/l/Rev.l 

Hhile the statement has its limitations, as it was based on published material 

only, it has been useful in that it--indicates the extent of the great Pm.;ers' 

naval presence in the I~dian Ocean. It is with great refret that one observes 

that on the whole the ereat Powers' military presence in the Indian Ocean area 

has not lessened but in fact seems to have increased. 

The Ad Hoc Committee on the Indian Ocean, created pursuant to 

General Assembly r~s~luti~n 2992 .(XXvii) has been performing a useful, although 

by no means e~haustive, task. The goals that the Committee has set for 

itself for the next year, as they appear in paragraph 35 of its report 

(supplement No. 21, A/9629), nre imnortant, althout:2;h modest. That in itself 

is not to be criticized, because it reflects the realism with which the 

Committee apparently approaches its task. He are aware that the Committee's 

task uas not easy and yet the success it has been able to· achieve in its 

deliberations is L1 no small measure due to the very able stewardship of 

its Chairman, PJnbassador Amerasinghe of Sri Lanka. t'Te sincerely hoiJe that 

the Committee 1 s mandate will be renewed and that in its future work it will 

be able to pursue all the urgent tasl:s facing it without allovring itself to 

be deflected from its mandate as contained.in the Declaration. 

To conclude, ue welcome the agreement reached in the Conference of the 

Comm~ttee on · t to invite Peru, Zaire, Iran, the German Democratic ..... D~sarma.."'11en 

Republic and the ¥ederal Republic of Germany to participate in the work of 

the Committee. He are confident that they will make a valuable contribution 

to the work of the Co~"'11ittee. 

The CHJ..IRHAN (interpretation from Spanish): I than."k. the representative 

of India for his good wishes. 
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i'·1r • UPADHYAY (Nepal) : Hr. Chairman, first of all I should like to 

fulfil the pleasant duty of congratulating you on your election as Chairman 

of this Committee· Your wide knovrledge of the complicated issues before the 

Committee will be of great benefit to all those of us who will have the 

opportunity to work under your able guidance. I should also like to 

conc;ratulate the two Vice-Chairmen. He are happy to see that the representative 

of a country whose leadershiD has shmm bold initiative in many spheres of 
' 

current world trends hc.s been elected as. the RanDorteur of the Co:rnr::ti ttee. He 

congrqtulate him and eA~ress our full co-operation. 

Hy delee;c.tion has had the opportu..11ity to hear a number of delegations, 

particularly those delegations \·Those statements assume a special noteworthiness 

because of their technical capability and which, therefore, can be an augury 

of hope or despair in the Committee. Vle are happy to note that the 

sombre horizon of the past years has been penetrated by a silver linin~ and 

hopefully a general atmosphere of detente seems to have emerged to stay. 

However, in the absence of a trustworthy commitment that could bind the 

nations of the world togetber and. particularly bind those which have the 

capability fo':' the destruction of the 1-rhole ivorld, the so-called atmosphere 

of detente remains vulnerable and volatile. 

Unless some concrete step is taken in the direction of curbing the 

armaments race, the cessation of ~he nuclear tests, checking the use of 

incendiary weapons, and :nrohibiting actions that might influence the ivhole 

environment, there can be no assurance of an atmosphere of continued peace 

and international security. Even promises of peaceful intentions every 

other day cannot rule out the possibility of a sudden eruption of conflicts 

of dangerous dimension. 

Out of the t\relve items which have been bracketed together to be 

considered as disarmament. items, five are related to the cessation of 

nuclear tests, thus m~~in 3 the questions of the cessation of nuc~ear tests, 

the treaty for the prohibition of nuclear weapons, and the establishment of 

nuclear-free zones, of creat importance-and of an urgent nature. Tnerefore, 

at th . would l~ke to concentrate mostly on the subject J.S stage, my delegation ~ 

of nuclear tests. 
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The Assembly has been seized with the question of the cessation of 

nuclear tests and related matters for years. Yet, the temptation to carry 

out neu tests has not ceased. The exclusive club of five has been extended 

this year and there are at least 20 which have achieved the standard that 

can make them claimants of the right to membership of the club. The 

exclusiveness of the club has been thre2.tened and there seems no uay to 

maintain the status quo. 

The Hinister of State for Foreie;n Affairs of the United Y.ingdom of 

Great Britair. and Northern Ireland, the Rt. Hon. David Ennals, rightly 

observed in the meeting of this Committee on 5 November 1974: 
11
'rhe question we must aslc is: will 1975 be the year in which the 

non-proliferation regime was finally destroyed, or will it be the 

turnine; point when the new dangers were recognized and contained, with 

proper provision made for the extension to all States of the peaceful 

benefits of nuclear technology?" (2008th meeting, p. 21) 

Those who refused to adhere to the non-proliferation Treaty had over 

the years consistently .unde-rlined the discriminat-ory nature of.' t-he Treaty. 

which put curbs on non-nuclear-weapon Povters 1-;rhiie allowing the nuclear

weapon Powers to :9ursue an unbridled and unprecedented arms race. lJenal 

signed the Treaty six years ago relying on the good faith of the nuclear-

weapon Powers which had given assurances that they would do all within 

their means to achieve a balance of mutual obligations by living up to the 

provisions of article VI of the 'l'reaty. Nepal had at that time also strongly 

urged the conclusion of a comprehensive test ban treaty as a quid nro auo. 

Let me recall what our representative stated at the resumed t-..rer"ty-second 

session of the General Assembly in 1968: 

nHe feel that, once the non-proliferation treaty is concluded, the 

political decision required for a ban on underground explosions cannot 

be postponed any longer under the convenient nretext that it is the 

other side that is holding up agreement. It is imnerative that all 

States be prohibited from conducting underground nuclear explosions, 

not just the -non-nuclear Powers, in the same 'day that the l:loscoi-J Treaty 

prohibits all countries from conductine; tests in the rernainint: 

(1559th meeting, p. 26). 
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Our representative lw.d also SUf'~estecl at that time that the question of 

Ileaceful explosions l.Je senarated frOl!J the non---proliferation Treaty and be 

dealt with within the context of 311 underground test ban thc-.t •vould :9rohibit 

all unuer~~rou;·1c~ nue:le:::.~ explosions by all States and set up a perallel 

re:;irn.e to de:>..l viti1 the questio~1 of peaceful ex:olosions. Our representative 

then elaborate5 on tb::ct proposal by statii1i:; as follows: 
11
E::emptions /under the ur.derground test ban agreement/ would be 

m2.de for pe2.ceful ex11losions that vould be managed and controlled by 

an intcornationcu ·body, perh:l:?S the International Atomic Energy Agency. 

Eo country could then unilatere.lly conduct any underground explosions, 

:pee.ceful or militar~.'. The sole discretion to permit peaceful explosions 

vould rest 1ri th 1:,his intern2.tional body, 1rhich •muld assess the 

feasibility of the nrmJosed :nroject and then request one of the nuclear 

Powers to carr;' out the explosion. This would apply equally to nuclear 

P I; ( • ,, • " 
o~rers. ~ Ul<.L. , I>. 26--27) 

Had the nuclee.r -veapon Fmrers agreed to a..n underground test ban at that 

-til1le and ·eli V8rced the q_uestion o·f peo.ceful nucJ:ear eA.'}llosions -from the · · 

non--·orolifer::.tion 'I·reat~.', tr1e Treaty uould have been greatly strengthened and 

perha:!_!S \·Tould have se-c1..:rec tl1e 2-dherence of all those 1v-ho had the :notentiality 

of c:oin:= nuclecr. By continuin3 to tc::st under ground and in the at'!losnhere at a 

frenzied p3ce and iu utter disre:;e.rd. for uorld opinion, these Po-vrers have not 

only increased ve:rtical proliferation -but have contributed to the situation 

that has nou open e.::'. the (l_oor to 1wrizontal proliferation. :Jepal is, of course, 

a.~ainst all forms of prolifer2.tion, vertical and horizontal, and is against 

all nationall~r conducted nuclenr explosions. However, ue believe that only 

~Then the cancer of v-::::rtical proliferation is contained, can one begin to deal 

nith th d . ' l 1 .... r'"'tl' o-n rn_l h __ e latter is clearl'f the '·- - e angers of ho:nzonL,:· __ DrO_l.Le_," •"· . 

conseq_uence o~ the foYmer. 
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The recently concluded threshold Treaty between the USSR and the United State~ 

would be higply commendable if it had arrived 10 years earlier or if it were 

coupled with a moratorium on tests under the threshold. Ten years ago, it migpt 

have served -a useftil purpose in conjunction with the partial test-ban Treaty; 

but now, to have any meaning, it must be coupled with a moratorium on tests 

not covered by the Treaty. 

I recall that at the twenty-second session of the General Assembly in 1967 

Nepal proposed the conclusion of a threshold treELty coupled with such a moratorium 

and in conjunction with Sweden's idea of verification by challenge. We should 

like to reiterate that proposal once again and urge the United States and the 

Soviet Union to include in the threshold Treaty the provision for a moratorium 

and to oper: the Treaty for signature by all States, including the other three 

nuclear-weapon Powers and countries that are now engaged in or contemplating 

the carrying out of nuclear explosions for peaceful purposes. 

Simultaneo-usly with. the thresho~d -~reaty and the moratorium, negotiations 

must start on a comprehensive test-ban treaty. Needless to say, any such t·reaty 

must make exemptions for peaceful nuclear explosions and would have to provide 

for an international regime to govern such explosions. 

It is fairly- clear that, as long as an underground test-ban treaty is not 

agreed upon and in the absence of an international body to manage and control 

peaceful nuclear explosions, non-nuclear-weapon States in need of peaceful 

explosion services have no alternative but to conduct peaceful nuclear 

explosions themselves. It is in this light that we should view the predicament 

0 f non-nuclear-weapon States that have nowhere to tum for obtaining peaceful 

explosion services. Here an underground test ban now in effect, vrith a 

parallel body to provide peaceful explo~ion services in a non-discriminating 

manner and at advantageous cost·, there is no question that non-nuclear-weapon 

States would not have to expend their scarce resources to conduct these 

explosions themselves. The forthcoming review conference relating to the 

non-proliferation Treaty will undoubtedly -have to look into the matter. The 

t . d b f n.-. ]_. nternational regime governing peaceful explosions cannot con J.nue a sence o =• 

but erode the effectiveness of the non-proliferation Treaty. vlithout such a 

_,. · 1 •-•eapon countries that adhere to the Treaty and that need regJ.me, non-nuc ear-.. 
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peaceful explosion services would now have to renounce the Treaty in order 

to conduct the explosions then:sel ves. But the existence of such a regime 

would obviate the need for countries to renounce the non-proliferation Treaty 

in order to conduct these explosions, since they could obtain the services elsewhere. 

For these reasons, ve cannot stress enough the paramount need for the 

nuclear-weapon Powers to agree on a comprehensive test ban to live up to the . . 

provisions of article V of the non-proliferation Treaty and to make arrangements 

whereby all non-nuclear-we?.pon States, whether parti.es to the non-proliferation 

Treaty or not, can obtain nuclear explosion services without discrimination. 

By making this service available to both the signatories and the non--signatories 

of the non-prolj feration Treaty, and on attractive terms, we would be ensuring 

that countries in the latter category do not in the future take it upon themselves 

to conduct peaceful explosions. Given the choice between taking advantage of the 

~v~ilability of lov-cost and efficient explosion services, on the one hand, and 

doinr; it the h:-trdc.:r o.nd more exDensivco- 1my by exploding its o-vm device, on the 

other, it stands t~. reason that a developiqg countr_y -vrith sca:r:ce resources_ wo],l].d 
. . 

opt for the first alternative. 

From what I said above, it is apparent that the survival and the strengthening 

of the non-:proliferation Treaty depend on the conclusion of an underground 

test ban. There would be no greater incentive for countries to adhere to the 

non-proliferati.on Treaty than the conclusion of an underground test ban. 

And while an underground test ban is being worked out, the United States-Soviet ·union 

threshold Treaty should be expanded to include the provision for a moratorium 

and should be opened for signature and ratification by all States. Failing that, 

we see no alternative to non-nuclear-weapon countries conducting nuclear 

explosions themselves for whatever purpose. 

Since underground nuclear explosions can have both mill tary and civilian 

applications, and in view of the fact that: the technology for conducting 

peaceful explosions is indistinguishable from that for explosions for weapon 

purposes, we welcome India's repeated assurances of its peaceful intentions in 

carrying out its nuclear explosions. 
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~ delegation is expressing its view on the subject very candidly and 

consistently. He have always opposed proliferation, and, so, on the subject 

of nuclear explosions, we are firmly opposed to all explosions contributing to 

nuclear proliferation.- We should like to urge restraint and patience so 

as not to create a situation that would endanger. international peace and security. 

Before concludin~, I should like to make a few brief remarks on some other 

items under discussion in this Committee. 

First, my delegation would like to reiterate its full support of the 

concept of the Indian Ocean as a zone of peace and would like to place on 

record ·its Pcpureciation of the excellent i·TOrk of the Ad Hoc Co:mmittee on the 

Indian Ocean. 

Secondly, on the question of banning chemical weapons, my delegation is 

happy to note that the delegation of "Japan has come out with some constructive 

proposals which could be a very good basis for an acceptable formula to solve 

this problem.-

Thirdly, I should like to express rrr:r C.elegation 's appreCiatio~ o-f the 

Soviet initiative in introducing an entirely new and meaningful draft resolution 

on the nrohibition of acti.on to influence the environment and climate for 

mill tary and other purposes incompatible with the maintenance of international 

security, human well-being and health. Though my delegati on feels that 

all the imnlications of this proposal have to be further studied anq carefully 

considered, it would be inclined to support it as a matter of principle. 

That is all I have to state today. However, my delegation reserves 

its right to intervene at a later stage if and when the occasion arises. 

The CHAIRMAN (interpretation from Spanish): I thank Ambassador Unadhyay 

of Nepal for his cordial congratulations to the officers of the Committee. 
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Mr. TEi:JPLETON (New Zealand): Mr. Chairman, I had the opportunity last 

Friday to offer my delegation's congratulations to the officers of the Committee, 

but I should like now to congratulate you pe:rsonally on your election to the 

chairmanship of this import ant Co!LI!li ttee. Although we are more than half way 

through the session, perhaps the n:ost difficult part of the Committee's work still 

lies before us. But we have every con:fidence that the impartiality _and firmnes"' 

which you have already derr:.onstrated will bring the Committee's work to a succes 

and timely conclusion. 

As this year's disarman:ent debate draws to a close, my delegation finds it 

possible to discern several main themes in the maa.f thoughtful and penetrating 

statements to which we have listened. 

In the first place, there is a widespread concern that the vorld stockpile 

of armaments, and especially nuclear armaments, continues to grow unabated. 

Frightening statistics have been presented to the Committee. For example, 

Senator Symington has told us that the United States alone nmr possesses the 

equivalent of over 600,000 Hiroshima-size bombs. .l>1rs. Thorsson has told us 

that world armaments expenditure is now running at son::e $275 thousand million 

a year. 

Secondly, we have detected a gro-wi.ng disapDointment that super-Power detente, 

and the limited bilateral agreements in the armarr.ents field that form part of 

that detente, have not led more quickly to new agreements on disarmament in 

which all of us can participate a11d from which all of us can benefit. The 

renresentative of the Soviet Union, in opening our debate, spoke rather 

optimistically about the effects of detente, saying that the first perceptible 

steps have been taken tmvards the easing of the threat of a nuclear war and that 

the process of relaxation of tension and the normalization of relations among 

States belonging to different socio-political systems are ere ating favourable 

conditions for further progress. 
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It seer:led to me significant, however that the United States 

representative who spoke immediately afterwards did not echo this optimistic 

note~ but warned instead that world peace rested on a knife edge; 

··ane r.1iscalculation, 10 he said -- "one sudden terrorist activity, one 

paranoid leader could set the spark to a world--wide nuclear holocaust. 11 

(1998th meeting, p. 23) 

Nor was the representative of France especially reassuring about· the pro~;ress 

of our 'IWrk. He spoke of: 

.; ... a wild proliferation of useless projectsll (2005th meeting, p. 13) 

and said that France had decided to equip itself 'lvith its own nuclear force 

because it had clecided that nuclear disarmament was an unlikely eventuality. 

The representative of China was even more pessimistic. According to him, 

the super -Pm·rer arms race has not abated at all,. but has intensified· the 

danger of var has not been reduced in the least: and it is siillply not possible 

to talk about detente in the present in~ernational situation. 

\-lhen the nuclear--Pmvers the:cnselves make such widely different estimates 

of the prospects of ~rogress towards nuclear disarmament on the basis 

of· improved zreat Pouer relationships; -smal-l -countries may surely be -

excused for some scepticism as to 'lvhether nuclear disarmament ·will ever come 

about on the initiative of the Governments vrhich m-m these w·eapons. Yet it 

is unavoidable that the prime responsibility ir1 the pursuit of agreement on 

measures of disan11ament should remain ;vith the nuclear Po>-rers. Their 

conspicuous failure to co-operate in a search for agreement on a 

multilateral basis is, we believe, generating mounting impatience amonc; the 

non- -nuclear najori ty. 

The third trend ~Vhich we have noted in this debate is a direct reflection 

of this mountin~£ impatience. Disa:ppointed in their hopes for early progress 

towards vorlcl -wide measures of nuclear disarmament, more and more non -nuclear 

States are loold n&; at the possibility of co--operating ui th their neighbours 

to establish nuclear .free zones on a regional basis. It is a notew·orthy 

feature of this year· s debate that all five States possessing nuclear veapons 

have incli cated their support, or at least their acceptance) of the 
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nuclear--free zone concept, although with var~Jin.n; der;rees of enthusiasm, and 

subject, in some cases, to certain conditions. 

• A fourth trend vrhich has impressed us this year is the grouing 

realization that widespread proliferation of the capacity to produce 

nuclear veapons is no lancer an acadeEric possibility, but an irurninent 

danger. Until this year, the development of nuclear_ weapons has been confined 

to the five permanent menbers of the Security Council, and 1rhile such 

IJembership confers no special rights to develoJI a nuclear capacity, there may 

have been $Orne illusory confort in the fact that these countries have a special 

status and responsibility under the Charter to act together for the 

lilaintenance of international peace and security. He ruay have hoped, v.rithout 

any lo~ical basis for that hope, that the developL,ent of nuclear vreapons 

uould stop there. 'l'he explosion of a nuclear device in a sixth country 

this year has effectively destroyed that hope, because it has demonstrated 

that proliferation is not something that could theoretically happen, but 

sowething that does happen and is bound to go on happening if the so-called 

neo--nuclear -Powers are not pre:)ared to adopt a self denying ordinance by 

accedint; to the non-proliferation Treaty. 

A fifth point that bas become clear in the course of this debate is that 

the question whether a s-:.ate vhich explodes a nuclear device does so for 

peaceful purposes or for military purposes is not really relevant to the 

l)roli ferati on danc;er, if the State cone erned is not pt'epared to con duct its 

nuclear pro(irm;nne under recognizee. inter:;_1ational procedures and safeguards. 

As the representative of the United States has pointed out, it is impossible 

for a State to develop a capacity to conduct nuclear explosions for 

peaceful purposes vi thout ac<}uirinc a device w-hich could be used as a nuclear 

-vreapon. The motive force behind the proliferation of nuclear 1-reapons 

capacity is distrust and suspicion, and distrust and susnicion v.rill not be 

allayed b~r cl_eclarations of intent alone· 

It is deeply cliscour'i:_~in:; tl1at at a tilue vhen the 1vorld is facing a nc:jor 

foocl crisis and i ndee0 at the very time that a Conference is weetin:; in 

Rome to seek vays of avertiYl~ starvation for the hungry 2t1illions in many 

cleveloping countries, resources, enerey, money ano. brainoo·.rer continue "c,o be 
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squandered on the development and stockpilin-; of 1veanons of 1·1ass destruction. 

Hou can we have cot our priorities so uron~? 

loJY country for its part cow.pletely rejects the Hyth that possession 

of nuclear 1·Jeapons in some uay enhances a country's status or prestige. 

It a1ne.zes us that any country under responsible management 1vould wish to join 

a club v1i1ose entrance fee is so ruinously eX<_,Jensive, vhose sole purpose is 

the perfection of the i11eans of 11mtual self destruction, and vrhose meEbers 

irmnediately become the objects of the suslJicion and fear of non ;.1embers >ritbout 

even the coupensation of eliminating suspicion and fear of one anothe.-. It 

used to be thouc;ht that the main attraction of any club for its menbers ·was 

the satisfaction to be 6ained fro1a excluding others, but the nuclear club 

does not even offer that advautar,e. 

In lilY clelec;ation 's vieF the countries >·rhich have earned a special status 

and merit are not those uhich have forced their 1vay into the nuclear club, 

but tl1ose \·Thi ch ~ havinc; the: canacity to develop nuclear veanons, have 

voluntarilir renow1ced t~1e- intention to -clo--so .. It -is such countries ~s 

Canada, 8\reden, Jar;an, the Federal Republic of Gernany and others uhich have 

the resources and tnow ·hov to develop a nuclear-weapons capacity, but lfhich, 

as vle understancl it, have taken t~1e decisiono as parties or prospective 

parties to the non-proliferation Treaty, to remain as no1~ nuclear 1-1eapon 

States, ti1at deserve our :-;rati tude and our adlniration. Perha'!Js ve should 

establisn a1nonc t:1e narties to that Treaty 1-rhich are not alreac1_y nuclear 

1-reapons States a non -nuclear club. After all J l"leiJbersbi:D \·rould be free. 

Uhat I have s:;;,ic1 already uill indicate the c;reat i:raportance uhich n-,y 

Govern1.1ent attaches to i,1ai"1 tainin::; and strensthenine; tbe non-proliferation 

Treaty. :::::very nev accession contributes to that objective: and, conversel~r, 

failure to do so 11ore particulerl~r on the part of States 'i·lith the 

poteutial for clevelo}liCJ.,r:; a nuclear capacity> detracts fro:'~ i-t, T:Oe -;:;resent 

l•osi-cion in t!li s re:::ard is a l11atter for s Oule conceri1. The :RevieiT Conference 

11hich is to be held ne:ct year is, in our viEM, 1;1ost ti.mel·; ;Jot only do 

· · · · t'•P Conference vill -.. _J:c·ouose ancl acree upon ve hope ti1at partlcl:nan-cs li1 L~ -

· 1 t -:-11e -_,_mrDoses ai1d urinciTJles of the Treat'_!, intensif'iec:' c:fforts to llflP ePlen v _ - - -
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but also that by focusin~ worlQ attention on those purposes and principles we 

l'!lay give a nev impetus to the objective of securing their universal 

observance. 

Hhile ue e:':}Ject that the Hon· ·Proliferation Treaty Revieu Conference uill 

be--the Hajor conference on arma.rHents control during 1975, "I.Je do not 

overlool: the L1portance of the proposal for a -vmrld disarmaEJent conference. 

It continues to be our viev that such a conference should be convened as 

soon as there is eviU.ence that the nuclear Powers are ready to participate. 

Althouch this condition has not yet been met, 1re believe that preparatory 

uork for the co:1ference should be actively continued. 

I have already referred to one issue which has burst its 1-ray into 

the forefront of our attention durinr; 1974, the question of peaceful nuclear 

explosions. The potential value of peaceful nuclear explosions is a 

subject -vrhich re·,lains shrouded in mystery for the vast I'lajority of States. 

For our part, "\·Te have yet to be convinced that peaceful nuclear explosions 

have :pra<;tical applications of s_ufficien.t. importance to.coun.terbalance_ the 

coYnplications which tl1ey undoubtedly create in the field of nuclear uee.pons 

control and disarHarn.ent. Since, as ve are told> the teclmologies of 

peaceful nuclear explosions and nuclear 'i.Jeapons are indistinguishable, it 

is h1perati ve that an internatio:-:al policy on peaceful nuclear explosions be 

formulated vi th 0reat ce.re, but as a matter of urGency. 'ie lool: forward with 

confidence to the early introduction into this Committee of a draft 

resolution uhich is desigr.ed to fulfil that objective. 
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I have only a few further ry 1 d comments on certain items in which New 6ea an 

has taken a particular interest. The question of weapons which cause 

unnecessary suffering or are indiscriminate in their effects is one of deep 

concern to my Government. He participated actively in the Conference of 

Government Experts which recently met in Lucerne under the auspices of the 

International Red Cross. We agree with the conclusion recorded by-the- President 

of that Conference that the session increased knowledge and understanding of 

the suuject. It is also our view, in the light of that new knowledge, that 

the need to up-date the existing norm of international law by new and specific 

prohibitions has become more urgent than ever. We said last year, and we see no 

reason to change our view, that we saw substantial difficulties jn the 

implementation of prohibitions on the use of incendiaries and similar weapons 

in particular circumstances or against particular targets. Therefore we 

continue to believe that there is a strong case for a total prohibition of 

sucll veapcns. 

The New Zealand Associate I!linister of Foreign Affairs, speaking in the 

_general debate last September, declared that- the Assembly should· stand ready to

encourage positive proposals from countries of a given region to increase 

regional stability and security. He therefore :ipproach with special sympathy 

the proposals to which I have already referred, and which have beeil such a 

feature of this year's disarmament debate, that the Assembly support or study 

the institution of nuclear-weapon-free zones in several regions of the vTOrld. 

The fact that five items on this question are before the Committee 1s a clear 

indication of the degree of interest that the concept of nuclear-free zones 

has generated. We appreciate that such proposals may raise complex issues, 

about which there may be different VJ.ews both in general and within a 

particular region: ve therefore welcome the suggestion put forward by the 

representative of Finland for a comprehensive study of the question of nuclear

free zones. VJe hope that such a study might examine the conditions which vTOuld 

make it profitable to consider the establishment of nuclear-free zones in 

particular regions and, if it uncovers difficulties, suggest solutions to them. 

One aspect of the development of this concept vhich New Zealand for its 

part will follo-vr closely is the effect which the creation of such zones, and 
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the conditions under 1.rhich they are created, may have on the world-wide 

structure that the nuclear proliferation Treaty is intended to establish. The 

objective must of course be to avoid weakening the non-proliferation Treaty 

tstructure, and rather to strengthen it. Hhen States become parties to a 

regional agreement for a nuclear-free zone, it will not become less important-

for them to accede to the non-proliferation treaty, if they have not already 

done so, but in our view, more important. 

Finally~ I should like to make one or two comments about item 29 of our 

agenda, concerning the urgent need for the suspension of nuclear and 

thermonuclear tests and for the conclusion of a comprehensive test ban treaty. 

The New Zealand Government has for some time maintained a vigorous policy 

directed towards putting an end to all nuclear testing in any environment, and 

its views are, I believe, vell understood in this Cor:unittee. An end to nuclear 

testing is not the ultimate objective; it is merely one rung on the ladder, one 

step further towards nuclear disarm~ent and the elimination of all nuclear 

weapons.-- But it is, in our view, a .rr:ost_ significant .step~ .A cessation of 

testing would immediately increase the chances of total nuclear disarmament. It 

would improve relations both between States and between peoples by reducing the 

apprehension of those subjected to the hazards of radiation and the possibility 

of damage to the environmen~ and to health. 

We in Nev Zealand. have been obliged to pay special attention to this 

problem by -r,he fact that, although the world 1 s nuclear capacity and 

armaments have up to now been concentrated in the hands of a few large 

countries situated in the northern hemisphere, there have been a considerable 

number of nuclear tests in the southern hemisphere, relatively close to the 

shores of a number of countries 1.n the South Pacific region. If ·there were any 

doubt that these tests continue to cause the gravest apprehension among the 

peoples of South Pacific countries, this would surely have been dispelled by 

the eloquent statement delivered by the representative of Fiji in this debate 

last Friday. Howevel· ou:::- concern is not limited to our o"''Il neighbourhood. 
' 

As the Prim~ Minister of New Zealand said last month: 
11 0 t ·oe the er1d of all nu::lear tests that ur objective will continue o 
expose peoples and the global environment to radio-active fallout. He see 

no justification for the continuation of nuclear weapon testing by any 
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Accordingly, New Zealand co-sponsored the draft resolution in document 

A/C.l/1.683, which stresses 0nce more the urgency of concluding a comprehensive 

test ban treaty to stop nuclear weapon testing of any kind. An internationally 

agre~d c9mp;-ehensive test ban treaty would "be an important landmark on the 

road to nuclear disarmament and a roadblock to the further proliferation of 

nuclear weapons. 

I1. this Committee last year I said that New Zealand saw the comprehensive 

test ban as the next achievable step in the disarmament field. Unfortunately, 

in the year that has passed we have not moved lliuch further towards attaining 

our objective. We are encouraged, however, "by the strong support that has 

been given to the objective of a comprehensive test ban by a large number of 

other speakers during this session. We most earnestly appeal to the members 

of the Corr~ittee en Disarmament, to which the preparation of a treaty has 

been entrusted, to approach this task with a real sense of urgency during 1975. 

The representative of the Netherlands reminded us on Friday that on the 

cover of the Bullet in of Atomlc- Scientists· the hands on the doomsday clock 

had been moved fonmrd five minutes closer to midnight. Some 28 years ago, 

Bernard Baruch, six months after making the famous proposal that bears-his 

name, said: 

nTime is two- .::dged. It not only forces us nearer to our doom if we do not 

save ourselves, but even more horrendous, it ha"bituates us to existing 

conditions which, by familiarity, seem less and less threatening". 

Let us, during the coming year, make a new effort to rouse ourselves from the 

torpor which threatens to overcome us, before the clock strikes. 

Hr. DUGERSUREN (Mongolia) (interpretation from Russian): 

T del + · of the Pon~Tolian Peonle 's Renu"blic has already had occasion he ega..,J.on • · · ·-"' - -
to ~xpress its views on the problems connected with the prohibition of 

•rea:pons of mass destruction, that is, nuclear and chemical weapons, and 

also to express its support for the_new proposal of the Soviet Union to 

th ~nvironment and climate for military purposes. prohibit action to influence e -
Today we should like to devote our brief statement to some other items on the 

Committee's agenda. 
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The Government of the Mongolian People's Republic is of the view that 

the convening of a world disarmament conference would be an important 

incentive for the concertation and intensification of the efforts of all States 

directed tovmrds finding new ways and means for resolving the vital 

_problems of _dis~rmament. We believe that, if,such a meeting were 
' 

successfully held and full use were made of all the favourable 

possibilities created by the current positive course of events, there might 

be a new turning point in disarmament efforts. On the basis of these 

considerations, the l•1ongolian delegation continues to favour the earliest 

possible convening of a world disarmament conference, with the participation 

of all States of the world without exception. 
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The urgent need for holding such a broad international meeting on 

disarmament questions has been stressed in the stat~ments of representatives 

of an overwhelming majority of States both at the three previous sessions 

of the General Assembly and at this session. In these statements and in 

the ccr.~ents submitted by Governments to the Secretary-General in answer 

to his letter, there was a detailed reflection of the position of States 

with regard to the purposes and tasks of a world disarmament conference, 

its agenda and the place and time for it to be convened. 

In a word, in a certain sense it can be claimed that a considerable 

amount of work has already been done towards preparing for the conference. 

Everyone is well aware that the question of convening a world meeting to 

discuss disarmament problems has recently been actively discussed at a 

number of international meetings, and the idea has met vrith broad approval 

on the part of world public opinion and all peace-loving forces. : will 

just give two examples. The Moscow VTorld Congress of Peace-Loving Forces, 

in which the representatives of more than 120 international governmental 

and non-governmental- organizations and about 1;000 national organizations 

and movements from 143 countries of the world took part, supported the idea 

of convening a world disarmament conference as soon as possible. The 

Central Committee of the International Co-operative Alliance, at its meeting 

in October 1973 in Budapest, on behalf of the 270 million families belonging 

to the co-operative movement from 60 countries of the world, called upon 

the General Assembly of the United Nations to convene a world disarmament 

conference as soon as possible in order to call a halt to the arms race and 

thus free vast sums of money to meet the vital needs of mankind. 

So the question arises, why do those who have claimed to be 11the real 

representatives" of the interests of the broad masses so strenuously oppose 

the convening of such a 1vorld meeting? This unrealistic attitude continues 

to be maintained, in spite of the encouragingly positive fact that the United 

Nations and many of its organs have begun to co-operate even more closely with 

th tal and public organizations and have been payinJ more e non-governmen 
attention to the voice of world public opinion in such important areas as 

Of Peace, the struggle against colonialism, anartheid and the strengthening 

so on. 

I i 
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The report submitted by the Ad Hoc Committee once a~ain testifies 

eloquently to the broad support that exists for the proposal to convene a 

world conference in the early future, a conference which can become such 

an important step towards the fulfilment of the hopes and aspirations of 

and wars-. The delegation the peoples to live in a world free of weapons 

of the Mongolian People's Republic on the whole supports this report and 

would like to take this opportunity to express its gratitude to the Chairman 

of the Committee, Ambassador Hoveyda, for the useful work done by the 

Ad Hoc Con1ittee under his skilful leadership. Our delegation, like many 

others, considers that the time is now ripe, as has been pointed out in 

the report of the Ad Hoc Committee, for convening the world conference. 

It supports the idea of expanding the mandate of the Ad Hoc Committee so 

that it can proceed to the practical prep~rations for convening the 

conference. 

As we know, at the last session of the General Assembly a decision of 

fu~damental imp?rta~ce W?-S _adopted on_ the quest:i,on of_ reducing the military 

budgets of the five permanent members of the Security Council by 10 per cent 

and using part of the funds thus saved to provide assistance to 

developing countries. Our delegation, from the very beginning, has whole

heartedly supported the initiative of the Soviet Union and views it as a 

timely and topical step which combines three of the problems which are of 

the greatest concern to world public opin~on. That is, the strengthening 

of.international peace and security, disarmament and economic development. 

In the interesting report of the Secretary-General prepared with the 

assistance of a group of expert consultants on the reduction of military 

budgets, there are, we believe, three important conclusions. These are, 

first, that international conditions for considering the question of reducing 

military budgets are more favourable than they were before; secondly~ that th2 

reduction of military budgets is a partial disarmament measure and, as such, would 

pror:ote a strengthening of mutual understanding among States; thirdly, that the 

initiative of the Soviet Union linked the question of disarmament organically 

with the question of develorment. 
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I would like to take this opportunity to congratulate our colleague, 

Ambassador D. K. Banerjee, under whose Chairmanship the experts made a 

start in the practical study of this important ~atter which, ~e believe, has 

very prcr"ising prospects. In our view, the implei"'entation of 

th~ G~neral Assembly decision on this subject would be a real contribution 

to curbing the arms race primarily in regard to the armanents of the nuclear 

Powers, that is, the permanent me:r.bers of the Security Council who, under the 

United Nations Charter, bear primary responsibility for the maintenance of 

international peace and security. However, to our deepest regret, we have 

to point out that some of the permanent members of the Security Council, 

on various pretexts, are putting a brake on progress in this important 

matter and are virtually disregar~ing the view of the overwhelming majority 

of States of the world, as well as the responsibility which they bear under 

the United Nations Charter. The Mongolian delegation believes that the formation 

of the Special Co:rnittee on the Distribution of the Funds Released as a Result 

of the Reduction of Tlilitary Budc;ets s 1:ould be conpleted so that it can 

get dovm to work as soon as possible. 

Permit me to say a few· words on another item of the agenda. The Mongolian 

delegation favours the prohibition of napalm and other incendiary weapons. 

Of course, there is no such thing as a humane weapon. But this kind of 

weapon which is being used ever more widely against the peoples who are 

waging their liberation struggle, is cxtrcDe in the cruelty and destructiveness 

of its effect. We think that because of the effects, particulal'::.y tlce long-term 

effects on human health and the hur::an environment, these weapons essentially 

are really very little different from sene types of weapons of mass destruction. 

The Conference of governr:ental experts recently held in Lucerne, in our view, 

did some useful work in studying further incendiary weapons, which are very 

complex in nature, and also many aspects of the problem of banning their 

use. 
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This kind of work, in the view of our delegation, is useful in preparing 

the ground for·a comprehensive consideration of the problem of b~nning all 

forms of this weapon in the appropriate competent international bodies, 

particularly at the Conference of the Committee on Disarmament. 

In concluding this statement today, I-should like to set forth briefly 

the position of my delegation on the Conference of the CommitT.ee on Disarmament 

and its work. My delegation shares the feelings of dissatisfaction which 

have been expressed here and in that Committee itself with regard to the lack 

of perceptible progress in the work of that body over the last three years. 

At the same time, we believe that it is difficult to expect continuous concrete 

results from a multilateral negotiating body which deals with extremely 

complex matters such as the problems of disarmament. To this we should add 

that the Committee, like other similar international bodies, mirrors the actual 

state of the world political situation. In this regard it is worth pointing 

out the fact that ti-ro nuclear Powers have excluded themselves from the Hork of 

the _Committee. Their positive parti.cipatiop would_dp a great deg.l_to ~nhance 

the effectiveness of the Committee's work. 

We believe that the lad: of concrete results for a certain period of 

time should not serve as a pretext for overlooking the former 

achievements of the Committee and for disregarding the useful experience, 

skill and l:nowledg.~ it has ~.ccUJEulat:::d. As vtc ~~:ight have expected, the 

majority of the l(:::mbcr of the United Nations do understa::1d this objective 

fact and are in favour of strengthening the Conference of the Committee on 

Disarmament and making it !Ylore effective. One piece of evidence for this 

is the interest displayed by many States in taking part in 

the Committee's work. In this regard, my delegation welcomes the expansion 

of the Committee's membership, as a result of which the talks on disa1·mament 

will include a few more States, including States which possess considerable 

economic and military potential. 

T'ne delegation of the Mongolian People's Republic sincerely congratulates 

the new members of the Committee: the German Democratic Republic, the Federal 

Republic of Germany, Iran, Peru and Zaire. We express the hope that these 

States ivill make a worthy contribution to the Comrni ttee 's work. 
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!'!r_:_ TRAQ~If. (Mali) (interpretation from French) : Mr. Chairman, 

before stating the views of the delegation of Hali on the items under 

discussion in the First Committee, I should like to express to you our 

great satisfaction at seeing you preside over our work. Your special 

interest in disarmament problems, your personal contribution to the 

activities of the Conference of th c 't--t- · · - .- --e omnn. ee on Dlsarmament, your emlnent 

qualities as a diplomat, enG. -:ho ccr::.petcnce of the other officers of the 

Committee, will undoubtedly quarantee the success of our work. 

It is said that the world is in a state of detente. The happy 

initiatives taken to bring about a meeting of minds, and understanding and 

co--operation among peoples and States will nevertheless bear no fruit as 

long as their destiny is haunted by the dangerous and terrible threat of the 

ultimate weapon. 

The hecatomb which mankind barely escaped in the course of the last war 

is still someth~ng more than a remote possibility. 

The Conference of the Committee on Disarmament and the international 

_comm~ni ty, alt_hough svare of the. danger, have nevertheless not managed to 

reverse the trend tow-ards the overkill. 

Interventionist action and the infernal cycle of violence which has resulted 

and which has continued to create upheavals in the world since the end of the 

Second World War bave regrettably proved that military povrer still remains the 

only guarantor of nations. That is the sad and cruel reality of our times. 

It is reflected in a general spread of the arms race in its most 

disq'.lieting aspects, that is to say, the further improvement of the weapons 

of mass destruction and their dissemination throughout the world ~~ in the 

seas; in the oceans and very soon, if it has not already taken place, in 

out E.;r space. 

The fear that we n::ay destroy ourselves, our proclamations, and treaties on the 

non- -proliferation of nuclear weapons have not helpc:d reverse this 

trend. On the contrary, haunting fears of instability have led srr.all-

and medium- sized States to give priority to strengthening their arsenals, to the 

detriment of their economic development. Today at least 20 States have become 

possessors of the nuclea:c· secret. Instead of non·eproliferation, we are 

therefore witnessing the potential proliferation of nuclear weapons. 

j 

I 
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The arms race continues at breakneck speed, as though the threat of 

the destruction of our universe, the hunger and deprivation which are already 

knocking at our door were not sufficiently disturbing to lead us to give 

up wasting enormous sums on the manufacture and development of w~apons of 

- death. 

Talks on disarmament and the agreements reached have covered not the 

qualitative limitation of arms, but only their quantitiative limitation. 

And here again the approach to solutions was not universal, as it should 

have been to be effective. Furthermore, this approach takes no account of 

the relationship between disarmament and development, which is one of the 

paramount elements of the Second Development Decade. 

Is ·that not one of the reasons why the Conference of the Committee on 

Disarmament moves from session to session in al~ost academic discussions, 

in ~articular on halting the nuclear arms race and the prohibition of 

nuclear weapons? 

It is true that in the course of 1974 efforts towards disarmament and 

in the more general direction of lessening tensions between nations have 

been made. \-le need only recall the continuation of talks on European 

security and co.-operation, the European-Arab dialogue, and the signing 

on 31 July of the Treaty between the United States and the Soviet Union 

forbidding any tests over a certain threshold, together with the Additional 

Protocols. 
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But we are bound to recognize that the hopes aroused by the promise made 

in 1973 that SALT II would achie'.re substantial results are far from having 

been fulfilled. The latest agreements do not refer to the perfecting of 

strategic weapons. 

Furthermore, the agreements concluded on the prohibition of nuclear tests 

on land and in the atmosphere wer;~ade possible by the improvement in the 

techniques for underground nuclear explosions; similarly, in the future the 

limitation of underground tests will doubtless be proposed when other, less 

ostentatious m~thods have been perfected. 

The present level of the stockpiles of nuclear w·eapons, terrifying in itself, 

could certainly be reduced by the proper implementation of those agreements, 

but the spectre of a holocaust would not thereby be removed. Furthermore, the 

annual increase in military budgets and the perfecting of nuclear weapons 

destroy in advance the effects of such agreements. 

Unlike the situation that prevailed in past iecades, the most deadly 

weapons of destruction are nm-r spread throughout the vorld, under so-called mutual 

defence agreements which, in" fact, are nothing but alliances to dominate the 

world. Hhat is more, the sea-bed and the surface of the oceans have not 

escaped this deployment of force. For example, it is most regrettable to note 

that despite the adoption by the General Assembly of its resolution 2992 (XXVII), 

which declared the Indian Ocean to be a zone of Peace, the presence of warships 

warships continues to disturb that region. The plan to strengthen the air and 

naval base at Diego Garcia constitutes in that respect non-application of the fore

going resolution and is therefore a challenge to the international co~©unity. And, a: 

we see, the trend of the arms race is far from having been reversed. 

It was that hard and sad fact which 1vas reflected in the following words 

spoken by the Foreign Minister of Mali in the General Assembly on 7 October 1974: 

11 ••• no substantial agreement on disarmament has .been concluded and ••• in 

fact, the arms race has intensified, the club of nuclear Powers has 

expanded and the rate of research and development of nuclear weapons has 

accelerated. The two major Powers have passed from the second generation 

nuclear ~rms, that is, the multiple independently targeted re-entry 

vehicles (MIRVs), to the third generation, that is, the tridents (~1ARVs), 
which are capable of evading the anti-missile lllissile barrages~'. 

(A/PV.2259. P. 28) 
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Our Committee must face that fact and redouble its efforts to ensure 

respect for the relevant provisions of the Treaty of Tlatelolco and of the 

resolutions on the denuclearization of Africa and the Indian Ocean. These 

measures would gain by being extended to other areas of the world which are ~ 

the object of greed and rivalries. That is why the delegation of Mali firmly 

supports the idea of the establishment of nuclear-weapon-frPe zones J.n the 

Hiddle East and South Asia. The su::::cessive crise~ that have shaken those regions--

the most recent crisis almost led to a general conflagration -- should induce us 

to consider these proposals favourably. 

Thus, although the Government of Mali adhered to the 1968 Treaty on the 

Non-Proliferation of Nuclear Heapons, we have crmstantly pointed out that the 

Treaty is insufficient. The serious gap could have been closed, not by mutual 

security agreements among the super-Powers but by universal guarantees of 

non-recourse to these weapons, in conformity with resolution 2936 (XXVII) 

adopted by the General Assembly. 

The ato~ic ~brellas of the two large mq.itary blocs _d0JJ}inating the worlQ. 

certainly do not suffice to reassure the majority of the States members of 

the international community, which do not belong to those alliances. In a word, 

the problems of nuclear disarmament have so far been considered in terms of 

relations of force, or, if you prefer, in terms of hegemony. It follovTS that 

all the agreements concluded ~o far are only arrangements peripheral to 

disarmament. The political will to negotiate general and real disarmament 

continues, unfortunately, to be lacking. The reports of the Conference of 

the Committee on Disarmament (CCD) have always stressed that. The Secretary

General's report (A/9770) on the reduction of military budgets has confirmed it. 

~lith regard to the CCD, my delegation-has already had occasion to emphasize 

the need to give it a new breath of life. Furthermore, although that body 

has been strengthened numerically, we continue to believe that its present 

system of an immovable co-chairmanship needs to be modified in order to give 

more dynamism to the Corr~ittee's work. Indeed, that is one of the proposals 

made by the non-aligned countries with a view to giving the CCD renewed vigour 

by making its structures more democratic. 
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Be that as it may~ the problem of disarmament as a whole remains with us. 

The initiatives taken to solve it have been timid up to now~ whether nuclear 

weapons or chemical weapons such as napalm are involved. 

An examination of paragraphs 98 to 142 of the report of the Conference 

of the Committee on Disarmament (A/9708) indicates once again that the 

discussions in the CCD on chemical weapons are liable to go on indefinitely 

so long as there iE no political will to conclude new agreements to prohibit 

the use of toxins as weapons of war. 

With regard to the control of chemical disarmament, my delegation believes 

that the institutional machinery envisaged to undertake that control should in 

the first place concern itself with the localization of existing stockpiles of 

chemical weapons and with the control over their use for peaceful or 

non-peaceful purposes. That is why we support the proposal already made 

on those lines by the delegations of the non-aligned countries in the CCD. 

Before setting up institutional machinery to control the use of chemical weapons, 

the General Assenbly should have before it specific proposals on the prohibition 

of such weapons and the destruction of ex~stin~ stockpi~es. 

The draft convention on the prohibition of the development, production and 

stockpiling of chemical weapons and on their destruction, submitted in Geneva 

by the socialist countries members of the CCD; the working paper submitted 

there by the delegations of the 10 non-aligned countriep; and the most recent 

draft convention~ submitted by Japan, should make it possible for the CCD to 

pass from the stage of technical considerations and statements on the 

establishment of a control mechanism to the phase of negotiations that should 

rapidly succeed in formulating an agreement on the prohibition of nuclear weapons. 

We venture to hope that the joint Soviet-American statement of 4 July 1974 

in which the hm super-Powers undertake to place before the CCD specifie 

1 · · · of chem1"cal weapons and the destruction of existing proposa s on the proh1b1t1on 

stockpiles will very soon be put into effect. 
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As we know, the General Assembly has been concerned with the nroblem 

of napalm since 1972 · 'l11e v2.rious reports of CCD and of other interested 

bodies have sufficient:y emphasized both the deadly nature of that weapon 

of mass destruction and the atrocious effects on the human body for the 

international community to decide to forbid its use. 

The arms race is as harmfu~ for the political conduct of States as for 

their economic and social future. 

In general, the rate of increase in military expenditures bears no relation 

to the funds allocated for the struggle against pove.rty -. disease and ignorance. 

The developin~ countries naturally bear the expense of the unbridled 

arms race and over-arminc uhich we are vritnessing and they are being ruined by 

it. 

The amount of this monstrous vraste becor.1es even clearer VThen one links 

disarmament to development~ as provided for in resolution 2602 E (XXIV) on 

the disarmament decade and resolution 2626 (Xh~) on the strategy for the 

second United i!ations Develom~ent Decade. 

-In fact, in 1970· the developed ·countries allocated · 6.10 ner cent of their

gross national ~roduct for arms, as a~~inst 0.35 per cent for assist~nce to 

developing countries. 

It is like'Vlise estimated that, durin~ that same period, budgets for 

research amounted to ::,6o ,000 million, of which $25,000 million were for military 

:purposes and only ~;;4 ,000 million for health research. 

The report of the Secret2.ry-General on the reduction by 10 per cent of 

military budgets indicates that milite.ry expenditures amounted to :~275,000 million 

in 1973 at current prices. Still accortling to this report: 

"This figure is lar,ser than the combined estimated product of the 

developing countries of South Asia, the Far East and Africa combined, 

and much larcer than that of Latin i'unerica." (A/9770. P • 10) 

The problem of disarmament, however complex it may be, is far from being 

essentially technical. Disarma:r.:tent conferences could multiply and succeed 

one another, but they will never achieve conclusive resul:ts unless: 

" 1 dl. recti on of the policies which have led to •·· eaders ... chan0e the 
arms races; if they reject external policies of intervention; if they 

reject international competition for power and prestige expressed through 

military micht. 11 (ST/:r=:CA/174. n. 2) 
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This conclusion, fron the Report of the Group of Experts on the Economic 

and Social Consequences of Dis armament, is an entire programme in itself. 
i'-1y deleeation ap_neals t th 0 e members of this Committee to consider these 

:;uic1inr:; ideas. 

The CHAIRI-l'UJ (interpretati-on f~om Spanish) : I thank 1\mbass ad or Traore 

of i"Iali for the kind 1-rords he i¥as so good as to address to the officers of 

the Co!r..':dttee. 

Hr · PER::::z de CU:LLLh.R (Peru) (interpretation from Spanish): Hr. Chairman, 

I could not start my first statement in this Committee without expressing to 

you my satisfaction as a Latin American and as a Peruvian on seeing, as Chair:nan 

of this Corr!C:littee, 2 brillie..nt and ex-perienced renresentative of o. country vith 

uhich '-iF?. have suc11 fr::>"ternal friendshiT'. I exnress to you, l1r. Chairman, 

aYld to the other officers of the Cm11!llittee, our warmest congratulations and 

our test wishes for success in your important tasl~. 
- - . 

- Ue .are dr:::nri:1:; to the "end of this ·gen-eral debate on the disar:n.J.3...11'Jent items 

Hhicl1 :::.re on tbe ar:end::. of the First Com.mi ttee. I bow to the 

desire of the officers of the Committee that we should conclude at the 

bee;irminr, of this vreek and accordinsly my statement shall be both concise and 

selective. TI1erefore I shall not touch on every item, and I reserve my right 

to comment on specific aspects when we consider the draft resolutions submitted 

on those i ter.J.s. 

The delege..tion of Peru was a member of the Ad Hoc Committee for the 

1-lorld Disarmament Conference and ·He were then able to observe how difficult 

;rc..s the task before it. It is true that its mandate was limited to a mere 

compilation and study of.the oninions and suegestions on the desirability of 

convening the conference, to such an extent that we could almost say that its 

best efforts uere Clevotec1 to the preparation of the report. But this l-ias 

:precisely the l!lost difficult part of its work, since resolution 3183 (XXVIII) 

provided that the report had to be adopted by consensus~ and consensus, as 

vTe lmov, included not only the 40 non-nuclear Pavers who are members of the 

Committee, but also __ and this is essential --· the five nuclear Po>-rers. As 

everybody kno\ls, their positions were very different regarding the desirability 

of ~he conference, prior requirements and the timeliness of convening such a 

conference. 
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!·ly delegation continues to believe that we must 

fact that no country rejects the principle itself of 
take advantage of the 

the usefulness of a 
1-rorld disarmament conference. He 'believe that the very fact of holding suf!h 

a world conference with the participation of all the nuciPar Po~orers would in 

large measure justify the effort of preparation, because,in our opinion, ~y 

focusing the atter.tion of Governments and public opinion on the very serious 

pro"Jlems .of the arms race, the effect would be to give ne1v impetus to the 

concrete measures which of course could not be negotiated in detail. A 

vrorld disarr.J.:>.:"lent conference' by ·settine; the major guidelines, the broad 

general direction for disarmament, would serve as a catalyst for disarmament 

negotiations at every level. ·-':J, 

For those reasons, my delegation will give its full support to 

initiative which will brinr, us a step nearer to the conference. lie consider 

it highly auspicious for disarrnai1Jent in p;eneral that the idea of the 

conference remain alive. 

He have received 1;i th ::;reat interest the ne1-r proposal submitted to the 

General Assembly by the l1inister for Foreign Affairs of the Soviet Union, 

entitled "Prohibition of action to influence the environment and climate for 

military and other purposes incompatible with the maintenance of international 

securit~·, human I·Tell-beinn; and health 11
; lly country has directly experienced 

some of the serious blows of nature due to ecological disturbances, disturbances 

in the environ!!lent caused by neture. He need only mention eartha_uakes ~ 

radiation from atmospheric nuclear explosions, changes in marine currents 

which result in the virtual disaJlpearance of certain species of fish which 

are vit::.l to our economy, and others 1-rhich it \rould take too long to enu.rnerate. 

i'le nre gravely concerned that these uncontrollable phenomena of nature may 

come to be administered and used deliberately ,bY human action. He can but be 

in f f th comnu"ttee on Disarmament considet avour of having the Conference o . e -

those problems and of the desirability of a convention on the sub,ject being 

adopted, by 1-Thich States vill refrain in future from using such means of 

vTQrfare. 

C the l.
·n

2
·t2· at 2've of the Soviet Union, \re are ta.'ting no ertainly, on welcoming 

Dosition in reg~rd to the priority which this proposal should have in rel".tion 

to other items 'lvhi ch are 'before CC:U · 
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A brief review of our agenda indicates that a new .approach is being evolved 

in regard to disarmanent or_ arms control. pr.;nc.;pally· · . • • ~n the nuclear sphere: 

this is the zonal or regional approach. No less than 5 of our 12 items 

adopt this approach in o~e form or another. 

There cannot be any major doubt that th e pattern set at Tiatelolco, namely by 

the Treaty for the Prohibition of Nuclear Heapons in Latin America,, is an 

ililportant source of inspiration. That is as it should be. The Tlatelolco 

Treaty has for some years been going through which I might call a period of 

expansion if not one of gaining strength. A major part of the region is now 

covered by the provisions ~f the Treaty, and there are_grounds for expecting that 

in the near future all the States .of America, including the Bahanas and Grenada 

w-hich have recently joined the United Nations, will be able to join the 

regime of denuclearization. Tl...-o of the four Powers vrhich ''ere in a position 

to s~~n and ratify Additional Protocol I have already done so, and all 

nuclear \·reapon ~tates except one are parties to Additional Protocol II; and 

ife appeal to the reuaining State to become a party also. 

But the success of the movement tmrards denuclearization in Latin 

America -·. and it is iwportant to emphasize this · ·- was achieved largely 

because the prevailins political circumstances in Latin America made it 

possible. :re could wish that this model could be used automatically in other 

regions of tJ.1e 'l.JOrld, but we are not sure whether circumstances elsewhere are 

equally propitious. 

Peru has received with gratitude the invitation extended to it by the-

Conference of the Cornmi ttee on Disarmament to participate in its worl~ as 

of l January 1975, as soon as the General Assembly confirms our membership 

in CCD. 
i-.iy country will endeavour to live up to the responsibility it assumes 

in the certainty that the invitation of CCD has been influenced in sone r:easure 

b th 
· · concern.;ng certain current problems of disarmament 

Y e pos~ t~on of Peru ..._ 

and arms limitation. 
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Today lve can but reaffirm and re-emphasize, in this connexion, our firm 

position of principle as re~ards the priority item before CCD, namely, 

the ur{J;ent need for the cessation of all nuclear ards tests. our position • 

in this reGard is perfectly well known and remains unalterable. I am pleased to 

affirm here that it is in the light of this position -that we shall consider 

the draft resolutions sub1,1i tted on this subject at the present session of 

the General Ass er11bly as uell as the proposals in CCD. 

On the other hand, ve cannot doubt that in ·the proposal of Peru as a 

member of CCD, account has been taken of the position of my country 

on arms limitation at the re3ional level, which is reflected in the 

proposal of the President of Peru, General Juan Velasco Alvaradc that 

the c0untries of Latin America reduce their military bud~ets and devote the 

savings thus obtained to purposes of economic and social development that are 

vital for our peoples. 

This initiative not only reflects the friendly attitude of Peru regarding 

. the fri!=ndly count_ries vhich are our neighbours bl{t _also_ .... if that wen 

necessary-- it proves my Government's firm and active vocation for peace. This 

position will be expressed unflaggingly in the august negotiation-forUIIl in 

Geneva. 

The CHAIR. IAN (interpretation from Spanish): I thank my friend_, 

Ambassador Perez de Cuellar) for the very courteous and kind words addressed 

to my country and to me. 

i1r. HIICAl~AGU_ (Durundi) (interpretation from French): One of the 

for.ner Presidents of the United States said that you can fool some of the 

people some of the tiwe _, but you ca..11not fool all of the people all of the time. 

The question of general and complete disarmament affects all the peoples 

of the >vorld. 

The_peoples of Africa~ i·rho must, however, defend themselves against 

colonialism, ililperialisD, exploitation and neo-colonial pillage, do' not produce 

a single cartridge and consequently have no armaments to reduce. ·our peoples 

love peace, justice and liberty. That is why we are in favour of genuine 
/ 

disarmai!lent, the total destruction of stockpiles of all arms of mass 
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destruction, particularly nuclear w·eapons, ·the prohibition of their 

1:1anu!acture and of the development of other type~ of-arms of this kind, 

and also the dismantling of lllilitary bases and the 1-rithdrawal of foreign 

troops frOi~ all p~rts of the 1rorld. 

It is ~:m the basis of this genuine. commitrJeht that __ a world 

disarmament conference conld take place, ·beC'ause that conference must not 

be a mere rostrum for propaganda or nisleadirig utterances made in order to 

car.:ouflage the arms race and thus deceive the people of the world; Nor 

should 1-1e be in too tmch of a hurry to conven~ a -\;orld disarr,1a1,1ent conference 

lest it lead finally to the failure of the objective in vie-vr, that is, 

Genuine, general and conplete disarmanent. 

He are convinced that at the very.oeginning that conference must have good . 

chances Of SUCcess because all the peoples. of the vrorld J.1aVe a vi tal 

interest in the success of the -vror'ld disarmanent conference. There is· no point in 

being in teo Fouch of a hurry, we must start out at the proper speed. We cannot 

accept the idea of the failure of a vorld disarmament conference, That is 

uhy it is necessa:rJ for all the nuclear Pm-rers to agree to participate irt 

the conference. 

If the !uost poverful nuclear Poi-Ters of the uorld are tempted to get 

together behinc:'. the backs of other countries by means of bilateral 

ne::;otiations in order to bring about a balance of their annaments so that 

all the other peoples of the 1rorld will bow to the:n, they may be 

sure in any case that they ·Hill not succeed in fooling all the people 

all th8 ti~e. The world disarmament conference can only succeed in an atmosphere 

of mutual confidence among peoples, fr.ee from suspicion and distrust. 

Today we are witnessing the advent of a new· era in international 

relations. The last !•iliddle East war, and also the energy crisis which 

followed it, have opened the eyes of the peoples of the third world. 
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These people are now b~GinnintT to raise their heads. They are denanding 

the encl of cxploi tation, alienation, colonial and neo-colonial 

pilla:.;ing of their natural resources. 

He hope that the i,lost powerful countries in the uorld will not atter,lpt 

to put_ bac}c t]1e cloclc by usinG their traditional w·eapon of the laH of the 

stron.:;est L.1 this jU113lc of international relations. 
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We suppose that they will not try to use the bogey man of fear and terror· 

and have recourse to a nuclear threat by setting in motion their navies, which 

are sailin~ over the seQs end oceans. And "f · , J. a new· war >vere to breal~: out, J.t 

does not necessarily follou that we would stand to lose the most. The experience 

of the Second Horld War teaches us that: thanks to it, all the peoples of the world 

have finally won their political liberty~ 

However, we are quite aware that a planetary catastrophe might be entailed 

by nuclear war. But the fact remains that the violence which prevails in the 

world is particularly localized in the countries of the third world. Here 

I would venture to quote what ~ Foreign Minister said on 7 October last 

in the general debate in the General Assembly: 

nThe great Powers of this world should first of all renounce their policy of 

domination and hegemony which is at the basis of the incessant arms race, 

whose ai~ is eliminating the weaker States. It is no mere chance that all 

the conflicts and hotbeds of tension are located not within the spheres 

of the super-Powers or of the industrialized countries, but in the 

developing countries. 

; 1It therefore appears clear that the true victims of the arms race are 

indeed the countries of the third world ... fl (A/PV.2259, -o. 71) 

Within the same context, we deplore the close military co-operation between 

certain NATO countries and the minority racist regime of South Africa. These 

imperialist countries are continuing a tragic and absurd situation which 

has changed that part of southern Africa into a veritable powder keg. This 

situation threatens international peace and security. 

My"Government is still in favour of genuine ~isar~Qment, the objective 

"beinf;, within the fra!neilork of a vrorld conference, the total 

uestruction of nuclear stockpiles. We are gratified by the work done by 

th ld D · mament Conference, whose task was to e Ad Hoc Committee on the Hor J.S ar 
consider all views and suggestions put before it by Governments on the subject 

Tnis work has been accomplished 
of convening a world disarmament conference· 
thank t . . t lligence and skill of Ambassador Hoveyda ()f Iran, s o the exceptJ.onal J.n e 

Chairman of the.Ad Hoc Committee. 
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I should also like to express my delegation's gratitude to the Rappo~teur 

of that Committee and the Chairman of its Working Group, Mr. Elias of Spain, 

for his tireless efforts. 

The unbridled arms race and the accumulation of nuclear weapons by the 

super-Powers will prompt other nuclear Powers in their tu~n to equip themselves 

with comparable military power, while the non-nuclear Powers are going to try 

to acquire nuclear ireanons in order to break the monopoly nnd to be able to rel:v on 

their own resources for the defence of their vital interests. Where will this 

get us? lfuile these vast sums of money are being spent on armaments they could 

be used for the highly humanitarian cause of improving the well-being of all 

peoples and in particular the economic and social development of the third _ 

world. 

That is why we remain convinced that the peoples of the world --

those of the nuclenr Powers and those of the non-nuclear Powers -- will one day 

succeed in overthrowing the fascist, belligerent Governments ,.;hose short-sin;hted 

politicians are incapable of understanding the course of history. 

vfuat sufferings, what privations and sacrifices have been imposed upon 

these peoples while millions and millions of dollars are being swalloued up 

every day in the industries of death! 

The Burundi delegation believes that nuclear energy should be used 

exclusively for peaceful purposes, for creative purposes, for the development 

of economic progress and human well-being. 

The implementation of the Declaration making the Indian Ocean a zone of peace 

is of concern to rrry delegati on. The -;rouinrs ri v-:.lry between the great Powers in 

the Indian Ocean is 8. n:r:<.ve thre~t to the Afro-.\sian countries and to international 

peace and security. 

Tviy delegation also support.:; the idea of creating a nuclear-free zone in the 

11iddle East and South AsiP.. He are also in favour of Additional Protocols I and II 

of the Tlatelolco Treaty for the total prohibition of nuclear weapons in Latin 

America. 
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In conclusion·, Mr. Chairman. I should like to tell .;t you how encouraging • 

is for the Burundi dele:sation to see you conduct.;n~ the d' • b procee ~ngs of this 

important Committee· We are not at all surprised at the way in which you 

have so effectively been conducting our proceedings, because we have long known 

your competence, diplomatic skill and political flexibility. 

I should lil:e c.lso to take this opportunity to convey our congratulations 

to the other officers of the Committee. 

It might have been noted that my delegation has failed to refer to several 

of the items on cur ae;enda and we therefore reserve our right to speak again at 

·a later stage when speci fie items are beinc; examined. 

The CHJ~IRf.l/\H (interpretation from Spanish): I thank the representative 

of Burundi for the J~ind vTords addressed to the officers of the Committee. 

Jvlr. HYVARINEN (Finland): As delegations will recall, in my statement 

of 29 October 1 ·proposed, in the name of· the. Finnish Government, that a 

comprehensive study on the question of nuclear-free zones in ~11 its aspects 

be initiated. The Finnish delegation has been gratified by the positive response 

that proposal has received. Several speakers have commented favourably on it in 

their statements in this Comrr~ttee. The response has been equally favourable 

in consul tat ions which my delegation has conducted with a great number of other 

delegations, particularly those VThich have expressed a special interest in the 

question of nuclear-free zones. During those consultations a number of points 

have been made with re.:rard to tbe drafting of 1:-.n appropriate resolution. My 
u 

delegation will deal with them in due course in connexion vri th the in traduction 

of a draft resolution. 
In its statement of 29 october, the Finnish delegation dealt exclusively vTith 

the problem of the proliferation of nuclear 1-1eapons -- a question of unequalled 

im:oort Today 1 should like to sp_eruc briefly on three questions: 
4 ance at this time. 

the work of the Conference of the Conuni ttee on Disarmament. chemical 1-1eapons and 

ecological warfare. 
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Our interest J.n CCD is well known. The Finnish Government has closely follm1ed 

its work by dispatching, on a regular basis, special observers to Geneva. 

Furthermore) it has tried to make an active contribution to the disarmament 

efforts 1vithin the CCD. In the field of chemical weapons, for example, 

Finland has s1;1bmitted to the Committee _"'wrting papers on a project for the creation 

of a control capaci tv on a national basis for possible future international use. 

I shall cofle back to this ~articul~r question in a few minutes.* 

·--* Mr. ( ) v~ce-Chairman. took the Chair. Siadiq Afghanistan , ~ , 
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The Finnish Government continues t ·a o cons~ er CCD the major 
organ for multilateral disarmament negotiations. Through the years, 

CCD has proved•its usefulness by producing four important multilateral arms 

control agreements. At the same t• · · ~me, ~t has g~ven impetus to other disarmament 
negotiations, notably the SALT talks. The regrettable fact that for the 

last three years CCD has not been able to report ·new treaties for the 

approval of the General Assembly is not due to any inherent weaknesses in its 

structure or working methods. It is due to differences in the substantive 

positions of the parties concerned. The Committee on Disarmament remains the best 

place to overcome those difficulties. 
• As from the beginning of neA~ year, CCD will have five new members. 

This e~la1gement will brinr; a positive new element to CCD, while maintaining 

its basic balance and preserving its character of a negotiating body of 

manageable proportions • 

• We also note that CCD can expect an active, .busy and, it is to be hoped, 

productive session next year. It will, however, remain the task of its members 

and particularly its major military Powers --.to trapslate those expectations . . . 

and hopes into concrete progress. The work of CCD on chemical weapons has 

received new impetus through the Japanese draft convention, as well as through 

the declared intention of the two co-Chairmen to take a joint initiative in 

the ~arne matter. It has been proposed, further, that CCD should deal at 

its next session with the new Soviet proposal concerning environmental 

warfare. We furthermore hope that the General Assembly will request CCD 

once more to make a renewed effort to find the right formula to induce the major 

Powers to accept a comprehensive test ban treaty. 

On the question of chemical weapons, it may well be that next year 

will at last bring that breakthrough for which CCD itself has worked 

so intensively and which all of us have been expecting for the last three years. 

The makings are unquestionably there for an agreement on this question. 

I referred earlier to the impetus which the work of CCD in the field 

of chem;cal · d from the Japanese draft convention on the subject. ... weapons rece~ve 
Once· the joint initiative agreed upon by the United States and the USSR materializes, 

CCD '·r;ll t into concrete negotiations with a view '"'" have an opportunity to en er 
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to elaborating a draft treaty on the subject. We hope that the negotiating 

process will be initiated in all seriousness and that concrete progress 

can be registered at the next session of the Assembly. 

I referred a moment ago to the effort of the Finnish Government to make 

a concrete and practical contribution to the work of CCD on chemical 

veapon~~ This has taken the form of a project on the creation, on a national 

basis, of a chemical weapon control capacity for possible future international 

use. Work on the project has now been continuing for three years and has progressed 

as planned. The Finnish Government has kept CCD continuously informed 

about the project by submitting detailed working papers on it. The latest of 
• 

these is annexed to this year's report of the Committee on Disarmament. 

The proposal of the Soviet Union concerninro the prohibition of action to 

influence the environment and climate for military purposes -- one of the three 

items on our disarmament agenda -- is both timely and important. The problems 

related to that question give rise to a few general remarks on the uses of 

advanced science and technology. The vast research and development effort 

.for military. purposes nourishes and maintains the qualit-ative arms race, .and 

vice versa. This waste of human talent and expertise takes place at a time 

when all the energies and resources available should be channelled to serve 

constructive instead of destructive purposes. Yet, on the level of basic 

research the dividing line between the two is rather delica:e. Many of its 

results may have both civilian and military applications. 

Heasures to influence the environment and climate are a case in 

point. Man has hoped that some processes of nature could be harnessed for 

human benefit -- as in the control of destructive natural phenomena like 

new 

hurricanes, or in the discovery of means to induce rain in areas plagued by drought. 

Indeed, .our Committee in its consideration of the outer space resolutions 

approved a request to the World Meteorological Organization. 

" •• ~ to pursue actively the implementation of its tropical cyclone project, 

continuing and intensifying its other related action programmes, including 

the World Weather Watch, and, especially, the efforts being undertaken 
· · 1 d t and discovering ways and means towards obtaining basic meteorologJ.ca a a 

f t ~cal storms and to remove or to mitigate the harmful effects o rop. 

minimize their destructive potential.··" 
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Modest·as the present achievements may be, the promises of new 

breakthroughs in science are great. Yet, these new inventions· could, either 

now or in the foreseeable future, be utillzed as methods of warfare to influence 

the climate and tte environr:.ent destructively. The tiLe has cone, therefore, 

to act against that danger, however hypothetical. We agree that a pre-emptive 

action in this question is appropriate. 

There is also concern that metho~s of warfare of this kind undermine the 

principles of existing international law. This has caused some Governments 

to take up the question of environmental war in the Diplomatic Conference on 

the Reaffirmation and Development of Humanitarian Law Applicable in Armed .. 
Conflicts,in order to include a prohibiting clause to_ the Additional Protocols 

of the Geneva Convention. That process is still under way • 

. The concern caused by the prospect of environmental war is shared by 

ecologists. They know that intentional efforts to destroy some elements of 

the fragile ecological systems, or efforts to manipulate the sensitive 

mechanisms of nature for destructive purposes, could have incalculable and 

· irreparabie consequences. That ·warning was strongly voir.e-d oiily-two years ·ago 

by the United Nations Conference on the Human Environment. 

As the report of CCD tells us, the auestion of environmenti:Ll warfare 

was touched upon by some delegations durin:"; the past session~ The joint 

statement by the Unit~d States and the Soviet·Union where the two countries 

expressed their desire to undertake 

;, the most effective measures possible to overcome the dangers of the use of 

environ:r.ental r:odification techniques for military purposes ..• n ( CCD/431, p. 8) 

has been widely acclaimed. We welcome the initiative taken to bring this important 

question to the attention of the General Assembly. We also endorse the idea 

of requesting CCD to Ciscuss this issue and report back to the General 

Assembly at its thirtieth session. We wish to stress the importance of 

incl d" .;n the deliberations of CCD on this question.* u J.ng environmental experts ~ 

* The Chairman returnee to the Chair. 
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Nr. PENJOR (Bhutan): Hr. Chairman, I s.hould lil-;:e to thank you for 

calling on me even at this stage of our debate> gy -delegation also wishes to join 

previous ·speakers in congratu'lating you on ·'y'our election as Chai rmsL df this

important political Committee.- The buik ofthe ·ag~rida is de:,:rot'ed 'to disarmament, 

and it-is fitting that you should pres·ide ove:i- the ·delfberatioirs en a subject so 

faniliar to you and in which you are 1-rell versed. You have ali-eac:l,y very'- 8 •0 fy 
demonstrated your capacity and eA."Perience 'in' gmding the d~bate· and I1'1irmcriizi,ng 

different· viewpoints so that a widely accept-able -pattern -rriay -emeri;e. I :;],so· 

offer our congratulations to th~ h1o Vice-Ghairmeh and 'th2 Rappo-rt.eur. ::. ;~sked 

to speak as I deemed it essenti a1 to express ·tlie views: ·of iny a·El-~·-":a:t ±.Or. on· 00111e 

of the items to which we attach import an-c'e, The Kingdor 
' .. ' ' ,, 

of ':3hlita· :;?- c: '::-:cac:e-

loving State -and we follow the develo!?merits on disarmament wilth ·1:e-:::l1 interest. 

, The arms race -- nuclear and conventional ~.:. on which astronomical sums 

of money are spent, frightens all mankind. Several previous·· s:peakers- · 

furnished full details of the rising expenditure and of the inv-er::tory of the 

arsenals -of the super-Po1-rers and that of the medium arid small Powers as well. 

AJ,.thotl-gh it is necessary to avoid repetition, yet, in order to highlight the 

dimension and magnitude of the fear which grips humanity, it is essential to 
. -

mention again· that as much as '$270 thousand million have been spent each year 

on armaments. Staggering as this amo:unt is, . it is no exaggeration to say 

that it ·has not benefited any person either in the developed or in the developing 

or poor cotmtries, Vast additional sums of i!loney are to be spent both on 

sophisticated conventional 1-:eapons to replace those made outmcded and obsolete, 

and on proliferation of nuclear weapons simultaneously v7ith the improve:i::1ent 

of the mechanics of the deli very system. If the development of new and more iethal 

weapons continues unabated, it will weaken the fragile fabric of the international 

,order, 

While a stable level of expenditure is to be preferred to a rising trend, 

the fact remains that an annual expenditure of some $270 thousand million 

not onl t of resources but also permits the refinement Y represents a colossal was e 
and ·t -Por destruction. Despite the well-eXpansion of an already enormous capac~ Y J.' 

inten-4-. a d .1. t expen di' +. ure ' the technolog:i cal vlOne levelling off in worl I!!J. 1 ary v c-

a:r:ms race __ and n;ore lethal weapons -- cor::tinue: Uc:a'bc:ted. the development of new 
In view of th's year supported the reduction in mili te.ry ~ , ~ delegation last 
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budgets in the hope that the production of destructive armarr.ents could be 

ininimized and that the developing countries "Would to that extent benefit. 

In spite of these efforts' certain nuclear-weapon Powers are unfortunately 

proceeding to accumulate deadly nuclear weapons. In the s·umma:ry of the contents 

of the siPRI Year Book' 1974, it is stated that world military expenditure 

is running at about $207 thousand million per year, which is over 6 per cent of 

the gro~s national product of the world and equivalent to fully one-third of the 

combined output of the 2,000 million people living in the world's underdeveloped 

regions. Th; report goes on to say that the milita:ry expenditure of those 

co,untries which provide development aid is estimated to be approrimately 

6.7 per cent of their gross national product, which is nearly 30 times greater 

than the official development aid that they provide. The report notes that the 

trans fer of resources from rnili tary to peaceful uses could significantly raise 

standards of living and promote faster growth. 

The corner-stone of the United Nations Charter was laid "to save succeeding 

g~ner_ati<?no fr~m th_e scourge of :-rar, _which ~wi_ce in o~r lifetime _has brought 

untold sorrow to manl:.ind". It is due to a curious combination of circu:mstances 

that the present generatiorr has not yet been annihilated by the nuclear 

holocaust, and we should indeed thank Almighty God for his mercy. 

To strengthen the steps towards disarmament, various proposals have been advanced 

in the recent past. He shall not advocate their rejection without carefully 

examining tlu'i r in port as well as the impact that they can make •. 

Nevertheless, bein;:: of serious concern to mankind, disarmament is 

taking on a neH ur;:ency. The present decade is for both disarmament and 

development. and they are of the greatest importance to the world community. 

It has been observed by many intellectuals that we have to learn to live with 

· d d do· ng every year These remarks do not mean th~t 
the bomb , as 'l.'e are ~n ee J. • -

we should be lulled into a complacent mood and that we should allow things 

t 1 ~t the same time, we should encourage new ideas 
, o drift bC')'vnd contro • 

and initiati ws intended to accelerate the much needed development 

process, S\' that "e del not leave the solution of the problem in the hands of a fe;,·. 
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. Some previous speakers characterized the progress made in the field of 

disarmament within the framework of the United Nations as halting and disappointingly 

slovr. There ~s sone justification, but we nust recognize the cor:plex 

nature of the subject. It is also evident from the report that the work of 

.. the Conference of the Committeeon Disarmament is.at a crawl, but the 

significant point is that the debate is proceeding and we believe that 

nothing should be done to stall this debate. The acnievements of this 

Committee are by no means impressive, nor has its performance brought the world 

back from the brink of catastrophe and disaster. We therefore urge that, 

mtil other feasible arrangements are brought into existence, the Committee 

should continue with its work , intensifying its activities if necessary. 

A comprehensive disarmament conference has become more urgent thru1 ever. 

r.w delegation would welcome the holding of a world disarmament conference 

to create conditions under which real progress could be made. Such a conference 

might, 'in our opinion, strengthen the foundations for a lasting peace, vThich is the 

highe~t aspiration of mankind. 

In this context we have read the report of the Ad Hoc Committee on the 

World Disarmament Conference. We recognize that careful preparations should be 

made if the conference is to meet with success. The goal should be universal 

and complete disarmament. The conference should undoubtedly be universal in 

character. All the l'J'..ember States, without exception, shohld whole-heartedly 

participate in it. The deliberations· should take place in a free and cordial 

atmosphere. The issues should not be prejudged. Above all, there should be a 

Pervading and complete trust among the participants. Then one can hope for a 

desirable outcome. 
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Be .that as it may, the t d t ren .· . ovards :detente. a11d relaxation of 
internat.ional tensions ap:flears t.o .. be holao_; 11:>:. - ~ ·.It- is to be note9, that small . 

gains nave resulted from this trend. The second sta~;e of SALT. is to be 

resur,Jed soon. If and 'rhen a fi:r·m u.nderstandin.r;is req,cl1ed, it should, if 

possible • embrace the remaininr: nuclear weapon Powers so that the Xl-UClear 
·- . . -· ' - '• - . - - - -- -

threat, han:;inr; like the s1wrd of Damocles, is .i2anished forev~r. It is 

also hoped that the results of the mutual force reduction negotiations 

could brinG sir;ni ficant consequences for nuclear .policies. 

lly deleGation rer;rets to note that .progress towards outlawing che111ical 

and biological •reapons is very slow. This area, in the vie-vr o;f :rw delegation, 

offers a real opportunity for tl1e Member States co:1cerneC. ·to shov a high 

level of statesr.Jo.nship by reaching ;an agreement not to produce any chemical 

or biolo:ical veaDons and to destroy those already in e~:istence" It is 
• . J"' ' 

realized that a quicl~ result cannot be expecte(J._. Hmvever, keepin:; the 

Geneva P:--otocol of 1925 as the basis, a step ·by--step approach, 
. l . ' 

especially in the Comnittee on Disarmament, should yield worthwhile results. 

The use· of i13.palr·J a11d other incendiaries l.n r1odern 1:-rarfare is most untenable. 

Another 2,rea to vhicll Bhutan attaches great importance is the preservation 

of the Inclian Ocean as a zone of peace. This question has been enga(bing 

the attentioa of the Asse;-,ibly since 1971. The Secretary -General r s factual 

statement of the effect pf the great Powers' mili~ary presence in the Indian 

Ocean h~s been available, and ue hope it has facilitated the worl: of the 

~~ Commi ttec on the Indian Ocean . . l~y delegat~on fully reco~nizes that 

the Indian Ocea~1 siwuld be maintaineC. as a zone of 1)eace .. If great Power 

rival!"; is allo1.;ecl to !HlVe its effect, it \-rill affect the vital interests 

of all the littoral States; and acute and serious effects, such as to lead 

to po.J,.itical instability and social a;.1d econor,Jic miseries, vrill also be 

felt by the hinterland States. 
· t Ambassador Amerasinghe for his relentless In this regard ve coa!Jllmen 

· tt :Ie read the report of the efforts as Cbair~·Jan of ti1e A_d_ _Ho_<:_ Comnu ee · 

Al The'·e is a great need for co -operaGion E _l£o_c_ Coi:mit tee ;;ri t~l interest· ... 

alilon~ t~1e States of th::: InJian Ocean as envisaged in the Declaration. 
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For thiE purpose it will also be essential to mentl"on 

(i.1r. Pen.ior. Bhutan) 

1ri th clarity the 

littoral ancl hinterland States. He sincerely hope that the c;reat Powers vrill 

co -operate in a practical manner vrith the -~~Ho_c_ Corn:rn..ittee in the discharge 

of its functions. Such co- operation 1rould enhance the activities cf the 

Committee immensely. 

The question of establishinc; nuclear -weapon ·free zones is also before 

us. Ue believe that all proposals deserve careful consideration. Bhutan has 

always felt that the hiGhest priority oucr,ht to be accorded to measures in 

the field of nuclear disarmament uith a viev to promoting the cause of c;eneral 

·and complete disarnanent. In this connexion, the proposal of the representative 

of Finland that a co;:lprehensive anc~. analytical study of the creation of 

nucleo.r--weapon-free zones be undertat.en deserves consideration. In fact 0 

two nuclear-weapon· ·free zones are in existence now. ~'Iany delegations that 

have spoken so far seem to accept it in principle. Several previous 

speakers have also outlined certain criteria for the establishment of these 

zones. These criteria deserve careful exar1ination and evaluation. The 
- . . . ~ 

consensus appears to favour consultations first, amongst the States in the 

particular recion, anc"i an acreer;ent before further action is initiated 

under the auspices of t:1e United Nations. In this connexion, my delegation 

agrees with the views expressed by the representative of Bangladesh. In 

his statement before this Conrr,1it tee on 7 Hovember 1974, he said: 

· ... the countries of the re·_;ion should consult among theluselves about 

the desirability of such an idea Ui thout a careful and thorough 

exar1i.nation of these ... pertinent points, it vrould be unreasonable 

to expect a successful outcome. 
,; 

;'Let · the question of nuclear--vreapon ·free zones as us ... approacn 

an opportunity that vould help to promote rec;ional co-·operation and 

not become a source of disruption.;: (20llth meeting, pages 11 and 12) 

In conclusion, my delegation trusts that disarma.r.ent as a methocl 

of . . . d "" cur1'ty vill be ;,iven the hi~jhest preserv1nc 1nternat1onal peace an ..,e , 

priority ; 11 d l"b t' 5 o"" th"" political issues confronting the vroo·ld 
~ our e ~ era lon ~ ~ _ -

t d t t '11e economlc and social 0 ay, and we believe that throue-:h disarmamen 

development in the third 1-Torld i.Jill be accelerated to bring about peace' 

Progress and social justice for all. 
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The CHAIRi lAH ( . · _______ lnterpretabon from Spanish): I thank the 

representative of Bhutan for his cordial con.:;ratulations. 

; ir · lW iPHU_L_ ( l:iauri tius): Sir, it· is not out of sheer courtesy or 

protocol' but ui i:.h ~;rofound sincerity' that I vTarmly congratulate you, 

distincuisl1ed collen.:::ue, on your unaninous election to the chairmans~1i:9 of 

our most iL1por·i:.ant Co.trrittee, nlliJely, the Political a::J.d Secu:::-ity Cmnr1ittee 

of the t1-1enty ·i1inth session of the General Assembly. For r.1.any years nov 

I have had the privilec;e and honour of 1wrting closely alongside you in the 

interests of the Horld co::!l,mnity. During that time, we have forged for ourselves 

as vell as for our respective countries, a strong bond of friendship, nainly 

under the banner of non -ali(innent. This in turn naturally lec1 to the 

establishnent of diplonatic relations at lli-abassadorial level between 

:iauritius ai1d Ar;;entina. 

l.:;arlier this year, toc:ether ui th other African brothers, I had the 

pleasure of visiting your 3reat and proud country. I shall never forcet 

the hour -long fruitful cliscussions we had. 1-Tith the le::endary late 

Presio.ent Peron, 'in the ::;raci'ous presence of -Senora Isabella, thi:m 

Vice -Presi(1ent, and aided by Sefior Visnes, your distinguisheo_ and learned 

iiinister of Foreign Affairs. 

Ue pray t~1at Argentina 'Jill continue to prosper in re~ained internal 

:peace to become the most ii·lportant .:::ranary of the world, certainly of the 

third world, thus contributin:; in an even more effective manner to1-rards the 

strea3thenlnt; of international security· 

dY delec;o.tion fully shares t~1 e view repeatedly ex-_;;Jressed in this Co111<.1i ttee, 

as uell as in other ~;atherings' that a new course tm-rards detente and 

co-operation :1o.s developed in international life as a conseq_uence of the cleep, 

on-l!,oing chanc;es that have taLen place in the world. 

· trend towards mutual understandinG ;]hile welconinc: the c:ro-..:lnfi 

between States and neoules and also tovards the further expansion of 
- - - · scientific technological and cultural 

international trade and econom1c' ' ~ 

11elp but notice that in sp_i te of a narked relaxation 
co"operation, ue cannot 

j)
."'rtl. cularly among the big P011ers, the arms race of tension in recent years, .~ 

continues unrestrained. 
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The depressinG picture of the world today, faced with a multiplicity of 

economic and social problems, contrasts sharply vrith the unrestricted waste 

of resources, both material and hUlllan, on arms. 
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As the recent report by the Secretary-General on military budgets 

indicates, the world military expenditures in 1973 reached the enormous 

amount of $275,000 million, a figure which, as w·as pointed out earlier by 

the representative of Mali, is larger than the combined estimated produc.t 

of the developing countries of South Asia, the Far East and Africa combined, 

and much larger than that of Latin America. The upward spiral in world 

expenditures for military purposes contrasts both in size and in trend with 

the aid to developing countries. In total, the developed countries' 

appropriations for military purposes are some twenty times their appropriations 

for development aid. 

Faced with the prospect of self-destruction and having to solve economic 

and social problems which are overwhelming, mankind has no choice, no sane 

alternative, but to st~rt the long-awaited process of disarmament. Regardless 

_ 9f t~eir size or their stage of development, all countries share the 

responsibility of taking steps "rhich ·would help aehieve :this. goaL 

Thus, our participation in the debates on disarmament stems from our 

vital interest in world peace, in which a central place is held by the struggle 

for general disarmament that should allow the material and human resources 

to concentrate on economic and social development and on raising the welfare 

of its peoples. 

Nuclear weapons constitute the most fearful category of armaments and 

they pose the greatest threat mankind now faces. vle place great hope in 

international bilateral and multilateral negotiations aimed at the prevention 

of a nuclear war and nuclear disarmament. This fielJ should have priority over 

any other subject in international negotiations. 

The non-proliferation Treaty reduced the danger of the spread of nuclear 

weapons, and its universal acceptance is in the best interests of the world 

community. Although the non-proliferation Treaty is discriminatory against 

non~nuclear-weapon States, we should admit that, if fulfilled bona fide, 

the treaty could mean a corner-stone for the prevention of a nuclear war and 

f · to mank~nd the great benefits atomic energy and technology or mak1ng available • 
are capable of. The Review Conference scheduled to take place in May 1975 

t · of the Treaty with a view to should consider seriously the opera ~on 

strengthening it in the interest of all countries. 
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The prohibition of nuclear weapon testing is a traditional item on the 

First Committee's agenda. While agreeing that the 1963 partial test ban Treaty 

and the 1974 threshold Treaty constitute steps in the right direction, my 

Government continue~ to hold the strong view that a comprehensive nuclear test 

ban treaty is urgent_ly _needed, particularly against the background of the 

series of nuclear tests, both in the atmosphere and underground, which we are 

still witnessing. The nuclear-weapon States have a special responsibility 

in starting the motion towards this end. 

The regional approach to disarmament has become an important element 

in the international search for security. Mauritius gave its support to the 

Declaration of the Indian Ocean as a zone of peace when that Declaration was 

adopted three years ago. Together lvith the other countries bordering the 

Indian Ocean, we are deeply concerned that the competitive expansion of the 

military presence of the great Powers in the Indian Ocean would lead to an 

increase of tension in the area, and we call upon the great Powers to refrain 

from increasing and strengthening their military presence in the region of the 

Indian Ocean. Of particular concern to us littoral States of the Indian 

Ocean is the recent agreement announced in the British House of Cow~ons on 

5 February 1974, under the provisions of which the United States would 

establish support installations on the island of Diego Garcia for warships and 

aircraft. Any decision by the United Kingdom and the United States to extend 

communications and military facilities on t~e island of Diego Garcia would 

constitute a flagrant violation of the United Nations resolution on the 

subject. He appeal once again to those directly concerned, especially the 

United States of ADerica, to reconsider their present policy, which certainly 

is conducive to the creation not of a zone of peace but rather of one of 

tension. The peoples of the countries of the Indian Ocean must be allowed to 

live in peace and security. Therefore Mauritius will continue to explore with 

others every possibility of maintaining peace in the area. 

It ;s ;n my country approaches also the initiatives ~ • that spirit that 
f es At this session regarding the establishment of nuclear-weapon- ree zon . 

of the General Assembly, this question is being dealt w·ith under several ac;enda 

items. He support the creation of such zones whenever there is an agreement 
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in regard to them among the countries concerned. This presupposes, of course, 

prior consultation and agreement among all the States of those regions. 

Regrettably, that did not occur in the case of South Asia, a& proved by the 

debates that have taken place so fa~. 

We are living in an epoch which is characterized by revolutionary changes 

in science and technology. Unfortunately, the achievements of this 

revolution, because of the duality of their functions, are increasingly used 

in the military field. We cannot but fully subscribe to what our colleague 

from Ireland said in this Committee about the atyranny of technique". Each 

major advance in military technology seems to impose its own domination and 

demands upon Governments, and as a result policies cease to be guided by 

rational political choice and become, instead, imperatives dictated by 

technical innovation. 

Against this background, one should admit without hesitation the great 

merits .of the ~nitiative ?f the USSR regarding prohibition of action to 

influence the environment and climate for military and other purposes 

incompatible with the maintenance of international security, human well-being 

and health. The frightening picture of the real possibilities of putting into 

practice certain methods of environmental warfare presented by 

Ambassador Malik in his speech on 21 October makes it completely clear that we 

should act before the possibilities become realities. Our attention was 

drawn to the fact that a particular danger of geophysical warfare exists in the 

fact that the aggressor can secretly, without declaring war, for many years use 

some of the methcds of such a war against its intended victim. Mauritius 

shares the concern expressed here by many speakers on the possibility of 

employing the forces of nature for purposes incompatible with the maintenance 

of international security, human well-being andhealth, and had the privilege of 

co-sponsoring the draft resolution submitted by the USSR on this item as 

contained in document A/C.l/1.675· 
There is unanimous recognition of the fact that the big Powers bear a 

special responsibility for the strengthening of peace and security in the 

world. We, the non-aligned, the small and medium-sized countries, are also . 

aware of our · .·1 .t t contribute to the forward march of contemporary respons1b1 1 y o 
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mankind on a new, pro~ressive road. That is why we regard as extremely 

important the active participation of all countries in the debates on 

disarmament. The universalization of the disarmament talks could spur 

disarmament neeotiations and facilitate the adoption of disarmament measures. 

vlith this conviction, Hauritius has fully supported the proposal to convene 

a world disarmament confP.rence and would spare no effort to further promote 

this proposal at this session. We are of the opinion that a world 

disarmament conference should be adequately prepared and that participation 

in the conference should be universal, including the major military Powers. 
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It is certainly true that the last few years have seen a proliferation 

of the bodies dealing with disarmament, both inside and outside the United 

Nations But the increased act1·v·t h • 1 Y as not led to the kind of effective action 
that is so urgently needed. 

Among other things, we would have liked to see implemented General Assembly 

resolution 3093 A (XXVIII) on the reduction of the military budgets of States 

permanent members of the Security Council by 10 per cent and utilization of 

part of the funds thus saved to provide assistance to developing countries. 

In concluding, I would like to pledge the entire co-operation of my 

delegation in making this session of the General Assembly a turning point in 

disarmament negotiations, a landmark in the United Nations efforts to save 

succeeding generations from the scourge of war. 

The CHAIRMAN (interpretation from Spanish): I thank Ambassador Ramphul 

of Mauritius very specially for the kind and moving words he addressed to me, 

to my country and i~s authorities. It is auspicious that be has addressed these 

words to me today when the Ambassador- of Mauritius submitted-his -credentials 

in Buenos Aires, thus cementing the very close links existing between our two 

countries. 

Mr. KASASA CINYANTA (Zaire) (interpretation from French): 

Mr. Chairman, may I be permitted at this late hour to join with all those who 

congratulated you on your election to the chairmanship of our Committee. 

May I also congratulate the other officers of the Committee on their brilliant 

election. As the speakers before me have said, I should like to express the 

hope that our work will be successf1li. I should also like to point out that 

diplomatic relations have very recently been established between your country 

and mine, and I feel sure that your country and mine will both promote their 

development. 
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The delegation of Zaire 1n this First Commi~tee has hesitated a 

long time before speaking on the various items on our agendao Indeed, my 

delegation thought that all that could be said on (a) the reduction of 

the military budgets of States permanent members of the Security Council 

by 10 per cent and the utili-zation of part of the funds t-hus-saved to provide 

assistance to developing countries (b) napalm and other incendiary weapons 

and all aspects of their possible use_ (c) chemical and bacteriological 

weapons_ (d) the urgent need for cessation of nuclear and thermonuclear 

tests and conclusion of a treaty designed to achieve a comprehensive 

test ban (e) the world disarmament conference, (.f) general and complete 

disarmament> (g) the prohibition of action to influence the environment 

and climate for military and other purposes incompatible with the 

maintenance of international s.::curi-cy ,human well-~being '3.nd health 

all_that could be said has been said by the eminent speakers who spoke 

before me. 

So _could I re~lly add anything new? Perhaps q,n .original approach to 

·the presentation of these matters in the spirit of the statement made on 

4 October 1973 by our President, Citizen Mobutu Sese Seko at the twenty--eighth 

session of the General Assembly, who, referring to the policy of a re-curn to 

authen-ticity, said: 
11 'I'hus strengthened by this e}.'IJerience, we believe that Zaire can now 

modestly show the world its own interpretation of problems that 

confront us all. 11 
( !).jPV. 21_4_o_)_...E..:.Jl:) 

nd this is what I intend to do very briefly· 

_Before proceeding any further) may I recall in our Committee a passage 

n the important statement by Citizen Mobutu Ses·e Seko at the General 

ssembly on environment and disarmament: 

'I believe also that it is r.::.y duty to draw the attention of this august 

Assembly to the collective responsibility of the human race. All 

leaders are not responsible only to their mm nationals but also to all 

'their counterparts. Indeed, it is no longer ~nough to sweep the streets 

outside your own house to have done your proper duty: you also 

have to see if your neighbour has done the same as you and particularly if 

he · th d~r~ 1-1e is c~usina in his won hous~hold. ls not passing over to you e 1. "' - - • C' 
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"Now the whole world is talking of the disappearance of the 

human race because of the pollution in all environments. The 

misfortune in such cases is that we are wi~nessing a true inflation 

of texts and books which, in their desire to draw attention, in 

fact do the opposite. 

"Without any doubt, it is a matter of prestige to possess the 

atomic bomb or even more the thermonuclear bomb, but to make it 

operational, and particularly to miniaturize it, you obviously have 

to carry out tests with it, and that is not always convenient. lie 

condemn all nuclear tests wherever they may be and we do not condemn 

any one country more than another. In this particular area, we do 

not agree with the atomic countries which are asking all others 

to ratify the non- -proliferation Treaty. For our part, vTe have 

ratified it with enthusiasm, but we do not manufacture bombs or even 

bull_ets. But the countries concerned are telling us every day about 

the invention of ever more sophisticated armaments. Now what is 

responsible about this?" (A/P"Y_:_2_1_4o, p._ 76) 

This is the crux of the matter. Where is the sense of responsibility 

of the international community and of those mainly responsible in this 

matter who, while very well aware of this terrible evil and its causes, 

refuse to meet it with effective remedies th~t they are also very well aware of? 

Indeed, whether it is a matter of napalm and other incendiary weapons, 

chemical or bacteriological weapons, nuclear weapons or, soon, flPteorological 

weapons, the radical solution lies in their total elimination from our 

planet and the total and definitive commitment of all States in the world 

not to manufacture them any Ll_ore. Therefore, we have to accept the idea of 

gen 1 d · t as advocated in the United Nations Charter era an complete dlsarmamen 
in its Article 11, paragraph 1, as well as in numerous resolutions of the 

General Assembly. 
- But herein lies the difficulty because some do not wish to accept such 

disarmament accompanied by effective international control. Rather, the great 

m~litary Powers impute ulterior motives to each other and each suspects 

th th · T~1u~, for exa~1n_le. it will be said e o ers of a lack of sincerlty. lJ ~ -- ' 
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that it seems that the nuclear club wishes to reserve its right to arm 

and to over--arm. Or else, that a sound defence systen is essential to 

intimidate the aggressor. Or, that we recognize that the world disarmament 

conference will play a useful role at the proper time, but we do not 

believe that such a conference could lead to useful results now or in the 

near future. Or even, that a particular threat resides in the fact that the 

?-rogressor can, over a lone; period, work secretly without declaring war and 

use some of the methods that I have referred to against his appointed 

victims, and so forth. 

Thus, we ascertain that it is easier to manufacture weapons of 

excessive destructive potential than to part w·ith them. We realize 

that the. question is a complex one and that it has to be tackled by indirect 

means , which do hot con vi nc e everybody : accession to the nuclear 

non-proliferation Treaty: a conference to review· this Treaty; the reduction 

of the military budgets of the permanent nembers of the Security Council; 

prohibition of action to influence the environment and climate for military 

and other purposes incompatible with the maintenance of international 

security, human well--being and health; the demilitarization of certain 

regions , and so on. 
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But all these .initiatives bypass the real problem: the imperious need for 

general and complete disarmar.;ent under effective international control. 

In referring to all these matters, my delegation wishes to place the 

problem in the context of_ Zaire's analysis of the problem of disarmament. 

Zaire is a - party to the nuclear-weapon non-proliferation Treaty and will 

participate without doubt in the conference to review that Treaty as 

envisaged in 1975, as it has participated in the Ad Hoc Committee on the l~orld 

Dise.rl :~r,ent Conference, in the diplomatic conference on the reaffirmation 

and development of international humanitarian law applicable in armed 

conflict and in the Sonference of governmental experts on weapons which 

can cau~e indiscriminate harm, which was recently held in Lucerne, Switzerland. 

By its participation in all these conferences, and in tho£~ to come, Zaire 

wishes to demonstrate its loyalty to the Charter of the United Nations and 

to the international community. Zaire does not wish to side-step any 

in~t~ative launched by the latter in its efforts to promote the cause of 

peace and international justice. That is why Zaire is· pleased at its 

admission to the Committee on Disarmament, where it hopes to bring its 

authentic and creative inagin2.tion as -vrell as its sincere and frank 

collaboration, free fror: any· ulterior motives. May its innocent voice 

receive a sympathetic response in that Committee. In conclusion, I should 

like to thank all the representatives who voted in favour of the admission 

of Zaire to that Committee. 
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The CHAIRMAN (interpretation from Spanish): I thank the representative 

of Zaire for his cordial remarks concerning the office:rs of the Committee and 

for his reference to the relations that exist between our two countries. 

I now call on the last speaker on my list in the general debate, the 
representative of Bahrain. 

Mr. AL-KH.ALIFA (Bahrain) (interpretation from Arabic): Mr. Chairman, 

I should like to join the previous speakers in extending congratulations to you 

on the occasion of your election as Chairman of this Committee. Your excellent 

qualities as a prominent and experienced diplomat are clearly evidenced by 

your unanimous election as Chairman of the First Committee, and we are fully 

confident that under your wise guidance this Committee will be able to achieve 

fruitful and constructive results. 

The United Nations, as a centre for co-ordinating international efforts, 

has contributed positively and effectively to the attainment of the objectives 

and principles embodied in the Charter which are aimed at safeguarding 

~nte~national peace, security and progress. However, despite the-achievements· 

of the United Nations, we find ourselves today facing grave conditions created 

by the absence of security, a situation which still faces humanity. 

The continuation of the armaments race and the increase of expenditures on 

arms, which are intensified by the rapid consumption of stockpiles of weapons 

~d the technological obsolescence of those weapons, has induced the big Powers 

to increase their ~mending on arr.anents and on attempts to improve the 

technological efficiency of those 1.;eapons. In other words, the consumption 

of stockpiled weapons plus their technological obsolescence have led to 

increased expenditures on armaments and to the improvement of their technological 
-

efficiency. This has resulted in a vicious circle which is difficult to break. 

That vicious circle cannot be brol\:en unless the big Powers provide guarantees 

and. just and permanent solutions. 

The international community is facing a difficult task which calls f~r 

j . guarantees to limit the proliferation of nuclear and chemical weapons and 

to put a halt to their production as ·Hell as efforts. to achieve general and 

eompl t h tr,.r whether large or small, ' e e disarmament, i·rhich would enable eac coun J' 

to live in international peace and security· 
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Therefore, my delegation believes that it is the duty of the international 

community' in suitable circumstances and in this era of detente, to discuss in 

a ftuitful manner the question of disarmament and the need to consolidate 

international security' and to take action that would contribute to t·he elimination 

of tension -and- the solution of the economic crisis. 

We believe that the solu~ion of problems of disarmament and economic 

. development are closely interrelated. Therefore, my delegation welcomes the 

important international conventions "tl'hich haYe been concluded with a view to 

limiting armaments, particularly nuclear weapons. 

Bahrain, as a small country,' believes that economic development cannot 

be achieved unless stability and jnternational security are guarant~ed. 

Therefore, we have supported the Declaration on the Indian Ocean as a Zone 

of Peace and the appeal to r:2-intain the Gulf area free from the competition 

of the big Pmrers and free from foreign interference in order to gua:<·antee 

peace and stability in this sens'itive region of the world. 'rhe area of the 

Indian Oce~n consists of peace-loving peoples, and my delegation therefore 
' -. ~ -~ ~ -. -

supports the Declaration on this area as a zone of peace. At the same time, 

my delegation supports the creation of a nuclear-free area in that part of 

the world. 

On this occasion my delegation 'vould lil•e to express its deep faith in 

the need to keep the Indian Ocean in general, and the Gulf area in particular, free 

froi!l. the rivalry and conpeti tj on of the big Powers. Bahrain's support of the 

Declaration on the Indian Ocean as a Zone of Peace stems from its deep faith 

in the need to spare the region and its people the sufferings of a destructive 

war that would not be in the interests of the region or of humanity at large. 

References to the Indian Ocean region and the armaments race leads us 

to speak of the Iranian initiative concerning the declaration of the Hiddle East 

as a nuclear-free zone. My delegation supports the important state:nent made 

here by Her Highness Princess Ashraf Pahlevi of Iran, which could pave the way to 

the d · · .t es~red goal of general and complete d~sarmamen • 
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Dealing with the Hiddle East region as a nuclear-free zone leads us 

also to refer to the attempts by Israel to acquire nuclear weapons. ~ve call 

on the international community to exert pressure in order to prevent Israel 

from producing those weapons and to call on Israel to sign the nuclear-1-reapon 

non--proliferation Treaty.- My delegation supports the -declaration of the 

Middle East as ·a nuclear-free zone and hopes that this initiative will meet 

with the full support of the countries of the area and that it may lead to 

the establishment of a nuclear-free zone, under effective international control. 

The common aspirations of humanity for peace,_ security and progress in 

our age call for putting a speedy halt to the armaments race, particularly the 

nuclear armaments race. The adoption of immediate and effective measures to 

brinp about general and complete disarmament would be likely to give a strong 

impetus to economic and social development, thus helping to achieve prosperity 

for the peoples of the world. 

The question of disarmament cannot be solved by mere wishful thinking 

or by ineffective measures, ~mt _only by genuine _and COJl!IDOn eff~rts to solve 

this problem. The econC'mic discrepancies are clearly manifested in our 

contemporary world between the advanced and the developing countries. The 

conditions of economic instability prevailing in t~e world cannot be removed 

in an atmosphere permeated with the n~clear armaments race. World public 

opinion attaches great importance to the achievement of disarmament. It is 

therefore incumbent on the Members of the United Nations to hasten to sign 

the agreements and conventions on the non-proliferation of nuclear weapons 

and to implement the resolutions on the cessation of nuclear tests. The 

technical resources used in the field of armaments could be directed to 

peaceful purposes so that mankind could benefit from them. 
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In that connexion I cannot but thank Ambassador Boveyda, Chairman of the 

Ad Hoc Committee on the Horld Disarmament Conference, for the efforts he has 

exerted, which have made it possible, despite the difficulties faced by the 

Committee, to achieve some proeress. 

Iviy Government has on more than one occasion stated its opposition to the 

continuation of the development, production and stockniling of bacteriological 

and chemical lveapons and has constantly called for the cessation of nuclear tests. 

The cessation of nuclear tests would, in my country's opinion, certainly contribute 

· to a relaxation of international tension. It would also contribute to 

preventinr, the use of nuclear veanons. 

Incendiary vreapons have al•·rays been and still are the !'lOst horrible means of 

waging war. 'Iheir use has been rejected by the countries of the "iVOrld, because 

they are contrary to human rights and human dignity. The bombardment of commando 

car.J.ps by Israel hrts had shocking and nerrrw.nent consequences. Hy delegation 

thinks that the international community should spare no efforts to remove 

dangers of that kind. 

Convinced- of the harmful effects which actions designed to influence the 

environment and climate for military nurDoses can have for the nresent and future 

rsenerations, my dele\"8.tion thin1:s that the Soviet nroposal for the 

prohibition of action to influence the environment and climate for military and 

other purposes incompatible with the maintenance of international security, human 

well-being and health -- the proposal to be found, in document A/9702 and Corr.l -

is indeed worthy of careful study. 

I have made only a fev observations on certain aspects of the problems facing 

the 1mrld today, in the hope that the international community will embark on a 

path that -vrill take us aivay from the brink of a destructive 1var that we cannot 

afford. 

The CHAIRlAIJ (interpretation from Spanish): I thank the representative 

f B extended to the officers of the Cornmittee. 0 ahrain for the congratulations he 

I DOl-i call on the reprE;sentati ve of Sri Lanka. 
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r1r. AHERASINGHE (Sri Lanka): I am greatly beholden to you, 

]1lr. Chairman, for the indulgence you have shown me in allm.ring me to speak 

at this late hour, despite the fact that I let you down once by inscribing 

my name on the list of S"TJeetl:ers but not appearing. Had there been here a 

stock of those over-ripe vegetables which are often used against unpopular 

speakers, I am sure I would have been a victim of that form of attack today. 

Having spol>.en in disarmament debates here during the past seven years, 

I cannot pretend that I have anything nei-r to say, especially as nothing new 

has emerged from the Conference of the Committee on Disarmament . 

. I thouijht I heard one spealter say that general and complete disarmament 

was in the interests of neace, chastity l'lnd liberty. I felt that the first and 

the sec·ond were quite compatible 1vith each other, but not the second and the 

third. It was only later that I realized that, under the nressure of oratory, 

my sense of hearin~ was bein~ steadily impaired and that the snealter hnd 

referred not to chastity but to justice. I must confess I '1-ras l!reatlY relieved. 

The Conference of the Committe.e o.n Disarmament has no reason whatsoever to · 

congratulate itself on its pe:.:formance. It has only one achievement to its 

credit: it has added to its numbers. I congratulate the new members of the 

Committee on their admission to that very exclusive club. I hope their presence 

at least will help the Committee to change its i-rays and to produce better 

results. If the trend of the past feH years continues, we may soon find the 

Conference of the Co~ittee on Disarmament consisting of the entire membership 

of the United Hations, with the exception of t1vo nuclear Powers· 

\·!hen it comes to dis:lrna':'lent, the excuse is given that there has been no 

agreement on verification procedures and that therefore you cannot disarm. 

T~fuen it co:rn.es to a reduction of military exnenditure and the diversion of a 

percentage of xhe resources thus saved to development, the excuse is that 

there is no agreed definition of \·That constitutes military expenditure· So 

that at every turn "'\·Te find those who are chiefly responsible for the present 

st t · th · interest in a e of affairs very solemnly and piously declar~ng eJ.r 

disarmm'lent and the reduction of military expenditures, but always finding some 
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excuse for not proceeding towards the fulf;lment f th .._ o at goal. The proposal 
must therefore remain purely academic in character and consequences. 

How much more practical it would be if those •-rhose military strength is 

phenomenally superior to that of others were to set an example by making at 

least a slight reduction in thei~ ~ilitary budgets. That would be a real 

earnest of their good faith. 

In my delegation's. opinion, it is not by reducing military expenditures 

that we reduce armaments. There is, I fear, a pathetic fallacy in that argument. 

:tt is by reducing armaments that we are more .likely to reduce expenditure. 

Every year some new item is introduced into this debate, in order, it 

would appear, to introduce some OxYgen into the rarefied atmosphere. Like the 

proliferation of nuclear weapons and their continued sophistication and 

refinement, so every year a new item is inscribed on the agenda-- lest we 

forget, lest we forget. This year the Soviet Union has introduced a new item: 

aProhibition of action to influence the environment and climate for military 

anq ot_her purposes incomvatib+e 1-rith the maintenanqe _qf i!lterna-tionl:!-1 security, 

human well-being and hecl th ;; . 

I must confess that I was terribly alarmed by the revelations made b:v the 

Soviet representative in his statement introducing that item. I have an uneasy 

feeling that this type of radioactivity has already had its adverse effects. 

I have no other explanation for the frenetic competition that is now going on 

in regard to the refinement of nuclear i-reapon systems to proportions capable 

of annihilating. several planets the size of planet Earth. 'Ihat doe's not, 

however, detract in the least from the credit the Soviet Union deserves for 

having brought this matter to our attention. The item merits consideration, 

but I think that the remedy is in the hands of those who do conduct these . 

tests and do create this menace to life and to mental stability areong human 

beings. 

Th;s has been exuressed over nuclear testing for peaceful ... year some concern -
purposes. This is admittedly a delicate and controversial problem. 
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It is easy to condemn such tests; it is equally easy to sympathize with 

those who conduct them. The representative of India, in his statement this 

afternoon, said that they were not prepared to wait for others to"perfect 

nuclear explosion technology and thereby cause a lag of a decade or more in its 

development in India. He pointed out that the experiments in nuclear explosions 

conducted for peaceful purposes: 

" ••. • have been oriented towards gas and oil st~mulation, and have shown 

promising results and are even reported t6 have increased oil production 

by 30 to 60 per cent. n (supra, p. 21) 

The question we must ask ourselves is whether countries which do not have 

this technology at their disposal are to be precluded from conducting tests 

in order to acquire such technology, or must be dependent on the charity and 

good will of those who possess this technology for the transfer of such 

technology, which might result in the entry of a new competitor in all fields 

in which such technology offers the promise of profitable ·exploitation of a 

natural resource. This is an aspect of the matter that deserves special 

attention and. that· must be examined dispassionately. 

In our opinion -- the opinion we have consistently held -- it is the duty 

of the Conference of the Committee on Disarmament to concentrate on t~e 

re~ programme of general ana complete disarmament, without allowing its 

~tention to be distracted by other matters which are only the side effects 

of nuclear explosions and the development of nuclear tecP~ology. These are, 

as we have said, a comprehensive test ban treaty, the complete cessation of 

the production of nuclear weapons, the categorical renunciation of the use 

of nuclear weapons for ·w-arlike purposes and the dismantling of nuclear arsenals . 

The total prohibition of the development, production and stockpiling of all 

chemical weapons and the destruction of all such stockpiles should be an 
add1't f el.;m.;natJ.'ng the possibility of the use of lonal step in this process o • ~ 

those devastating forms of warfare. As a first step' as I h13.ve also previously 

stated, there must be universal adherence to the Geneva Protocol of 1925. 

to offer on the subject. They 
These are some of the thoughts I wished 

t 'ng them. I must thank are by no means new, and I make no apology for repea: ~ 
y of t,t-.1' s Committee once again for the au, Mr. Chairman, and the members .u 

indulgence they have sho\-m in listening to me at this late stage. 
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The C~Aim1AN ( interpretation from Spanish) : Tomorrow, we shall begin 

consideration of and voting on specific draft resolutions under this item. I would 

accordingly urge those delegations which for days have been preparing draft 

·- resolutions, and which therefore deserve the gratitude of the Committee, to submit 

them as soon as possible so that they can be translated into all languages and 

circulated to delegations for their consideration. I would venture to ask those 

delegations which already have texts ready, but are still waiting for co-sponsors, 

to submit those texts, because co-sponsors will be added as the proposals are 

examined. 

I would also ask delegations which have already come to a conclusion on draft 

resolutions that we already have before us, or that will be circulated shortly, to 

put their names down on the list as soon as possible to speak on the items of 

interest to them. This request is addressed in particular to members of the 

Conference of the Committee on Disarmament, which is not based in New York, who 

wish ·to return home ·as soon as possible. The request is aud:tessed tb all other· 

delegat~ons as well, -of course. 

I think that the best way to proceed in the discussion of specific proposals 

is for delegations that speak to refer in the course of their statements to one 

or more draft resolutions, so that they wHl-not have to take the floor repeatedly 

to refer to various draft resolutions. A single statement will then cover all 

comments by delegations on matters of interest to them. The interest of the 

Chair is to make maximum use of our time by acting with flexibility, that is, by 

permitting the broadest possible exchange of views. But whenever there are no 

speakers and whenever we have time to do so, we can vote on those draft resolutions 

which are not controversial. Thus we shall dispose of those drafts quickly and can 

continue with our consideration of those that require more comments. 

Naturally, when we come to vote on items on the agenda on which there are two 

or more draft resolutions, we shall abide strictly by the rules and put .the draft 

resolutions to the vote in the order in which they are submitted. For instance 

and it is not because Ambassador Amerasinghe of Sri Lanka, who introduced this 

draft · bell. eve that the draft resolution on the Indian thls morning, is here -- I 
Ocean should not give rise to too many difficulties and if, tomorrow afternoon, we 

do · · 1 the three hours allotted to us, we could vote no: have enough speakers to fll -
on that draft resolution, contained in addendum 29 to doc~ent A/9629. 
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(The Chairman) 

Tomorrow we shall meet only in the afternoon, and on Friday only in 

the morning. 

I would urge delegations to use the free time tomorrow morning to 

prepare their statements. 

I should--like to remind the Committee· that the deadline for consideration 

of and voting on proposals is 22 November, and that I shall do all I can to 

adhere strictly to that date. 

I thank the Committee for its co-operation during the general debate. 

Before adjourning, I should like to announce that at tomorrow's plenary 

meeting of the General Assembly tpe report on outer space will be dealt with. 

The meeting rose at 7.15 p.m. 
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The CHAIRMAN (interpretation from Spanish): It is my impression that 

we shall have a very short meeting today, since there are no names on the list 

of speakers. 

It had been my firm intention to put to the vote today, so as to gain time, 

the draft resolu~ion in_ the addendum to document A/9629, the report of the 

Ad Hoc Committee on the Indian Ocean. However, some delegations have expressed 

the wish that no vote be taken yet on that draft resolution. That being so, 

we shall postpone the vote on it. But may I once again draw the attention of 

the Committee to the fact that there are only 14 meetings left before 

22 November. After this very brief meeting, only 13 meetings will be left for 

these items. -The number of meetings cannot be increased, since I intend 

scrupulously to abide by the d~~_dlines on which we have agreed. Accordingly, 

I would once again request that draft resolutions now being negotiated be 

officially submitted and introduced to the Committee as quickly as possible._ 

Since it seems that what I said yesterday was not sufficiently explicit, 

I should like to make a clarification. Any delegation may speak in the course 

of-these meetings in reference to any of _the dr~ft re~olu~ions that have been 

submitted to the First Committee on the disarmament items. 

Since there would be only one speaker at the meeting scheduled for tomorrow 

morning namely, the representative of Pakistan, I think that if his delegation 

bas no objection we could transfer his name to the list of speakers for toreorrow 

afternoon and cancel the meeting scheduled for tomorrow morning. If the 

delegation of Pakistan has no objection, and I see the representative of Pakistan 

is graciously indicating that it has none, we shall meet q?ly once tomorrow, 

in the afternoon. 
The sponsors of the draft resolution in document A/C.l/L.675, on the 

prohibition of action to influence the environment and climate for military and 

other purposes incompatible with the maintenance of international security, human 

well-being and health, under agenda -ite~ 103, have indicated that they would 

be prepared for the Committee to proceed to the vote on that draft on the 

afternoon of Thursday, 14 November. Since the sponsors have made that request, 

I should like to advise the members of the Committee that, in order to make full 

use of our time, on Thursday afternoon we -shall proceed to vote on that draft, 

to which many delegations have referred in the course of the general debate. 
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(The Chairman) 

As I understand it, at tomorrow afternoon's meeting the representative of 

Mexico will intrcduce the draft resolution~ in documents A/ C.l/L. 685 and L. 686, 

both of which refer to the Tlatelolco Treaty though they differ from each other. 

That delegation has also stated that it would have no objection if the Committee 

were. to proceed to vote on those drafts after the respective introductions have 
- -- -- - --

been made. I wanted to inform the Committee of that, so that it could be ready to 

vote on those two draft resolutions, either tomorrow afternoon or on Thursday. 

May ! also ask the delegation of New Zealand, which is representi~g the 
- . 

sponsors of the draft resolution in document A/C.l/L. 683, on the urgent need for 

cessation of nuclear and thermonuclear tests and the conclusion of a treaty 

designed to achieve a comprehensive test ban, whether -there would be any objection 

to our proceeding to a vote on that draft, either tomorrow or on Thursday! 

Mr. CRAW (New Zealand): So far as my delegation is concerned, there 

would be no objection. I cannot speak for all the sponsors, but I should be happy 

to see the draft put to the vote. There are, presumably, so many other draft 

. res"olutions coming up "that it would be good "to dispose of the one in- document 

A/C.l/1.683. That would suit us. 
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The CHAIRMAN (interpretation from Spani~h): Unless any of the 

sponsorG of the draft r~solution expresses a contrarv 'vie~, then 

I shall also take it that, in principle, we would be able to vote on this 

draft resolution, too, either tomorrow afternoon or on Thursday aftcr.noon. 

This then would be the working plan, ·in principle, lThich I submit 

to the First Committee. Of course, I would be very willing to he a':' any 

comments so as to organize our ·v1ork as best we can. 

Mr. MARTIN (United States of America): Mr. Chairman, we qre 

very sympathetic about vour problems and we wn.nt to do a:l 11e cnn to expedite 

the matters in this Committee. I have a slight problem with regn.rd to the 

possibility of a vcte en environmental modification taking place on Thurs(b.y. I 

should like to reserve our right to request the Chair tomorrow to postpone that 

vote until a later date if we have been unable to get proper instructions 

by tba t thre. 

The CHAIRMAN (interpretation from Spanish): The right to request 

r. r.:ostponement is r1 ri~;ht _uhic.h (:=vf?_ry_ delegation has, -but could- I ask -

the representative of the United States if he could indicate any set 
• 

dn.t.;:- '\.Th<;>n he mirtt nrocc· .:u to the vote, because this draft 

resolution, it so happens, was the first that 1ms submitted to the 

First Committee and it 1:1as submitted a long time ago. Given the speea of 

communications between Ne~·j York and Washington, we really do not believe 

that,in principle, there should be any major impediments to his receivi~g 

instructions. 

Mr. ~ARTIN (United States of America): Let m~ say that it is not 

always the speed of communications between New York and -w~shington which is 

determinative in these rr.atters. 1-Je may possibly be prepared to vote on 

Thursday. I am not saying that we 1vill not be· But I do think, 

quit'"' fr::tnkl;r, that ue do hg,ve to take very recent developments 

into account and that we have to make decisions as to what our actions will be. 

I · t b u~e I did not want to mislead the Chair into merely raise this poln eca ~ , 

thinking that we were unconditionally acquiescinr; in the choice of Thursday 

at this point. 
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1 
The CHAIRMAN (interpretation from Spanish): May I take the liberty 

Jot suggesting, in as friendly a way as possible, that the representative of the 
I 

1 
United States inform his authorities that it is the wish of the First Committee 

I 

1 

to carry out our work as effectively as possible. So that, if there is no major 

obstacle, it would be very useful if we could vote on Thursday afternoon; and I 

await the reply of the represeuta~ive of the United States toreorrow • 

. Mr. CLARK (Nigeria): Mr. Chairman, I also propose, subject to your 

approval, to submit on behalf of your great country, India, Liberia, Nigeria, 

Romania, Sweden and Zaire, a draft resolution on the mid-term review of the 

Disarmament Decade. I wonder whether you could accomiT~date us in your 

time-table for tomorrow afternoon or Thursday reorning? 

The.CHAIRMAN (interpretation from Spanish): If the delegation of 

Nigeria, on behalf of the sponsors, was prepared to introduce that draft 

resolution tomorrow afternoon, I think this would be most helpful in assisting 

·us-to-make more .use of our time. 

Are there any other comments on the tentative- ideas -which I haye put before 

the Committee? 

Mr. YANGO (Philippines): Mr. Chairman, I am sorry if I came 

in a little bit late and you were already speaking when I came in. Please 

correct me if I am wrong, but my understanding is that you propose to have 

voting next Thursday on draft resolution A/C.l/L.675· If that is the situation, 

I should just like to say that my delegation is in the process of consulting 

with other delegations concerning some amendments which we should like to 

propose to this draft resolution. If those consultations reach their conclusions 

today or tomorrow, we will formally present those amendments. We hope that we 

shall be able to co-operate with you with regard to the vote on the draft 

resolution on Thursday afternoon; but if not, my delegation would appreciate 

it if it could be postponed to some later date. We will try our best to conclude 

our consultations so as to be able to present our amepdments in time for your 

schedule. 
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The CHAIRMAN (interpretation from Spanish): I thank the representative 

·of the Philippines for his co-operation and, if any delegation wishes to 

introduce amendments to this draft o! to any other draft, I would urge them to do 

so as soon as possible, because. amendments, in accordance with the rules of· 

procedure, should be circulated 24 hours b~fore the vote on the draft resolution 

in question. So, if there are any. amendments, . the sooner they _ca~ be presented 

the -better· it .will be for our ·work. 

Accordingly, to sum up, I will repeat that it w~~ld be a very good idea 

for those delegations which :wish to make' comments on draft resolutions that 

have been officially circulate~ and properly presented to the Committee, to put 

their names down as soon as possible for this purpose. I repeat, too, just 

in case it was not made sufficiently clear, that in their statements delegations 

may refer to one or reore draft resol~tions. 

With reference to the draft resolution in document A/C.l/L.675, in 

principle, we agree that it can be put to the vote on Thursday afternoon, 

unless those delegations which have expressed a desire. for a possible 

· p6strtmement i.ns-ist on having it. In any case, I want to make it clear that 

the postponement cannot be for too long. 

If there is .. no 'objection, and this is the wish of the sponsors, we could 

vote on the draft resolutions in documents A/C .l/L.683, A/C .ljL.fB5 and 

A/C.} /L.686 either tomorrow afternoon or perhaps at the latest on Thursday 

afternoon. 

If there are no further comments, the meeting is adjourned until tomorrow 

at 3 p.m. 

The meeting rost at 3.50 p.m. 
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The CHAIRMAN: ·In accordance with the decision of' the Committee, we 

come now to the discussion on the draft resolutions. I now call on 

Ambassador Garcia Robles of Mexico to introduce a draft resolution. 

Mr. GARCIA ROBLES (Mexico) (interpretation frGm Spanish): It is my 
. ' ~ 

honour i'ormally to submi.t to the. Committee the draft resolution in -document 

A/C.l/L.685, sponsured hy 19 Lati_n American delegations·-- in other w0rds, by the 

18 ~ember States of the Treaty for the Prohibition of Nuclear Weapons in Latin 

America, or the Treaty of Tlatelolco, and an additional State which, having 

already signed and ratified the instrument, o~ly needs tJ take advantage of the 

v~iver provided for in article 28 to ·become a rnem·her ·-- and I sh:::mld like tJ ";egin 

by emphasizing the two items· re:'erred to in the preamble of the draft resolution. 
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First, the fact that since 1967 six resolutions have alre~dy been adopted by 

the Assembly in which that rep~esentative organ ~f the int~rnational community has 

ever more insiste?tly urged the States possessing nuclear w~apons to sign and 

ratify Additional Protocol II of the Treaty of Tlatelolco -- which, as is known, 

implies-for the States doing so only three commitments which, as stated in 

reso~ution 2666 (XXV), of 7 December 1970 --and I quote the terms of that 

resolution: 

"are entirely in conformity with the general obligations assumed under the 

Charter• of' the United Nations, which every Member 'of the Organization has 

solemnly undertaken to-fulfil in good faith, as set forth in Article 2 of the · 

Charter" (Oenerr:l Assembly resolution 2666 (XXV)). 

Those commitrrents are as-follows: 

"(a) To respect, in all its express aims.and provisions, the statute of 

denuclearization of Latin America in respect of warlike purposes, as defined, 

delimited and set forth in the_Treaty of Tlatelolco, 

_
11 (b) _Not to ?ontribute ill ~anl_ way to the performance of 'acts involving a 

violation of the obligations of article l of the Treaty in the territories to 

which the Treaty applies, 
11 (c) Not to use or threaten tG use nuclear weapons against the 

contracting parties of the Treaty" (~.); 

Secondly, as the Assembly has constantly maintained since 1970 -- and here I 

quote once again the terms cf the Assembly resolution: 

"for the maximum effectiv€ness uf any treaty establishing a nuclear-weapon

free zone, the co-operation of the nuclear-weapon States is necessary and 

such co-operation should take the form of commitments likewise undertaken in a 

formal international instru~ent which is legally binding, such as a treaty, 

convention or protocol" (~.) .* 
The operative part of the joint draft resolution also has basically t~o 

objectives, besides that of ensuring, as is done in operative paragraph 3, the 

inclusion in the agenda of the thirtieth-Assembly session of a topic that would 

permit assessment of the implementation of the resolution to be adopted at this 

present session. 

* The Chairman took the Chair. 
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The first of these two basic ObB~ctives is to enable the Assembly to record 

its satisfaction at the fact that Additional Pr~tocol II of the Treaty of 
• 

Tlatelolco -- a Protocol which, as will be recalled, came into effect for the 

United Kingdom and for the United States in 1969 and 1971 respectively -- has ~orne 

into effect iD 1974 for Franc·e and for the People's Republic -of China, the 

Governments of which deposited their resfective instruments of ratification on 

22 March and 12 June last, respectively •. 

The secon6 objective is again to urge the Soviet Union -- the only one of the 

five nuclear-weapon States which has yet to heed the appeals of the General 

Assembly-- appeals it has been addressing to themfor six years now-- to sign and 

ratify Additional Protocol II of the Treaty of Tlatelolco. 

The sponsors of the draf~ reso~~tion cannot understand the refusal of the 

Soviet Union t~ listen to the repeated appeals of the reost representative body of 

the United Nations -- a refusal which has reeulted in what appears to us to be a 

position of total isolation in this connexion. We find this attitude even more 

inexplicable•and untenable wben_account is taken o~ the fact that, of the five so-

called nuclear Powers to which General Assembly resolutions have been addressed, 

the Soviet Union is the State which has most f~equently expressed its unreserved 

support for the establishment of nuclear-weapon-free zones. 

Nor should it be forgotten that it was precisely the Soviet Government which, 

through no less a person than the President of its Council of Ministers, 

Mr. Kosygin, solemnly proclaimed in 1966-- as can be s~en on page 3 of the 

document of the Disarmament Committee ENDC/167 -- its willingness to undertake not 

·to use nuclear weapons: 
11 

••• against non-nuclear States ..• which have no nuclear weapons in their. 

terri tory" -{ENDC /167, p. 3) . 

This is a requirement which, as is well known, is with which all the States Parties 

to the Treaty of Tlatelolco strictly comply. 

The Soviet Government also declared itself.: 

"prepared to assume an obligation to respect the status of any denuclearized 

zones which may be establishedn (Ibid.), 

on the sole condition that "other nuclear Powers" commit' themselves to work in the 

same direction, a condition which has already been fully complied withJ as 

demonstrated by operative paragraph 1 of the draft resolution. 
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The arguments adduced by the Soviet Union, whether in· the Geneva Disarmament 

Committee or in this First Committee, in an attempt-to justify its negative 

attitude, and those alluded to in the brief communication of 9 July 1974 sent by 

its Permanent Representative to the Secretary-General of the United Nations, 

circulated in document A/9797 of 10 October last, do not stand the··test-of even the 

most summary analysis made by an.impartial observer. 
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I am convinced that by demonstrating this in detail, and in breadth as well, 

in a statement which I made at the 1889th meeting of the First Committee held 

on 10 November 1972 -- which car. easily be referred to in the official records 

it is not necessary for me to repeat today the introvertible facts which I felt 

necessary to state at that time. 

The delegations of Barbados, Bolivia, Colombia, Costa Rica, Dominican Republic, 

Ecuador, El Salvador, Guatemala, Haiti,_ Honduras, :amaica~ Nicaragua, Panama, 

Paraguay, Peru, Trinidad and Tobago, Uruguay, Venezuela~and Mexico trust that the 

draft resolution in document A/C.l/L.685 which·I have had the honour to present, 

will receive, in view of the circumstances described in it and the meaning and 

scope of what I have tried to put forward in this statement, even more votes in 

favour than has occurred on earlier occasions with regard to similar draft 

resolutions. 

?1r. KOOIJf.1AHS (Netherlands): It is a grec:.t pleasnre for me to be 

able to introduce, on behalf of the co-sponsors, draft resolution A/C.l/L.690. The 

subject of the draft· resolution is -the -problem of- horizontal and· vertical

proliferation and the interrelationship of peaceful nuclear explosions with such 

proliferation. 

"Before entering into greater detail, I should like to emphasize that the draft 

resolution is the result of a collective effort by a number of countries. The 

draft resolution constitutes a combination of ideas developed in the course or· 

this year in several capitals and brought together during intense consultations here 

in New York and elsewhere. In this respect, "I should like to mention in ~arbicular 

the essential role which the delegations of Japan, Canada and Sweden, among others, 

have played in the formulation of the draft now submitted. 

It is clear that the question of non-.proliferation in a broad sense is 

in the forefront of our thoughts this year. I only have to refer to the many 

items on our agenda on this subject and to the numberous statements we heard 

in the course of the debates. Several reasons can be indicated for this 

concern. The ongoing quantitative and·qualitative nuclear arms race between 
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the main -Powers cast a shadow cr. our efforts in the field of arms control 

and disarmament. The coming Review Conference on the Treaty on the 

Non-Proliferation of Nuclear Weapons reminds us that many hopes in respect 

of tbis Treaty have not yet been fulfilled. How to deal with the problem 

of peaceful nuclear explosions is a new challenge we have to face. Our 

draft resolution must be considered as a contribution -- in the vie1: of the 

sponsors an essential one -- to the rolicy of the preventior:: of vertic<-:.1 

and horizontal proliferation. 

The draft resolution deals with two clcse:.y interrelated subjects. 

First of all, it addresses itself to the ·problem of horizontal and vertical 

prolifera~ion in general. Secondly, it highlights the steps to be taken 

on the different aspects of peaceful nuclear explosions so as to counter 

the possible risks which such explosions can pose for the achievement of an 

effective system of control of nuclear weapons. 

Perhaps this is the moment to comment on a remark made by the 

representative-of India at the beginning ·of· this-week. ·He said that some 

delegations took the nuclear arms race for granted and seemed to imagine 

that if restrictions on the peaceful uses of nuclear energy were placed, 

tne fundam~ntal problems of the ·nuclear arms race and nuclear weapon testing 

would be solved. Frankly-; I do not know which delegations Ambassador Mishra 

bad in mind. In any case, the co-sponsors ce:-tainly do r_ot t'elong tc ·those, 

since they are all fully convinced that the cr:going. nuclear arms race is 

a threat to mankind. ~his.found its expression clearly in the text of 

the resolution and, inter alia, in other resolutions before this Committee. 

Of course, there are many other aspects of proliferation~ Some of 

these are dealt with in other draft r?solutions under several items on our 

agenda. I may refer to the draft resolution on the cessation of all nuclear

weapon tests and to the proposals on denuclearized zones. In our draft resclution 
' . 

vie ask in particu·lar your attention for the problems connected \·lith nuclear 

explosions for peaceful purposes. 

Since the text of the draft in document A/C .1/L. 69C is quite 

self-explanatory, I_sball only briefly touch on certain paragraphs. 
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The third preambular paragraph sets.out our basic co~siderations. 

In this paragraph it ls recognized that 9oth the acceleration of the arms 

race and the proliferation of nuclear weapons is extremely dangerous to 

mankind. 

In the fifth prea-,1bulur paragraph we have explicitly stated that an 

effective comprehensive test ban, although it deals "!ith only one part of 

the problem, is an essential prerequisite to stop the vertical proliferation 

of nuclear weapons. 

The sixth to tenth preambular paragraphs make it clear why international 

arrangements_ have to be dev~loped :'or the carrying cut of peace:'v_l nuC'lear 

explosions. If peaceful nuclear explosions are a worthwhile goal, which 

we still have to find out, all people in the world have the right to benefit 

from these. Since it is, however, not yet proven tpat it is possible to 

differentiate between the technology for nuclear weapons and that for 

-peaceful nuclear explosions, there is a need to devise a system that 

peaceful nuclear explosions cannot be misused for weapons development 

and nuclear armament. 

The ninth preambular paragraph underlines that also in other aspects 

the dissemination of nuclear know-how and materials is a potential danger 

for mankind, as was so eloquently ·described by Senator Symington at the 

beginning of 'our debate this year. 

The last preambular paragraph notes the view,of the Secretary-General 

that the time is· ripe to consider the question of peaceful nuclear explosions 

in an international context. • 

The operative paragraphs of the draft resolution can be divided into 

two parts. The first operative paragraph appeals to all States, and of course 

in particular to nuclear weapon States which bear a special responsibility 

for the security of mankind, to work bard on all possible steps to stop 

ve~tic~l anrl horizcntal pr~liferation. This includ~s the Strategic 

Arms Limitation Talks, negotiations in the Committee on Disarmament, activities 

in the United Nations, including the Security Council, and all other bodies 

where it is appropriate to tackle certain Q.UPsti0os. 
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Operative paragraphs 2 to 5 deal with the different aspects of peaceful 

nuclear explosions. We think that, before the uorld community uill be in a 

position to decide on the future of such explosions, certain questions must 

first be dealt with in the appropriate competent bodies. 

First of all, in operative paragraph 2 vre ask the. International Atomic 

_EnE;rgy Agency (IAEA) to continue its technical studies on many aspects of 

peaceful nuclear explosions. Members may be avmre of the excellent work the 

Agency has already done in this field. I might also recall the recent decision 

of the Board of Governors 'of IAEA to establish vi thin the secretariat a separate 

organizational unit for services· related to peaceful nuclear explosions when the 

number and nature of requests for peaceful nuclear explosions indicate the 

need for this. 
• 

Secondly, in o:r:;erative paragraph 3 the Conference of the Committee on 

Disarmament (CCD) is asked to study the arms-control implications of peaceful 

nuclear explosions. As I pointed out at length in my statement or: Friday of 

last week, CCD should study, inter alia, the possible risk that peaceful nuclear 

explosions could be used to disguise nuclear-weapon tests. Especially in the 

context of a test ban, such a risk would be detrimental to peace and security, 

and we must study carefully hovr this can be avoided. 

In this context, I may say that I did not quite understand why the 

representative of Brazil thought it improper for CCD to study certain aspects 

of peaceful ·tmclear explosions. In the view of the sponsors, CCD, as an 

arms-control and disarmament body, is the most appropriate organ to study 

the arms-control impl·ications of peaceful nuclear explosions. 

Thirdly, in the draft resolution the General Assembly expresses the hope 
r 

that the non-proliferation Treaty review c'onference vrill carefully consider 

the question of peaceful nuclear explosions. 

All the above-mentioned bodies -- IAEA, CCD and the non-proliferation 

Treaty review conference -- are requested to report to the General Assembly at 

its next regular session. Thus next year all lines on the different aspects 

of peaceful nuclear explosions will come together in our >mrld Organization. 

Iri operative paragraph 5 the Secretary-General is· invited, if he should vrish 

to do sc, to present his own views on the question, taking into account the 

reports submitted to the Assembly. In any case, the General Assembly at its 

thirtieth session vJill have before it reports on all the problems in this 
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area and, it is hoped, many 13uggestions for solutions, so that it can decide 

in all freedom what should be the next steps wi-'-:L regard to the problem of 

peaceful nuclear explosions. This seems to us the most clear and simple way 

of handling this problem. 

On behalf ·of the sror.F::lr::;, :::ep::ceser,~Acc a,ll r~Nic.ns o·>' the -.-·nrlr\., 

I highly -recommend this draft re£olution to the Committee. I am pleased 

to announce that Costa Rica ·~a"' just become a spcnt:;cr of our drE..ft. 

Of course, other sponsors 1·rould 1:e -v:elcomed. 

The CHAIRMAN (interpretation from Spanish): With regard to the · 

last sentence of the representative of the Netherlands' statement indicating 

that new co- sponsors are welcome, .I think I should mention that Finl11nd has 

also been added to the list of ;-;~on son: o:.r'-~:f1e draf-t resol-.J.ticn (i./C: .1/-:.c. ?YO). 

Mr. CLARK (Nigeria): It is a great honour and privilege for me 

to introduce on behalf of the spOJJsor.:-; -. .. namely: M1. Chai:rrr.an, ycur 

great_ colJ!)try, Argentina,. Gl}ana, _India, _L~beria, Mexi~o , __ my ?wn ··n,,• ~~- . 

Nigeria, of course, Romania, Senegal, S\reden, Yugoslavia and Zaire --

the draft resolution .on an item entitled uMid-term review of the Disarmament 

Decade" in document A/C.l/L. ff37 of 12 November 1974. _ It is a simple procedural 

draft resolution vrhich calls for no additional obligation or burden "LC te 

assumed ty I~embe:c ;-::t.c;.+;es. It c:arries no finar:cial iii'T"J icat-ions or- c~.J!sec;uenc<"> 

beyond the very minimUm. required in routine reporting to the General Assembly 

on an ongoing activity. It envisages no special rr;,eetings or conferences. 

It is not r;o::.emical. It is not directed at or against any Power. It only 

aims at strengthening our acceptance of general and complste disarmament 

as a goal of the United Nations. 

Mr. Chairman, when you were kind enough to call on me to speak during 

the general debate on our 12 agenda i terns c:r disarmament I echoed the regret 

of many delegations at the folly of nations' spending human and material 

resources which are urgently needed for economic and social development on 

purposes ~~l1a+: could only lead to mankind's own destruction,- on arms they 

dare nGJt use against each other. I also sought to dra'iv attention to the 

moral bankruptcy of '>lOrld Pov1ers vlhich have the responsibility under the 
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the Charter of the United Nations for maintaining international peace and 

security and which at the same time amass nuclear weapons which threaten 

that very international peace and security. 

When recalling the numerous resolutions and declarations of the United 

Nations aimed at promoting 11the establishment and maintenance of international 

peace and security with the least diversion for armaments of the world's 

human and economic resources", two resolutions come quickly to mind. The 

first deals with the Development Decades: the other relates to the 

Disarmament Decade. The link between the two ideas, besides being 

enshrined in Article 26 of our Charter, was stressed by our former 

Secretary-General, the much respected. U Thant, when he said in his 

introauction to his annual report on the work of the United Nations for 

196S-1q69 that: 

"The diversion of enormous resources and energy, both human and 

physical, from peaceful economic and social pursuits to unproductive 

and uneconomic military purposes was an important factor in the 

failure to make-greater progress- in the ad-vancement-of the-devtlopins 

countries during the First United Nations Development Decade. 

"The vrorld now stands ·at a no;::;t critical crossroads • .. It can pursue 

the arms race at a terrible price to the security and progress of 

the peoples of the world, or it can move ahead towards the goal of 

general and complete disarmament, a goal that was set in 1959 by a 

unanimous decision of the General Assembly on the eve of the decade 

of the 1960s. 

"If it should choose the latter road", U Thant continued, 

"the security, the economic well-being and the progress not only of 

the developin~ countries, but also of the dcveloDed countries and of 

the entire world, would be tremendously enhanced." (A/7601/Add.l, paras. 40-
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Those were wise words. They were prophetic. They offered a challenge• 

They led to the adoption of General Assembly resolution 26o2 E (XXIV) of 

16 December 1969, which declared the decade of the 197,0s a Disarmament Decade. 

That resolution is referred to in the first preambular paragraph of our draft 

--·resolution, which is before the Committee 5 as our frame of reference. That 

resolution called upon Governme1:ts to intensify their concerted efforts regarding 

effective measures relating to the cessation of the nuclear-arms race at an 

early date, nuclear disarmament and the elimination of other weapons of mass 

destruction, and a treaty on general and complete disarmament under strict 

and effective international control. 

Since the adoption of that resolution, we have re·.!eived about five annual 

reports of the Conference of the Committee on Disarmament. It was propitious 

that the Disarmament Decade was proclaimed at a time when the membership of the 

Committee was enlarged from 18 to 26 by the well-deserved addition of Argentina 

your great country, Mr. Chairman -- and Hungary, Japan, Mongolia, Morocco, 

·Netherlands, Pakist.an_ .and_ Yugoslavia. 'I'he reasons for that enlargement are well . . ~ - - . - ~ -

known. By next year, the membership of the Committee will have again risen by 

the timely and necessary addition of Iran, Peru, Zaire, the Federal Republic of 

Germany and the German De~ocratic Republic. In effect, each enlargement is an 

historic landmark in the life of the Conference of the Committee on Disarmament 

and in our appreciation of its vitally important work. It will be helpful, 

therefore to pause, to reflect, to·take stock, to plan and to assess the 

achievements so far attained in the field of disarmament. Mid-way through the 

Disarmament Decade seems to us, the sponsors of the draft resolution, to be the 

right and proper time to do so. 

Proceeding from the reports of the Conference of the Committee on 

Disarmement referred to in the second pream~ular paragraph of the draft 

resolution to the third preambular paragraph, which emphasizes the grave 

dangers involved in the continuing development of new nuclear weapons through 

a spiralling nuclear arms race and proliferation of nuclear weapons, is not 

only logical but equally portentous. Every speaker in the general debate of 

this Committee has unfailingly remarked that technically there already exists 
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an explosion of nuclear activity in the world, and that the hands of the 

doomsday clock must be turned back before it is too late. 

The fourth preambular paragraph of the draft resolution is self-evident. 

* Both developed and developing countries are haunted by the fear of nuclear 

warfare. 'Ihey are overburdened by inflation... Rumours of recession, of mass 

unemployment, of great human suffering, are in the air. Indeed, when a 

non-productlve activity of states -- I am referring to armament -- consumes 

more than $270,000 million annually at the same time the United Nations Food 

Conference is wrestling frantically with the crisis of hunger and malnutrition, 

a crisis threatening millions in large oectors of the globe, a crisis that can 

be wiped out by the reallocation of a small percentage, a mere 5 per cent, of 

the armaments budget, the time has come to work earnestly for a generation of 

peace and less and less for new generations of nuclear weapons. 

I have al~eady spoken of the link between the Disarmament Decade and the 

Second United Nations Development Deca~e referred tb in the last preambular 

paragraph of the draft resolution. It is our responsibility and our resolve 

to work continuously to bring about a substantial imp~ovement in the lot of 

mankind. Thanks to the initiative of Romania, we e.re now more familiar with 

the economic and social consequences of the arms race and military expenditures 

as revealed in the Secretary-General's report (A/8469). There is obviously a 

correlationship in the deliberate allotment of available resources between 

armament and sustained economic growth. It is no accident that the 1970s 

have been designated as both the Disarmament Decade and the Second United 

Nations Development Decade. The strategy for.the latter recognized that the 

success of international development activities will depend in large measure 

- on improvement in the general international situation, particularly on 

concrete progress towards general and complete disarmament under effective 

international control. My delegation 1 s conviction, which is shared by others, 

that there is a shocking discrepancy -- a fact highlighted by the Alva Myrdal 

report (ST/ECA/174) -- between international expenditure on armaments and 

international expenditure on aid to the developing countries enabled us to 

support the Soviet initiative on the reduction of the military budgets of 

States permanent members of the Security Council by 10 per cent and utilization 

of part of the funds thus saved to provide assistance to developing countries. 

I am, of course, referring to item 24 of our agenda. 
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The four operative paragraphs of our draft resolution need no explanation. 

They are clear and specific. The purposes and objectives of the Disarmament 

Decade are t_? secure peace and security in the world -- peace and security which, 

like development, are indivisible. Operative paragraph 7 of General Assembly 

resolution 26o2 E (XXIV) of 16 December 196~ env~saged that the United Nations 

and its Member States would mobilize world public opini~n against- the nucie~r 
arms race by reiterating the dangers to all mankind of nuclear weapons, by 

stressing that general and complete disarmament would benefit present and 
I 

future generations economically, socially and culturally. Needless to say, 

public outcries against atmospheric nuclear tests contributed more to the 

partial test ban Treaty than a conviction on the part of the super-Powers that 

the Treaty was a necessary step towards nuclear disarmament. If public opinion 

can be aroused in favour of both disarmament and development, we may move some 

way towards achievement of the purposes and objectives of the Disarmament 

Decade. Hence operative paragraph 2 of our draft resolution. 

-Operative paragr~pJ::t 3 is only of a reportorial nature. Since we are all for 

disarmament, just as we ari; all for love and -weight-watching, let us inform 

ourselves more clearly on what progress each and every oPe of us is making or 

has made in the field of dis?rmament. 

Operative paragraph 4 must be seen in the context of the calendar of the 

United Nations for next year. Coming, as we do, from a developing country, the 

age of ~0 is of immense significance to us. It is almost a lifetime. And so, 

as we approach the celebration of the thirtieth anniversary of the founding of 

the United Nations next year, we see the proposed mid-term review of the 

Disarmament Decade in the light of the projected special session of the General 

Assembly to be devoted to deyelopment and international economic co-operation. 

We see it in the light of the mid-term review of the International Development 

Strategy for the Second Development Decade. By having on the agenda of the 

thirtieth session of the General Assembly an item entitled "Mid-Term Review 

of the Disarmament Decade", we shall be able to focus closer attention on the 

twin problems of disarmament and development and thereby forge a corrlffion rubric 

to cover them both. 

Before I end, it is my boreur and great privilege to announce that Brazil 

bas joined the sponsors of the draft resolution. 
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Mr. GARCIA ROBLES (Mexico) (interpretation from Spanish): If I 

venture to request to .speak a second time, I am doing so because I thought. the 

Chair· would consider this request as a demonstration of co-operation to expedite 

the work of the Committee. 

I have the honour to act on this occasion as spokesman of the 19 Latin 

American delegations sponsoring draft resolution A/C.l/1.686, namely, Barbados, 

Bolivia, Colombia, Costa,Rica, Dominican Republic, Ecuador, El Salvador, 

Guatemala, Haiti, Honduras, Jamaica, Nicaragua, Panama, Paraguay, Peru, 

Trinidad and Tobago, Uruguay, Venezuela and Mexico. 

This draft is designed to assess the implementation of General Assembly -

resolution 2286 (XXII) with regard to the signature and ratification of 

Additional Protocol I of the Treaty for th~ Prohibition ~f Nuclear Weapons in 

Latin PIDerica (Treaty of Tlatelolco). 

In that resolution, as will be recalled, the Assembly stated, among other 

things, that that Treaty -- the complete text of which, together with those of 

its two additional protocols, can be consulted in the First 0 ommittee's 

document- A/C .l/946, dated- 3- October 1967: · 
• 11 

••• constitutes an event of historic significance in the efforts to 

prevent the proliferation of nuclear weapons and to promote international 

peace and security ••• 11 (General Assembly resolution 2286 · (XXII), para. 1). 

That the Assembly 1 s judgement was correct is proved by the fact, mentioned 

in the second preambular paragraph of the draft resolution, that as a result 

of the Treaty of Tlatelolco, to which 18 sovereign states are already parties, 

there exists in Latin America a zone of increasing extent and population in 

which the total absence of nuclear weapons is enforced and which at present 

comprises some 8 million square kilometres with a population of approximately 

150 million inhabitants. 

Since the Treaty, as is stipulated in article 25, is only open to 

signature by the sovereign States specified therein and that within its zone of 

application there are certain territories which are not sovereign political 

entities, it was deemed necessary that an additional protocol be annexed to the 

basic Treaty, Additional Protocol I, to which States which de jure or de facto 

have international responsibility for such territories, can be parties, and 

which the Assembly itself, in resolu~ion 2286 (XXII), urged: 
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11
•• • to take all the measures within their power to ensure that the Treaty 

spee~lily obtains the vridest possible application ••• " (ibid., para. 3). 

The importance of the fact that as stated in article 1 of the Protocol, 

"the status of denucl.earization whieh is defined in articles 1, 3, 5 and 13" 

__ of the Treaty applies to tl:.e above-mentioned territories was evident from the 

very outset to OPANAL -- the initials by which the Agency for the Prohibition 

of Nuclear Weapons in Latin America is knovm -- as is demonetrated by the fact 

that its principal organ, the General Conference, has already approved, in this 

connexion, during the three sessions it has held since it began to function 

in 1969, four resolutions. 

In the first of -these resolutions, the Conference pointed out that: 

" ••• it is universally• believed ih_~t a nuclear vreapon-free zone redounds 

to the benefit of the security and the economic development of States 
; 

and territories vrithin the zone, since it removes from them the threat 

of nuclear attacks and prevents their resources being wasted in the 

production of nuclear weapons." 

Both in this resolution as well -as in all the -later ones, the Conference 
i 

urged states to which the Protocol vras open, to take the necessary steps to 

become parties to it, so that the inhabitants of the territories concerned 

"could receive the ·benefits of the ••• Treaty", as was stated at the first 

meeting of the Conference and, as was stated at the third meeting, so that 

the Latin American zone: 
II might be vrholly integrated and protected against the 

vicissitudes entailed by the presence of nuclear vreapons." 
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Since up to the present time only two of the four States to which the 

Protocol is open -- United States, France, Netherlands and United Kingdom-- have 

heeded the appeal of that Conference, the Council of OPANAL, which is one of the 

principal bodies of the organization, adopted on 8 March 1974 a resolution 

emphasizing the desirability of having--the ~General-Assembly-of--the-t.Jn.:fted Nations 

consider this question. 

Pursuant to the recommendation to that effect made at that time, the 

18 States parties to the Treaty of Tlatelolco requested that the provisional 

agenda of the Assembly should include an item -- which has become item 100 -

under which, as I said at the outset, I have the honour to present the draft 

resolution in document A/C.l/L.686. 

I believe that I have sufficiently explained the contents of the preambular 

paragraphs of the draft resolution. 

The first operative paragraph notes with satisfaction that the United 

Kingdom deposited its instrument of ratification of Additional Protocol I 

on ll December 1969- and ·that the Netherlands did likewise on- 26 July 1971. -

Operative paragraph 2 urges the other two States which under the Treaty are 

eligible to become parties to Additional Protocol I to sign and ratify it as 

soon as possible so that the peoples of the territories coming within the scope 

of the Treaty which are not sovereign political entities may "receive the 

benefits derived from the Treaty", as the paragraph states. 

Operative paragraph 3 is drafted in similar terms to those utilized by the 

Assembly in earlier years in resolutions relating to Additional Protocol II of 

the Treaty of Tlatelolco. It requests the Secretary-General to transmit the 

resolution, when it is approved, to the two States to which paragraph 2 is 

addressed and to inform the Assembly at its thirtieth session on any measures 

that may have been adopted by those States. 

Finally, the last paragraph of the draft resolution is designed to ensure that 

the Assembly will have an opportunity at its next session to consider the extent 

of compliance with the resolution, which we are convinced will be adopted at 

this session. 

The co-sponsors of the draft resolution trust that, as in the case of 

Additional Protocol II, this will be generally accepted and that the invitation 
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contained in it will be accepted soon by the two Powers which have not as yet 

signed and ratified Additional Protocol I of the Treaty of Tlatelolco. That would 

not only redound to the benefit of the inhabitants of the territories concerned, 

who in this connexion should not be placed in a position of inferiority with regard 

to the peoples of the sovereign States of Latin America, but also imply-a 

significant contribution towards strengthening the encouraging trend towards the 

establishment of more nuclear-weapon-free zones. The importance of that trend 

for disarmament and for peace cannot be exaggerated. We believe that is why 

favourable references have been made so frequently to it in the discussions .. of this 

Assembly; why, as occurred in the case of the Treaty of Tlatelolco, and in the 

new initiatives included in our agenda. That is why, of the representatives 

participating in the general debate in.the First Committee those of Romania and 

Uruguay devoted entirely to this question the considered statements they made last 

week. That is also why I said in the debate in the plenary Assembly on 8 Oct0ber, 

and repeated on 29 October in this Committee, that we should attempt to achieve 

- a· gradual-broadening of the ~ones of the world from_which nu~lear yeapon~ are 

prohibited to a point where the territories of Powers which possess those terrible 

tools of mass destruction will beccme "something like contaminated islets subjected 

to quarantine 11
• (A/C.l/PV.2003, p. 31) 

The CHAIRMAN (interpretation from Spanish): I thank 

Ambassador Garcia Robles for having introduced the draft resolution in document 

A/C.l/L.686. It is indeed a positive contribution towards accelerating the 

Committee 1 s work and we thank him for his co-operation. 

Mr. ltiSTRAL (France) (interpretation from French): Since the 

beginning of the preparatory work which led to the drafting of the Treaty on the 

Prohibition of Nuclear Weapons in Latin America my country has made it known to 

those who took that initiative that we viewed with sympathy their efforts to 

establish a denuclearized zone on the South American continent and that we would 

study the possibility with regard to that zone, of entering into commitments with 

respect to the non-use of nuclear weapons. However, at the same time 

we did not attempt to conceal that for Fr~nce such a commitment represented the 
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absolute limit to which it was prepared to go. The Treaty of Tlatelolco which was 

discussed among the Powers of the South American continent finally became a 

reality. The text of the Treaty, as it stands, did give rise to a certain 

number of reservations on our part, and I Sh&ll refer to them lat~r. 
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These reservations caused us to hesitate a long time before signing Additional 

Protocol II, a decision which ve were invited to take by repeated resolutions of 

the General Assembly. 

However, setting aside a number of political and legal considerations, the 

French Government, motivated essentially by the desire to give the nations and 

peoples of South America concrete evidence of the high esteem in which it holds 

them and its sincere friendship towards them, agreed to sign Additional Protocol II, 

thereby undertaking"that if I may quote the actual text of this diplomatic 

instrument 

and 

"The statute of denuclearization of Latin America ..• shall be fully 

respected ..• " (article 1) 

" not to use or threaten to use nuclear veapons against the Contracting 

Parties of the Treaty ..• ". (article 3) 

'This -undertaking became final w~e~ the_consti~utional formalities of 

ratification were concluded by France on 22 March 1974. 

MY,delegation would very much have hoped that the States signatories of the 

Treaty of Tlatelolco would have been satisfied with this and would not have called 

upon the French Government to enter into additional commitments as laid down in 

Additional Protocol I of the Treaty, which consists essentially of having those 

States which are described as having possessions in the area 

" .•. undertake to apply the statute of denuclen.rization as defined 

in articles 1, 3, 5 and 13 of the Treaty ..• in territories for which, de jure 
• * 

or de facto, they are internationally responsible ..• 11
• (article l) 

This invitation did cause us some difficulties and gave rise to considerable 

objections, and we informed the authors of the Treaty of these difficulties and 

objections some time ago. I shall mention some of them. First of all, I should 

like to point out that Additional Protocol I imposes on the Powers which have 

adhered to it obligations similar to those which have been assumed by the 

Contracting Parties. These obligations hsve of course been discussed among the 

Parties themselves, but the count ires with possessions in the area, which are 
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mentioned in Additional Protocol I, were not invited to take part in these 

discussions; they are now being asked simply to assume these obligations. We' 

believe that this is by no means a proper procedure in the field of international 

relations; in principle, it is not to be conceded that a group of countries can, 

a priori, establish, without consulting the countries concerned, rules which they 

will subsequently be invited t~ accept. The French Government wants to be 

consulted when a study is made of provisions which affect three of its 

departements. This is the case because Additional Protocol I would apply to 

~artinique, Guadeloupe and Guiana. 

This consideration seems to me also to be in keeping with the views of our 

Ccmmittee in the area of denuclearized zones. I have listened attentively to 

representatives who have explained their views on the creation of denuclearized 

zones in the Middle East or South Asia, and I believe that .all, without exception, 

made it quite clear that the creation of such zones required prior consultations 

and the·agreement of all the countries concerned. This principle, which the 
• French Government fully endorses, is not respected here to the extent that we are 

now b~ing asked to accede to. a text -to which we -were- asked to give ou~r approval 

only after it had been finalized. Jl.nother difficulty flowed naturally from the 

first difficulty:,· although the Treaty of Tlatelolco applies to the territories of 

the Parties mentioned in Additional Protocol I, it is unequal and in actu~l fact 

these Powers are badly treated compared with the Contracting Parties. I shall give 

you three examples of this. The first relates to the coming into force of the 

Additional Protocol. Article 3 provides that 

"This Protocol shall enter into force, for the States which have ratified 

it, en the date of the deposit of their respective instruments of 

ratification." 

However, under article 28 of the Treaty, the coming into force of this text for 

the Contracting Parties is subject to certain suspensive conditions, among them, 

the accession of all the Powers concerned to Additional Protocols I 

and II annexed to the Treaty. I am quite aware that, under paragraph 2 

of article 28, the signatory States have the right to waive these conditions. 
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I am also aware that some Latin American States have in fact waived this 

provision. However, all have not done so, and, in any case, the inequality 

remains in principle. 

The second example relates to the ability to denounce the Treaty, an ability 

granted to-the Parties under article 30 of the Treaty, while Additional 

Protocol I, which contains no provision to this effec;, cannot in principle be 

denounced by a signatory State. 

The third example relates to the body set up under the Treaty -- OPANAL, the 

Agency for the Prohibition of Nuclear Arms in Latin America whose task is "to 

ensure respect for the obligations flowing from this Treaty". This agency is made 

up of the Contracting Parties, but States signing Additional Protocol I, while 

assuming all the obligations of the Treaty, are not invited to become members of 

this agency. 

Another consideration which deters the French Government from signing 

Additional Protocol I is that it cannot agree to certain provisions of the Treaty 

which -~re Bot in keeping with the. normally_ a<;cept;ed cc:mcept of interna~ional law. 
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Here again I ~hall mention just one example: it relates to the zone of 

application of the Treaty as defined in article 4, paragraph 2. If one traces on a 

map of the world the lines defining the zone of appl~cation, one notes that it would 

include vast stretches of the Atlantic and Pacific )ceans. The French Government 

cannot agree to such ideas or that a State or group of States may claim to define 

a special status for t~;rri to:ries. or. parts of. th~ high. g.eas over v!hich they have no 

jurisdiction. 

The difficulties and obstacles I have just mentioned are not only legal in 

nature, they go to the very essence of the matter, ·which is the application to 

territories under French sovereignty of the status of denuclearization. That is an 

.issue I have no wish to evade. In matters of defence, the French Government has 

and can only have one doctrine applying to all of its terr~tory. That doctrine, 

the essential elements of which were recently recalled by thel?rBsident of the 

Republic in terms which the Vice-President of the Senate, Mr. Taittinger,. quoted 

in a speech he made in our Committee, implies that no distinction is drawn between 

the various parts of French territor~ and that, in particular, no part of this 

territory, since France is a nuclear Power, can be given a tenuclearized status. 

In matters of defence which touch on the very fundamental principles of security 

and national independence, the French nation still follows a formula dating from 

the first Constitution of the French Republic -- one and indivisible. For the 

reason given, which is of itself sufficient, the French Government is not in a 

position to sign Additional P:r;otocol I to the Treaty and my delegation will abstain 

on the draft resolution in document A/C.l/L.686, while ••e shall vote in favour of 

the draft resolution in document A/C.l/L.685 relating to Additional Protocol II. 

Mr. GARCIA ROBLES (Mexico) (interpretation from Spanish): I do not 

with to en~age in any polemics with the representative of France, and I should like 

to consider carefully the comments he has just made and, perhaps at some later 

meeting, comment on them if necessary. But since this draft resolution may be 

voted on today I should like to refer briefly to some factual inaccuracies. 
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The re_presentative of France said that there is no provision 1·7hatsoever 

for denunciation of the Protocol. I believe that there are. Additional 

Protocol I state9 in article 2: 
11The duration of this Protocol shall be the same as that of the 

Treaty for the Prohibition of Nuclear Hea.pons in La.tin !!I!lerica of l·rhich 

this Protocol is an annex, and the provisions· r-egarding ratification 

and denunciation contained in the Treaty shall be applicable to it. 11 

That is one point. The other is that it is quite correct that France 

did not participate as a member of the Preparatory Committee for the 

Denuclearization of Latin America, but we did have the honour and pleasure 

I do not recall whether it was in all of them but perhaps in the majcr ity 

of the: meetings held by that Preparatory Committee -- of having an observer 

from France present, an observer to whom all of the documents of the 

Preparatory Committee 1·Jere transmitted at the same time as they were 

distributed to all of the members. vfuen Ambassador Vimont wished to make 

some comments, he did so and they were immediately reproduced and circulated 

as documents of -the Prepar-at-ory CoiP.mittee.- I -myself- was a member together 

with the representatives of Ecuador, Ambassador Benites, and Brazil, 

Ambassador Sette Camara, uho are members of what was called the Negotiating 

CoiP.mittee. In 1965 or 1966 llhen the General Assembly was meeting I spoke 

frequently with the representatives of the United States as well as those 

of the Soviet Union, the United Kin~dcm n.nd France. I recall that it \f"l.S a.hrays 

said that the position of France was similar to that of the other Powers, that 

before assumine; any responsibility with regard to the Treaty ttt:y ilOuld wish to 

see the text which would be approved by the Latin f~erican republics. 

Lastly, there is a third point, although this is merely a matter of 

appreciation since the sovereir;n decisions o:f each State are decisive. 

If I am not mistaken the present Secretary-General of CPJ1_;:AL, a very 

outstanding Uruguayan jurist, Dr. Hector Gross Espiell, recently published 

a study and cited some precedents of territories_or portions of several 

r:etro:politcm territories -- net overseas territories -- for which France 

h:1d ~tcceptc;d net a systen of military denuclearization but one of total 

demilitQriz~tion. Those are the only points I wish to make at this time. 
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Mr. MISHRA (India): I have some. comments to make on the draft , 

resolution contained in document A/C.l/L.690. If we are proceeding to a vote, 

then I shall withhold that comment until-we have finished voting. 

The CHAIRMAN. (interpretation from Spanish): At the mo~ent we 

are not going to vote on the draft resolution in document A/C.l/L.690, 

so the representative of India can now make any comments he wishes. I call 

on bim. 

Mr. MISHRA (India): I did not mean that we would vote on the 

draft resolution in document AjC.l/L.69C but on any other draft resolution. 

However, I shall make my comments at this stage on the draft resolution 

in document ·AjC .l/L.690. 

The representative of the Netherlands, in introd~~ine the draft. 

resolution contained in document A/C.l/L.690,referred to some remarks 

which I had made earlier this week. He said that he ·did not know which 

delegation I had in mind when I made those remarks, and he went on to say 

that the co-sponsors ·certainly· dl.d nOt belong to that· cate-gory; I am indeed 
' very glad to hear that comment. 
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During my statement on Jf.onday of' this week I had also snid~ "rith your 

permission,! should like to repeat, that: 

"We should not ignore the f'act that there are hardly any negotiations going 

on concerning nuclear disarmament and I emphasize 'disarmament'. Two 

nuclear-weapon_States Are engaged in the Strategic Arms Limitation Talks. 

Three nuclear-weapon States participate in the work of the Conference of the 

Committee on Disarmament which for some years now has been unsuccessfully 

en~aged in elaborating a comprehensive test ban_ treaty. Two nuclear-weapon 

States are outside CCD. 11 (2016th meeting, pp. 23-25) 

The international community has time and again stressed in its 

de liberations and resolutions that priority should be given to nuclear 

disarmament. The draft resolution which was introduced this afternoon by the 

representative of the Netherlands, for all its good intentions, will have the 

effect of transferring the attention of the international community to other, 

less important~ matters such as the regulation of peaceful activities connected 

with nuclear technology. 

We feel that to consider the question of peaceful nuclear explosion~ as 

contributing to the nuclear arms race and to the proliferation of nuclear 

weapons is not proper. We feel that only nuclear-weapon testing has a bearing 

on the nuclear arms race; it is wrong to put the blame on peaceful nuclear 

explosions for this. 

In the seventh preambular paragraph of this draft there is mention of six 

States having engaged in nuclear testing. A correct reflection of the facts 

would be that five States have carried out nuclear-weapon testing during the 

course of this year, while one State has exploded a peaceful nuclear device. 

Tqey cannot be lumped together in the context of the nuclear arms race. 

May I also quote one more passage from my statement of Vnnday last. I said: 

"Our approach to the general question of the comprehensive test ban is that 

there should be a complete cessation of all nuclear-weapon tests. As the 

partial test ban Treaty of 1963 already prohibits nuclear-weapon tests in 

the atmosphere, in outer space and under· w~ter~ the conclusion of a-treaty to 

prohibit nuclear-weapon tests in the underground environment will accomplish . 
the objectives of a comprehensive ban on all nuclear-weapon tests in all 
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environments. Therefore, the first prior~ty should be accorded to ~chiev;l.ng 

universal adherence to a regime of prohibition of all .nuclear-weapon test~ 1n 
. ' 

all environments. Only in the context of a complete cessation of all nuclear .. 

weapon tests could c-onsideration be given to the poE?sibility of ~oncluding an 

agreement on the regulation of underground nuclear explosions for peaceful 

purposes_, to be signed by all States." · (!lli,.) 

Now, in operative paragraph 3 of the draft resolution contained in d~cument 

A/C;l/L.690, the .Conference of the Committee on Disarmament is called upon: 

" ••• to include a section on its consideration of the arms control 

implications of peaceful nuclear explosions" ,,.rhile "submitting its report to 

the thirtieth session of the ••• Assembly on the elaboration of a treaty 

designed to achieve a comprehensive test ban" (A/C .l/L.E$0, p. 2). 

What is the effect of that paragraph, and what can the CCD achieve: a 

comprehensive test ban? The CCD is certainly not capable of doing that:. two 

of the nuclear-weapon States are not even members of it. In effect, there \rill 
• 

be no recommendation ::m n. .conp~ehensi ve test h':.n, but there '.-~ill be a. section - . . . . 
-

on peaceful nuclear explosions. Perhaps that is the intention, because :1; 

notice that in the statement made by the Netherlands representative this 

afternoon·in introuucinrr this draft resolu~ion there is the followin~ para~raph: 

"All the above-mentioned bodies -- I..llliA, CCD and the non-proliferation 

Treaty review conference - . are requested to report to the General Assembly 

at its next regular session. Thus next year all lines on the different 

.aspects of peaceful nuclear explosions will come together in our world 

Organization . 11 (stlpra, p. 16) 

It goes on: 
' 11 In any case, the General Assembly at its thirtieth session w;i.ll have before 

it reports on all the problems in this area and, it is hoped, many 

suggestions for solutions, so that it can decide in all freedom what should 

be the next steps with regard to the problem of peaceful nuclear 

explosion·s." (ibid.) 
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'Perh~ps the General Assembly next year will consider this question again, 

and. perhaps a resolution -Oh the. SUbject Of. peaceful nuclear explosions vlill be 

adopted. Will ... that prevent the testing of nuclear weP.pons? Will that make a 

contribution ·to stopping the nuclear arms race, much less to nuclear 

disarmament? The non-proliferation Treaty did not prevent proliferation of 

nuclear weapons, precisely because it vTas not designed to prevent the nuclear 

anus -race; Any regulation of peaceful nuclear explosions at this stage which 

is not placed in the .context of- universal adherence to a comprehensive test ban 

treaty or agreement, any such regulation vlill make n'o contribution in that 

direction. All it will-do is detract in a significan·t manner and in a 

significant measure from the single-minded efforts needed to unify opinion 

against the nuclear arms race and for nuclear disarmament. This is what 

I meant when I said on Monday last that the nuclear arms race seems to be 

taken for granted; a:nd that. the efforts of some delegations are only in 

the direction of regulating peaceful nuclear explosions. 

• 
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Mr-. MISTRAL (France).· (interpretation from French): I listened 

attentively to the indications given by the representative of Mexico and his 

comments with regard to some o~ the points in my statement. Of course I do ~ot 

~ish to start an argument here. This is neither the place nor the time. But with 

regard to three points, I should like to give some explanation. 

The. first concerns one of the points which I raised: namely, the ability to 

denounce the Treaty·:- I take note of the words and indications given by 

'Mr. Garcia Robles .. His interpretation, I must say, does not seem to be quite 

self-evident in that I believe that a priori the obligations assumed by States 

signing Additional Protocol I are those, and, only those, stipulated in its first 

article, which refers to articles 1, 3, 5 and 13 of the Treaty, and which 

therefore exclude other articles as a whole. But in that connexion, opinions may 

be divergent . 

I should also like to notify the representative of Mexico that during the 

preparatory work we were indeed kept abreast of the dr~fting of the Treaty. But 

it is one thing to be an observer while a diplomatic instrument is being drafted, 

~d something quite different to participate in the negotiations. The 

responsibilities aris-ing- from these two dif.fere~t. types_ o.f status c~nnot be 

compared. That is what my comments were about. 

As for the third point, I admit that I did not understand very well the . 
allusion o:f the representative of Mexico to different systems that might exist in 

different areas of French territory with regard to defence. I am not sure what he 

is referring to. The only example that comes to mind is that of our overseas 

territortes in.the Antarctic continent which are subject to a statute of 

denuclearization, because we signed the Treaty on that subject. 

But I think that there it might be conceded that we are in quite a different 

situation. The Antarctic continent is a desert, uninhabited except by~ few 

penguins; it is not a State peopled by citizens. It has no connexion whatsoever 

~ith what might occur in the countries of South P~erica which fall under this 

denuclearization Treaty. 
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The CHAIRMAN (interpretation from Spanish): As no other representative 

has asked to speak, I should like to make t\-10 announcements. First, Peru is a 

sponsor of the draft resolution in document A/C.l/1.633. Secondly, the Federal 

Republic of Germany has joined the sponsors of the draft resolution in document 

A/C.l/1.6;10. I did ask the Committee if it would be able to vote on the draft 

resolutions contained in documents A/C.l/1. f£35 and A/C.l/1. 636. At that time 

I heard no objections. If that still holds, v1e might J:roceed to the vote. 

Mr. ROSCHIN (Union ·of .Soviet Socialist Republics) (interpretation 

from Russian): We would like to request, Mr. Chairman, that you postpone the 

vote on the draft resolutions to which you just referred, on the denuclearized 

zone in Latin America; that is, on the Treaty of Tlatelolco and Protocols I and II. 

The CHAIRMAN (interpretation from Spanish): I might ask, the 

representative of the Soviet Union the same question that I asked the 

representative of the United States yesterday, because both of them are in 

the Disarmament Committee. For hov1 long must we postpone this? Perhaps 

the- represen-tative of the Soviet Union could give me some -indication. · 

Mr. ROSCHIN (Union of·Soviet Socialist Republics) (interpretation 

from Russian);. Mr. Chairman, I can ansv1er your question ·very soon, but, 

unfortunately, I cannot give you any specific date novl. I can just assure 

you that the Soviet delegation will do everything within its power to be 

ready to vote as soon as possible. 

The CHAIRMAN (interpretation from Spanish): Unfortunately, we 

find ourselves in a rather unusual situation, because we already have various 

draft resolutions submitted and distributed. In my view they could be put 
• 

to the vote because it may be presureed that they would cause no further 

difficulties. But if some delegations do have difficulties, vle could 

not, of course proceed to the vote. Thus, I must stress the fact that 

vre are losing some time. I would have thought that we might have been 

able to vote on those two draft resolutions this afternoon. Hovrever, in vielv 
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(The Chairman) 

of the request.for postponement, rather than the objection, made by the 

representative of the Soviet Union, and as we have agreed to postpone the vote 

with regard to other drafts, we shall not in this case proceed to the vote. 
. ' . . 

I should like to ask the Committee whether perhaps tomorrow morning, if there 

is no problem, we might vote on the draft resolution in document A/C.l/L.~:;. 

The sponsors have told me that they themselves have no difficulty in doing so. 
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(The Chairman) 

I should like to point out; so that delegations can organize their positions 

in this respect, that there will be no meeting tomorrow morning but there will 

be orte in the afternoon. 

As I have said, if there are no objections -- and here again I am asking 

the Committee for its opinion _ _: we n;_ight -be able to vote on the draft 

resolution in document A/C.l/L.683 tomorrow afternoon. 

I believe we might· also be able to vote on the draft resolution in 

document A/C.l/L.687 which was introduced by the Nigerian delegation this 

afternoon, and on the draft resolution concerning the Indi~".::. Ocean conta:ir:ed in t 

Addendum to document A/9629. Members -vdll reme6> er tl:'lt in connex:i 'Jn 

with this latter draft some delegations indicated that they would prefer the 

vote to be postponed. Those delegations ·have now told me that they v.Till be L1 a 

position to vote j_f the Ccrd1Jit-':-ee decides t~1 vote t:;morrow. 

I think that the Committee can agree to vote 0,1 these three drafts 

tomorrow, while continuing consideration of the draft resolutions which have 

been submitted and hearing-the various cornp:ents.on them, L; the-same way.a.s 

we have done today. vlhen we have come to the end of the list of speakers we 

can vote on the three draft resolutions I have mentioned. 

It would also be very des.~:cqole if at our meeting on I<'riday morning, 

which is the only one the Committee will have, we could vote on the draft 

resolutions in documents A/C.l/L.685 and A/C.l/L.686, which the Soviet 

delegation has just requested should be p.Jstponed. Also -- and I am sti 11 

consulting the Committee -- p•cr-l:Hps the draft resolutions in docum~nts 

A/C.l/L.684 and A/C.l/L.688 could be introduced and discussed, and if we 

receive the reply which has been promised by the representat.ive. of the 

United States for today then we might also be able to vote on the draft 

resolution indocument A/C.l/L/675· 

In this respect I am in the ·hands of the representatives. I do not want 

to hurry our proceedings 'JJ1dc;.Jy a'1C I wist. to give all d~'-'legaU ~11s an 

opportunity to study the drafts and consult their Governments) but it is my 

duty and responsibility to draw the attention of the Corr~ittee to the fact that 

time· is passing and on Friday we must conclude our consider'ation of and voting 

on the draft resblutions concernicg disarmament and vote on then1. 
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The Swedish delegation would certainly be 

ready to go along with most of what you have just suggested to us, Mr. Chairman, 

l in relation to our discussion and voting on the draft resolutions. We have 
I ·-- - -- -I just one difficulty which I should like to submit to you and this relat~s to 
I the draft resolution in document AjC.ljL.675. The f:~.ct is that there are a· 

, number of delegations which are involved in consultations on the text of this 

\ draft resolution, and it is my feeling that we shall require ·a day or two 

J 

to finish those ·consultations. I would, then, very respectfully a:sk you if it 

would be at all possible to postpone the vote on the draft resolution in 

document A/C .ljL.675 unt i1 early next week. 

The CHAIRMAN (interpretation from Spanish): The view of the 

representative of Sweden coincides with the .others I have heard. We shall 

therefore postpone c<;msidera~i~n of the draft reso_lution in document A/C .ljL.675 

until next week. I should like to ask delegations which are ·carrying o·ut· 

consultations to indicate when they will be ready to proceed to the vote 

because the co-sponsors of the draft are ready for this to be voted on at any 

time. 

Are there any further comments on the programme which I have just put 

before the Committee? 

As there appear to be none, I take it that the Coremittee will be 

ready tomorrow a+ternoon to vote on the draft resolutions in documents 

A/C.l/L.683, A/C.l/L.687 and the Addendum to document A/9629. 

We shall begin our meeting to~orrow afternoon by listening to all the 

delegations which wish to refer to the various draft resolutions, whether the 

ones to be voted on that afternoon _or others which have been submitted. 

I should like now to refer to a matter which I want to put to the Committee 

for its consideration. In 1969 the First Committee reached an understanding, 

which was ratified by the General Assembly, on the advisability of updating 

every five years the publication entitled 11The United Nations and Disarmament 11
• • 
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Five years ha~e elapsed, and I should like to read an estimate of the publication 

costs and machinery so that the delegations can study and cons~der these and 

subsequently, perhaps next week, it may be possible to reach a decision on this 

matter. 

As I shall read this document, my words will, of course, be reproduced in 

full in the record of this meeting. Thus delegations will have an opportunity n~t 

only of hearing what I am saying but also of studying it subseque~tly. 

The Committee may feel it advisable to study two possibilities with regard to 

updating the publication etrhtled nThe United Nations and Disarmament11
• The. first 

would include printing and publishing 200 pages as a five-year supplement to the 

present doaument. lbe second would entail printing a~d publishing a nevl volume of 

more than 700 pages ~hich would cov~r the years 1945 to 1975 and would include new 

material equivalent to the 200. pages or the supple1nent referred to above. As in 

1970, the publication Would be printed in English, French, Russian and Spanish. 

The Secretary-General informs me that the respective costs of these proposals 

would be as follows. 1~ regards the single supplement -- that is, the 200-page 

addition: $US 30,,-00o !'or printing arid $US 12 ;ooo f'or external contractual

translation making a total of $US 42,000. If a new edition were published -- that 

is, the 700 pages to which I referred, the costs would be $US 102,000 for printing 

and $US 24,000 for external contractual translation, making a total of 

$US 126,000. 
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Those estimates of printing costs based on current costs in New York -- or 

in Moscow in the case of the Russian edition for the printing of the following 

numbers of copies for official distribution: Spanish, 450; French, 850; English, 

2,500; Russian, 400. The number of copies for sale would be as follows: 

Spanish, 800; French, 580; £nglish, 3,000; r.ussian, none. The respective totals 

would be as follows: Spanish, 1,250; French, 1,350; English, 5,500; Russian, 400. 

In this connexion, the Secretary-General wishes to indicate that the following 

quantities of the 1970 edition still remain: Spanish,· 250; French, 600; English, 

2,600j Russian, 100. 
I 

In the estimated translation costs, which include typing account is taken 

of the fact that a large part of the documentation has already been translated. 
-

At present it is impossible to estimate accurately how far the work of translation 

could be paid for out of existing resources. Therefore the estimates I have given 

should be considered rough averages; in view of the heavy workload of the regular 

staff the translation would be carried out by contract. 

If the documeqt is_also pup~ished in Ar~b~~ and Chinese, the costs would 

increase as follows. For the 200-page supplement, printing costs would increase 

by $6,000 and the contractual translation costs by $8,000 --a total of $14,000. 

With regard to the 700-page edition, printing costs would increase by $20,500 

and translation costs by $28,000 --a total of $48,500. The estimated number of 

copies needed would be 500 in Arabic and 200 in Chinese for official distribution, 

and 250 in Arabic and 100 in Chinese for sale. 

I have brought that information to the attention of the Committee so that 

delegations may study it. It will appear in the verbatim records tomorrow. Next 

week I shall draw the attention of representatives to this point, so that we may 

come to an understanding similar to that adopted in 1969. 

I wish to announce that the delegation of Upper Volta has joined the 

sponsors of the draft resolution on the question of Korea in document A/C.l/L.677. 

The meeting rose at 5.25 p.m. 
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Corrigendum 

Page 52, third and fourth paragraphs 

For the existing text substitute 

Now I should like to make a brief commen~ on the statement just made by 
the Soviet representative. 

Whether a country is truly for disarmament does not hinge on how many 
proposals it makes or how many conferences it participates; rather this 
depends on what concrete disarmament measures it adopts. Wnen China expressed 
support for the efforts of the numerous medium-sized and small countries for 
the establishment of peace-zones and nuclear-free zones, we undertook due 
obligations with regard to these zones. When we set forth two prerequisites 
for the convocation of a world disarmament conference - namely~ that all 
nuclear countries, especially the two super-Powers, undertake the obligation 
not to be the first to use nuclear weapons and that they dismantle all 
military bases on foreign soil and withdraw all military forces from abroad -
China has done exactly what it advocated. We have declared that we w~ll not 
be the first to use nuclear weapons, and we do not have a single soldier or a 
single base abroad. Facts have shown that China's attitude on the disarmament 
questions is serious and earnest, and that its deeds match its words. 
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Page 53-55~ first and second paragraphs 

For the existing text su~stitute 

It is true that the Soviet Union has put forward many proposals, but 
what has. it done? It has talked about disa_~ent for so many years, but 
who has seen it disarm a single warship; a single plane, or a single warhead? 
I would ask the representative of the Soviet Union whether he can answer this 
question: Do you dare to declare that you will withdraw all military forces 
from other countries and that you will no longer interfere in the internal 
affairs of others? We do not·think you dare to do so. What the pe6pie of 
the world want is not empty talk but concrete action. 

On the question of _international tension, many representatives have 
correctly pointed out in the plenary Assembly and in the First Committee that 
the root-cause of international tension lies in the aggression, interference 
and contention of the super-Powers. Only by resolutely opposing the policy 
of aggression and war of the super-Powers can we effectively opp0se their 
creation of tension under the guise of 11detente". 

Page 56, first paragrapb 

For the existing text substitute 

In this regard, together with the numerous third world countries, China 
has made its own contributions. It is utterly futile for the Soviet 
representative to uistort facts and to tr~to shift to China -the blame for-
the creation of international tension. 
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Reduction of the military budgets of States permanent members of the 
Security- Council by 10- per cent and utilization o"f part ·of the funds thus 
saved to provide assistance to developing countries L2~7 (continued) 

(a) Report of the Special Committee on the Distribution of the Funds 
Released as a Result of the Reduction of Military Budgets; 

(b) Report of the Secretary-General 

Napalm and other incendiary weapons and all aspects of their possible use: 
report of the Secretary-General L2I7 {continued) 

Chemical and bacteriological (biological) weapons: report of the 
Conference of the Committee on Disarmament L2~7 (continued) 
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This record contains the original text of speeches delivered in English and 
interpretations of speeches in the other languages. This final text will be 
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Urgent need for cessation of nuclear and thermonuclear tests and 
conclusion of a treaty designed to achieve a comprehensive_t~st ban: 
report of the Conference of the Committee on Disarmament /22/ (continued) 

Implementation of General Assembly resolution 3079 (XXVIII) concerning the 
signature and ratification of Additional Protocol II of the Treaty for the 
Prohibition of Nuclear Weapons in Latin America (Treaty of Tlatelolco): 
report ~f tp~ §~cretary-General L3Q! (continued) 

Implementation of the Declaration on the Indian Ocean as a Zone of Peace: 
report of the Ad Hoc Committee on the Indian Ocean [317 (continued) 

World Disarmament Conference: report of the Ad Hoc Committee on the World 
Disarmament Conference {3}:_7 ( continue.d) 

General and complete disarmament: report of the Conference of the 
Committee on Disarmament {3fT (continued) 

Implementation of General Assembly resolution 2286 (XXII) concerning the 
signature and ratific~~~on of Additional Protocol I of the Treaty for the 
Prohibition of Nuclear Weapons in Latin America (Treaty of Tlatelolco) 
£loQ7 (continued) -

Establishment of a nuclear-weanon-free zone in the region of the I1:liddle 
East j_io!f (continued) -

Prohibition of action to influence the environment and climate for 
mili~ary anq other purposes incomyatjbl~ with_the_maintenance ~f _ 
international security, human well-being and health [lO'}] (continued) 

Declaration and establishment of a nuclear-free zone in South Asia 
j_lOlf (continued) 
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AGEI\lDA IT8MS 24, 27, 28, 29, 30, 31, 34, 35, 100, 101, 103, 107 (continued) 

Mr. LDJ (China) (inter~retation from Chinese): The Chinese 

delegation has carefully studied the report of the Ad Hoc Committee on the 

InO.iM Ocean and the draft resolution contained in the addendum to it and has 

listened attentively to the statements made by representatives of varict:.s countries 

oo the Declaration o:::' the Indian Ocean as a zone of peace. He should like 

to make a few observations no>·r in this regard. 

First, the Chinese Government and people have ahiays sympathized deeply 

with and firmly supported the struggle of the people of various countries to 

safeguard State sovereignty and national independence and to oppose super-Power 

aggression and expans_:i_()n. Proceeding from this position, we actively support 

the just proposal to ma.~e the Indian Ocean a zone of peace. In our opinion 

the desire of the countries ir:: the Indian Ocea.c zone to maintain peace in the 

:region should -oe respected. 

Secondly, it must be pointed out that the root cause of the 

'turbulence aod unrest; in the Indian- Ocean region -lies maiol;{ in the pol-icy 

o::: aggressior: aDd expansion in the region pursued by the two super-Powers, 

:,:,e Soviet Union and. the United States. It is precisely these t-vm super-Powers 

that have in recent years frantically pursued their ngunboat n policy, masse C. 

a large number of' warships for a show of force and vied with each other 

ir:. installing miliT.ar::v bases there. In its attempt to realize its ambitior: 

for world hegemony one super-Power, which flaunts the ban·ner of socialisJL, 

has in recent yec;_:rs se-::; 1.:.p 2.. permanent fleet in the Indian Cceao and 

dispatched large DD1llcers of naval ships to ply in t:te Indian Ocean and even tc 

:::arry out large _scale military exercises there. In the past f"evl years its 

ship-days in the Indian Ocean have increased almost; fivefold. It is 

seeking by all means to esta-blish militar:;r bases along t~'le coasts of the Indian Ocean 

and is engaging in interference and subversive activities. The other 

super-Poi'V"er in its intensified contention has also made tremendous efforts 

t.o augment its military strength in the Indian Oceao and expand :tts military 

bases there. The facts show that it is precisely the two super-Powers 1 

a:::tivi ties of contention for hegemony that have seriously menaced peace and. 

security in the Indian Ocean region and the independence aDd sovereignt:,' 



of' tJ:.e coti.atries ~ the region. This cannot but arouse tlle grave .~.om:er.o of the 

countrief; and i)~ples in ,the ~gion B.Dd wili naturally meet with their strong 
~ 1 c. .... ' .-' • ~'- ' ~ 

condemnation .and resolute o~position. 

Thirdly~ ~hf! Chi,nes.e delegation_mai,n'ta_ins that in order to implement the 
' 

just proposal 
-~---

to make the Indian Ocean a .zone of peace it is imperative first 

of' all to put an end to the .two super-Powers 1 military expansion :-and contention 

for hegemony in the region, -to 1rithdra'H all :foreign naval fleets from the region 
\ 

and to dis;nantle all fore :i_gn military bases aod installations '4here. 

Furthermore it must be pointed out that the establiShment of the Indian 

Ocean peace zone also depends on the coQ~tries in the region basing their 

mutual relations on the principles of respect for -sovereignty and territorial 

integrity, mutual non-aggression, non-interference in each other 1 s internal 

affairs, equality and mutual benefit and peaceful coexistence. However, in 

pursuance of the policy of expa..'lsion and blackmail a certai..'l country in this 

region has recently openly annexed a small neighbour. This runs entirely 

co linter- to- the-purpose of making the Indian Ocean _a zone of peace. 

Finally: ~e shall vote in favour of the draft resolution contained in the 

ao.C.eo6.u111 to the rep\·rt of -t,be Ad Hoc Committee. 

Mr. MERENNE (Belgium) (L~terpretation from French): It is very 

'- •.-. 

difficult to put forward practical ideas on the serious problem of global 

disarmament. Fortunately the task is easier when the ground has alread:· been worked 

over, as) for in stan c.::, in the case of the special problems of the non-proliferation 

of' nuclear weapons anc~ the control o:l so-· called peace:: ul nuclear explosions, which 

are the sub<iect of the draft resoluticr: in ckcument A/C.l/L. Gjo of 11hich ID3' 

Government is a sponsor. 
,;' 

Realizing that_the preservation of world peace is an qbjective which 

takes precedence over all others, the Belgian Government agreed to accede 

to the non-proliferation Treaty, which it signed on 20 August 1968. 
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~Mr'- Merenne,_ .be.Lgl.UmJ· 

ru"~eed:t.· :Be1~irim :reit that .the ~i'si~:~i ~to:·-f)eace{ woUld b~. se~ious_ly incre~~ed 
~ - . - . - _, ' ~ - -' . -:::·- ~---= ~·· ... ~ ,_ ~ .... ~ '· -------~-.:... . .'...,._,_ - --- -- . ·~- . '... ' -., ·- - ~-

by the proliferation o:f nuclear;.lieapor(StateS.. .. We~ said .that the ~on-proliferation 
Treaty, in spiteof the_ imperf'ectioris'iriherent i,n:any_ human ~ertaking,.. b~re 
within it the· hopes of the overwhelmlng majorit'y of' ~he_ international- .c6mm~~ity, 
for it was the first' genuine step towards a' cessatiori o:f ·the nu~lear arms race. 

More than four years after the entry into force of the Treaty,· Belgiumrs 

fundamental stand en· this political choice taken i_n 1968 remains· unchanged~ ·. · 

At that time, the communique o:f the Belgian· Government already str~ssed the 

~niversal character which the Tr~aty should have •. Indeed, ~J Government was aware 

that the participat'ion of a sufi'icient' number·of! countries, particularly of 

~hose which might relatively scoh be able to. produce nuclear weaJ::cns, was 

indispensable for the total effectiveness ofJ the Treaty, The dee-per meaning 

and the political significance of the Treaty indeed de-pend on that condition 

'being met. 

- It is true that more-than 100 countries have aigned the Treaty ~nd that 

more than 30· have ratified it. Some signatories are still hesitant to accede 

to it, and we know_ that a number of them. are waiting _for the States members of 

EURAT'OM that are directly concerned to ratify t;he. Treaty before doing so 

themselves. , Unfortqnately, ap-p~)!:imatel;r 30 other- countries have_ thus far not 

-wished to be associated with the T.z-~aty-•. · _ 
In 1968 Belgium, like its noh-nhc_lear -partners of the EURATOM ~reaty' 

decided that its -ratif':fcatiori of thb Treaty should de-pend on the, outcome of 

neg~tiations b~tw,eeri the Euro~~d -coroiuni t.y and t~e. Interri~:t~onal Atomi~ Energy 

Agen~y' _on -~n~4\mpleint;-~taticn.of' th~,-~~~trol~- :ProV:ia~d: for_ -in e.r:ti~J.e· IIi .o:t ,_ · 
- . . ~ ::r~-. - . - , __ . ·' ·:·:;:-·.-·"··-·-~·-"_-·(-~.""~ .- .. :,; . - "£- . ~- <""' ·.:..._' .. ·: _ _.. .... ·;·,·- r; 

····-•t~j.#~~~~~~~. o,i4~"'; ~!.~~.~~t~~tf~?~;~~;·}~, ~·~~~~/~ ~lgici~~ 
·. as: . indeed?.: f'o:t; . its_ other E~()'pe~a!f', pa~iif::;r~,.< .to: :~-ta,rt t.ne·. pr.<>cequr~s . for_. s .. · . 

;;~~!~~!~i~-~~~~J,E~~i~{{i~~lft~~~~~~~~td~:. 
· _,, on jihe , othe·:;-'!>-" We hope to.~. c~l e'-~~~ t~is' :~r~e·aro:-e· be~ore; the. ~iif-t ~:!7 tl".tf ,_year; · ,c <· 
•. ·.~~~~~{il!mjli~~;~~ific¥~.~~:i!&~i~~,t,~:~~~it~iif~,;; 
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Yet, the people of Belgium, like those elsewhere in the world, are troubled 

by real concern over the events which have occurred -- or, indeed, which have 

not occurred -- these past few months, namely, the underground nuclear explosion 

carried out by the Indian Government, on the one hand, and the lack of agreement 

~ ~ the five nuclear Powers recognized as such under the Treaty to limit their 

nuclear weapons, on the other. 

That concern will be sb~red by the conference to review the Treaty, which 

in May 1975 will focus attention on the possible short-comings of this agreement 

and on what can be done to overcome them. 

The reasons invoked by countries for not acceding to the Treaty, are rrany ..... 

and various. I should like now to examine the chief among them. 

The- essential and immediate objective of the Treaty is to limit the number 

of nuclear-weapon States to the number in existence when it was drafted. 

Since the Treaty is essentially one of disarmament, it must be considered 

as a stage and not as the final result with regard to the non-proliferation of 

nuclear weapons. 

It was therefore logical that, to make it possible to curb proliferation, 

certaic States should assume obligations more rapidly than others, that is to 

say, that the first step in the pxocess of nuclear non-proliferation should 

consist in preventing an increase in the number of states possessing milital'y 

nuclear explosive devices. 

In other words, the idea ~as to prevent, in the first place, the so-called 

horizontal proliferation of nuclear weapons. 

However, in order to maintain a certain balance bet~een the rights and the 

commitments of the Parties to the non-proliferation Treaty, it is provided in 

some of the P8;ragraphs of the preamb"le as well as in article VI of the Treaty 

that each of the Parties to the agreement -- and this is meant essentially for 

any military nuclear Power --

tl ••• undertakes to pursue negotiations in good faith ••• relating 

to cessation of the nuclear arms race ••• n. 

That is in fact intended to put an end to vertical proliferation of 

nuclear weapons. 
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A major difficulty no doubt lies in the fact that no negotiations have 

been started in which all the nuclear-weanon States r.-1ould take part. 

Agreements on the limitation of strategic weapons have been concluded 

between two of the Fowers parties to the Treaty, the full significance of which 

we have recognized, but which have barely begun the process of putting an end 

to the nuclear arms race. 

Concrete steps regarding vertical proliferation would constitute one of 

the :neans essential for the motivation of the States which are still unsure 

as to what to do next in order to assure their security. We hesitate to take 

too hal'd and fast a position on this situation. However, Belgium believes 

that it is now more than evel' necessary for the nuclear Powers, whose duties 

and responsibilities have increased simply because of the entry into force 

of the Treaty, to carry out concrete actions. 

And we are not expecting decisive actions on the part of the nuclear 

States only as z:egaz:ds ver,:tic~_l proliferatio~ •. They can also contribute to 

better ensuring horizontal non-proliferation. 
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Belgium~ together with the Director-General of the International Atomic 

Energy Agency and with other countries, has been advocating international 

supervision of all peaceful underground nuclear explosions, not only within the 

framework of article V of the Treaty but also, more generally speaking~ over the 

explosions carriea-out by nuclear States. If those States would agree to that 

kind of supervision, then one of the reasons that some countries put forward for 

accedinES to the Treaty would be eliminated. vle hope that current negotiations 

on that point between the United States and the Soviet Union on additional 

matters relating to the so-called "thresholdrr agreement concluded in Moscow on 

3 July, will bring new and encouraging elements to bear. 

One of the major concerns of the non-nuclear Powers ever since 1968 has been 

to ensure the protection of their national security against any nuclear action. 

Their efforts at the time led to Security Council resolution 255 (1968) of 

19 June 1968 which was based essentially on Article 51 of the Charter of the 

United Nations. We believe that one of the ways of further developing guarantees 

for non-nuclear PGwers would be to creat~-non-nuclear zenes patterned after the -

'Ireaty of Tlatelolco. T'nat Treaty in an annexed Protocol contains the commitment 

of the nuclear Powers ~o respect the status of a nuclear-free zone and not to use 

or threaten to use nuclear weapons against any of the Contracting Parties. 

Article VII of the non-proliferaLion 'I~eaty provides expressly that groups 

of States may conclude regional agreements completely to ban nuclear weapons on 

their respective territories. The Treaty has been drafted in such a way as to 

take into account the Trea~y of Tlatelolco and is a type of invitation to 

conclude similar treaties, which we have been discussing in our debate, in parts 

of the world which are suitable for agreements of this kind. That would 

strengthen the impact that the non-proliferation Treaty would have. 

The safeguards provided in article III of the non-proliferation Treaty have 
--

been one of the most critical aspects of the system of non-proliferation set 

forth in the Treaty. 

But things have _got off to a fairly good start because the International 

Atomic Energy Agency has already concluded, or is in the process of concluding, 

control agreements with those countries which have acceded to the Treaty. 

The EURATOM/LAEA verification agreement has also been prepared on this point. 
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Furthermore, Belgium was one of those countries which, last August, 

decided on certain rules of conduct regarding uniform rules with ':<~hich exporters 

would have to comply in respect of exports covered in article III, paragraph 2, 

of the con-proliferation Treaty. 

Belgium intends to act in accordance with that agreement as seen as it 

ratifies the non-proliferation Treaty, and it ·will ::1o so now to the extent 

that our regulations permit, while bearing in mind the requirements of the 

Ron:e Treaty. 

Fi11ally, ',vhen the non-proliferaticn Treaty c,ias being negotiated, it '.Vas 

clearly understood that the agreement should in no way impede the full and 

free development of the civilian use of nuclear er.ergy but that, ~uite on the 

~ontrary, the guarantees that the Treaty contains regarding the non-use of 

nuclear energy for military purposes should, as a matter of fact, ?remote the 

ci.vilian development of that form of energ:r. 

- The problem-of energy -in ~he-';vorld is a ve-ry timely and relevant one 

that makes article IV of the Treaty particularly significant. All States, 

particularly developing. countries, must be allowed to assimilate the 

sophisticated forms. of technology represented by nucle~r rower. ~ssistance 

and co-operation, particularly action by the International Atomic Energy 

Agency, are essential given the present international situation. 

The review conference must strengthen the balance which has at times 

been challenged between, on the one hand, the right of everyone to use nucleur 

energy for peaceful purposes and~ on th~ other hand, the need to avoid using nuclear 

energy for military purposes. Only if there is national and international 

control under the guidance of the International Atomic Energy Agency can there be 

a harmonious use of nuclear energy for peaceful pUl]~ose_s t:l:!roughout the_ world •.. 

I am now reaching the end of my statement and my main point. I 

represent a small country which has nevertheless acquired a considerable 

knowledge of nuclear technology applied in the service of mankind. On behalf 

of Belgium, which has achieved that obj~ctive without resorting to peaceful 

nuclear explosions, I have adduced a number of arguments and expressed 
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a fev; thoughts an6 I have done ro ir; the: hope tba: many members c:! the CommitTee 

"'ill vote in favour of the draft resolutior:: in dorumer::: .h./C.l/L.69C• and that 

those 'Who are hesitant -will ask themselves whether their scepticism is 'Warrantee. 

1ia. MEIESCJI.NU (Romania) (interpretation frorr_ .F'rencb): Tne Romanian 
- -· 

delegation is one of the co-sponsors of the craft resolution in document 

A/C.l/L.6E7 on the reid-tern:; review of tbE:: Disarmament D2caoe -o· C3.1.1Sc of its 

constant interes-t in this question and in the intensification of efforts of all 

States -.;itt a vie,_- to the adoptior: of effective disarmament measures, primarily 

ir_ the area of nuclear disarmamen":. In the Genera::. Asserr:Dly as well as in the 

Disc.rne.ment Comr::.ittee in Geneva, the 'Romanian delegation has consistently 

su_;:pcrted the idee. that the preparation of a prograrn!re fo:r immec iate ana long 

"tE=TIIJ oisarn:;a.TI:!ent negotiations ana JLeas:.:res would stimulate the politicc-.1 will 

o:f Stc-.-:.es anc woulc 'Jpew broac to:ri:::or.s for disan:::.ament negotiations thus 

fir <X "time ir_ t-be Conferenc:e o£ -:he Co:rrJL:":tee on Jisanna.mer:~ .· -::: 6 ocU!:!ent 

,_,--,-:-. iDr>f:;,•r-', "' - ... ~ .._ 5- -·---1"'.:, !-~ ... ~- -..J::..n pola::,~c::.PL { 1 -~"'--

Development J.=cC.::~. 

considey proclai~iwe c Unitec 

conte~ of a decade anc the close rela7io:.ship beh'eew disarma:::er:: a:-;: 

development. 
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::t was that idea which led Romania to request the inc2.usion of' a 

separate --item on tl:e agenda of the twenty-sixth session of the '}eneral 

_!..ssembly entitled nEconomic and social conseq_uen.ces of' ~he armaments race and 

its e..'<tre.mely harmiu.l effects on world peace and security.'' The Secretary-Generals 

report on this subject (A/8469), the debates that took place at the 

t-.qenty- sixth and twenty-eighth sessions of' the General Assembly and, indeed, 

the work of other Uv~ted Nations bodies on the subject -- all have ~nderlined 

the -~rgent need to take joint action that would :na.ke it :possibJ...e, through 

effective disarmament .::neasures, to release vast resources a"t :present S'"i/allowed 

up by the arms race so that the necessary means can be .::nade available for the 

economic and social development of all peoples, particularly the peoples of the 

d.e"'.reloping countries. 

?hose ideas were introduced in General Assembly resolution 26C2 :S (XXIV) 

of 16 December 1969, in the adoption of' which Romania ~ade an active 

:::ontribution. That resolution proclaimed the decade oegin..."'ling in 1970 as 

~he Disarmament Decade. 

As was stressed yesterday by the representative of Nigeria, Ambassador -:::lark, 

~he draft resolution now before the Committee is based upon the idea of' 

::=-eviewing, mid-;iay through the Decade, eff'orts and action undertaken in 

order to follow up the provisions of the resolution&- adopted five years ago. 

Indeed, while reaffirming the objectives and purposes of the Iecade, the 

draf't resolution requests the Secretary-General and C~vernments to report to 

the thirtieth session of' the General Assembly on the action a~d steps which 

they have taken so far to publicize the Disarmament Decade in order to 

acq_uaint the general public with its purposes and objectives. This pro~~sion 

derives frcm operative paragrRph 2 of General Assembly resolution 2602 E (XXIV) 

of 1969, which reads as f'ollows: 

nc~lls upon Governments to intensify without delay their concerted 

and concentrated efforts for effective measures relating to the 

cessation of the nuclear arms race at an early date and to nuclear 

disarmament and the elimination of other weapons of mass destruction, 

and for a treaty'on general and complete disarmement under strict 

and effective international control.'' 
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In the view of the Romanian delegation such an examination is in keeping 

with the constant concern of our Organization~ which has been hi-ghlighted once 

again at this session, regarding the intensification of everyone's efforts to 

bring about a halt to the arms race and to take effective s 'teps towards 

disarmament, primarilynuclear disarmament. 

As we know, the next session of the General P£semDly is to deal with tbe 

results achieved in the first part of the Development Decade. ~The question of 

the economic and social consequences of the armaments race will once again be 

included on our agenda, ~~d it therefore seems entirely natural that in this 

context the General Assemoly should be able to take an over-all view of efforts 

being made lr. a related area -- that of disarmament 

of the Decade. 

after the first :five years 

lfTs. ~HORSSON (Sweden): I shall in this statement make some 

observations on the draft resolution in document A/C .l/L.675, originally 

sui;:>mitt;ed by_ the: USSR,_ and the annexed _dr_f'>f't c_onventi<;n:_. 

P..s is certainly well known, S1.;reden has for many years given great attention 

to environmental problems and has devm;ed both t.ime ann resources t.o finding 

effective and practical solutions at the in-cernac:ional leve2. to the ever 

increasing threats -co the environrr:ent, our col!li!l.or.. heriL:.age. In the course of the 

general debate my delegation had the oppor-r;unity tc makE e. fe-v; preliminary 

com.rnents on the interesting and highly topical proposal of the Soviet Union on 

the !!prohibition of ac-cio:c to influence the environmenL: anc e!lirns:te for military 

and other purposes incompatible with maintenance of in-cernat.ional security, human 

well being and health." Given the great Swedish int.erest in environmental 

matters, I should novJ like to ela-bora-ce on my preliminary commem:.s. If what I 

have to say could be regarded as ra-cher critical, it should none the less be 

viewed as a positive attempt -co secure an international prohibition of 

environmental changes for mili -cary or other nos tile purposes. iet me also say 

that my comments should not be interpre-ced as indica-cing a wish to initiate a 

discussion on the- substance of the SovieT proposal at this session of the General 

Assembly. 
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My comrr:en-cs are addressed to the draft resolution and draft--.;;·onvention in 

'J:-de::.- c:o il:l.ustrate c:he extren:;ely co:mplicated 2haracter e;f' this ;natter. .?or 'Chat 

-rery :·eason I deem it :nest important that, should the a_uestion be re:ferred to it, 

~:::e ::crrfe:-ence of the Committee on Disarmamen-w ·:Jbtairrs clear guidance from ':he 

:-e:::.eral Assembly on how to approach the problem of environrc.ental modification :::~or 

"::lili"tar~r gnd ot:her hostile purposes.. Ano-cher reason is --:hat other inteTnational 

:c·::ies, -;;articularly IJ"T>J'"EP, ;vith its broad co-ordinating ma..'1date in r;he field of 

--:he :-:nvironrr:ent:, are actively involved in the :::;ues-r:;ion of environmental 

l~dif'i2ac:ion for Jeaceful purposes, and the International Committee of the ned 

.::·::'·::ss is at ~he same time making efforts to forbid certain methods of 'iJarfare. 
, 
3c ::...::-: x.e ·e;::;eat that ,,.re need a clee..r-cut definition, on che ~:me b.aDd, of 

~r:>iL~·:mn:::enc:al 2'Ddificat:ion for military and othe~ :::osc.:.le purposes, and, on c:he 

. .:;::~,;.e:- ~Land" of environmental activities for peace~ful and 9ositive aiTB .. 

- -:; see 1m to :18 that two main aspecto ~erit particular attention by che 

·,:..2n.Er9..l ."'.ssemoly at thiS stage . 
_::,Sse:::J.bly should take at; this session. Here I am thinking mainly of the draft 

::esolution proposed by the Soviet de legation. As can be seer. from the draft, 

io•rrever, :his question is closely connected with what I see as the second rnain 

~spect -- r..amely. the desired substantive direction of the further study and 

2cnsideratio~ of the Soviet proposal. 

The ':ext of the draft convention as it now s-r:;ands raises several difficult 

~uestions or~ interpretation. The delineation between :nilitary and civilian action 

is one such issue . 

The broad wording of article I seems to include almost any type of action 

inr~luencing·the environment, whether military or not. When proceeding further 

with the consideration of' -this text, it is very important to clarify the intended 

relationship between several measures proposed in article II and ongoing 

activities in the s~e general field in the United ~ations system and elsewhere. 
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It must, bf ~~urse·:···be of 1'und~ntal interest for the General Assembly 

-when dealing with the .pres~rit proposal to avoid inviting ar.yc'auplication 

of efforts already·under -way or> a£ could even be the cas~, exerting any 

negative influence· ·on those efforts. ·A ·rewording of artic:.e I might be 

helpfUl in this regard. One solution could be to make it clear that two types 

of purpose criterion are foreseen~ that is:. action 'to in""luence the environment 

and climate in armed conflicts or as a means of exerting pressure en other 

nations, something which yJculd indeed i.m~y hostile purposes. 

Another problem of interpretation concerns the phrase in artic:c : 

"incompatible with the maintenance of international security, human well-being 

and healthu (A/C.l/L.675, ar:nex, page 1). This general and broad wording 
, 

would, it seems to us, create insurmoun't;abl~ obstacles when an attempt is made to 

define whether a particular action 'falls under the convention or not. We 

feel that the phrase in question should be clarified in such a way that it 

become.s clearer \-'hat types of' measurement of eff·ec-r:;s are er.visaged. 

The procedures envisag:::d .in articles VI and vj:I_ for co:m,plaints, 

investigations and sanctions are closely related to the matters of 

interpretation I have :rr:entioned. The proposal to er.trust to the Securit=.' 

Council the sole req;:onsibility of determining what action stoulc be 

taken when a·complaint is lodged, is not acceptable to my delegation. These 

procedures should, as a matter of principle, be organized in such a way as 

to guarantee a full investigation. I do believe that for many countries 

besides my own, it cannot be acceptable that matters of possibly vital _ 

im}crtanc~ to them, should b8 dependent for their solution entirely on the 

aGtitudes of one or several of the permanent members of the Security Council· 

.ll ,.·e turn nm~ to article II of the draft convention, it is clear that the 

enumeration in subparagraph2 (a) to (1) of measures damaging to t~e environment 

invol~es many highly complex issues. A fundamental question to be asked is 

-what guiding principle sbould·be applied when drawing up such a list. It is 

not possible to draft~ and to_reach inte~nAtional agreement on, a comprehensive 

list covering all possible aspects of- these immense problems. We see the 

list in article II (a) to (1) as a series of examples indicating the main types 

o:f activity to which the convention should relate. A suggestior. !l which could 
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be "'XP' ored -.vould be to try first to create a ;;;:eneral framework by -~ - .L , ~ 

formulating certain broad and general principles and then- to try to reach 

~greement step by step on specific measures. ( 

Concerning the substance of artic:2 Il~3u£fice it to say that the 

list of environmental modification activities is indeed very illustrative 

and thought-provoking. Depending on what definition'is adopted, this list 

could be expanded or reduced. Hhen that time comes,m.y ccu.ntry ~'lill actively 

par0icipate in the substantive discussion. It is clear 'that it is extremely 

difficult to draw up a comprehensive list. ~\t- this stage, and merely as 

an example, I should like to point to one ~ype of oroblemnot ~entioned in 

s..rticle 

view of 

TT 
~ ......... 

its 

I am thinking of the problem of genetic E:anipuiation ''ihich, in 

relevance to human health and well-being,might well deserve 

a olace there. It is im9crtant that research in this rapidly develo~ing 

and r:;otentially dangerous area should come under .some type o:f international 

inspection-. 

My final re1YB.rks on the substance of the draft convention concern 

articles V and VIII. The 'vording of article V could be interpreted as a 

sort of general reservation or escape-clause by which States could avoid 

their obligations under the convention. This could, in our view, significantly 

reduce the relevance of such an international instrument. We would find it 

difficult to accept such a generally worded provision. -Another problem of 

inte'rpretation occurs in article 'l:III concerning 9.Inendments to the convention. 

\ie \vould have difficulties in acce_9ting a provision which would in effect 

give the depositary Governments a right of veto in this regard • 

. It appears that the proposal covers a very broad area and gives rise 

to many problema of interpretation. As I have already said, a possible way 
- ~- ~ ·- ~- <r• -- - -

out would be to change the perspective, in the- sense that the mainly military 
--

aspects of these important problems would be considered in this context. If 

a consensus can be reached in this regard~ the matter might wel~ be referred to 

CCD for study. The Disarma.:rtent Ccr_rmitte-e should in such a cas·e have access to e;q 

advice. ;from the United Nations system and particularly from the United Nations 
> " <' '; 

Environment Programme.· The General Assembly woul.d ~he.n t~vert to: 'the question~. 
";' ,_ 

-ne::tt year in the light of. the findings of CCD., • 
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From what I have said, I hope that' it is abundantly ~lear that we 
__..1-· 

want work on this inlportant issue to continue and to progress successfully . 
... 

Tnerefore, I hope that we shall be able to reach a common agreement on bo~ 

to proceed from here. But ,at the same time~ no one should have any illusions 

that the successful tacklin~ of the question of bans on the military uses of -

tbe techniques discussed would relieve us of further problems in this area. 
-

Indeed, the civilian aspects, involving the use of large-scale techniques, 

in many cases appear to have much wider implications anc perhaps an even 

greater urgency than the military aspects. It is very important that these 

issues be given increased and prompt international consideration in the 

proper forums, particularly the United Nations Environment Progr~J.IlJ:g_e: witt 

a vie~ to reaching concrete agreements. 

l'frr. BARTON (Canada):· I wish to intervene briefly tc speak ir; 

favour of the draft resolution in document A/C .lfL.69C: of wbict, my ael~gation 

bas the-honour of beigg a Sfonser. 

I listened closely to the statement made yesterday by my friend 

colleague from India. As was evident from his s~atement, ' . ~ . - .. 'tnere lS :tnceeo. 

~ basic point of differenee bet-ween his Government: and : suppose some others. 

~n the one hand~and the more than 80 nations which subscrine to the 

ncn-prc::..iferatior; Treaty on the other. I attempted to identif;v this issue in m:r 
~t.atement in the general ,debate, and at the risk of trying the patience of the 

:::=mbers of the Corr;_::ittee, I should like to :::ake c. brief quoratior, from what I said: 

'
1 
••• let us consider the position of those Governmen'ts which have 

rejected the· Treaty for reasons of principle and because they feel 

that it imposes unacceptable limitations on their freedom of actior 

which would be detrimental to their defence arrangements or their 

economic development. 
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11There is some justice in their position. Measured_by all the regular norms 

and relations between sovereign States, it cannot- be disputed that the 

balance of obligations and rights leaves much to be desired. But individual 

Governments have to come to terms with the world as it is. On the one hand, 

we have the reality of the nuclear Powers. We may not like their self

election to a specia1 status, and we dread the consequences of a mis-step by 

any one of them. But even if' the nuclear- weapon Powers will not then:selves 

accep~ the s~e constraints at this time, the rest of the world must atill 

seek to prevent the virus of nuclear proliferation :from spreading further· 
71We believe that the development, testing and possession of nuclear 

explosive devices should stop with the existing nuclear Powers, in the hope 

that ultimately they too Will see the logic of abandoning them. We belieye, 

that to the extent peaceful nuclear explosions turn cut to be 

Jseful -- "Nilich,· in our view, is a very doubtful proposition that has yet to 

be proven -- they should be carried out 11nder international arrangen;e:nts of 
-- - - - - - -

the type envisaged in the non-proliferation Treaty. No matter how peaceful 

the intenG of such nuclear explosions, there is no way at this time ~o 

distinguish between the development of nuclear explosive devices ror p€aceful 

purposes and those for military purposes; and thus, if nuclear explos:!.cns ar€ 

carried out by countries not now possessing nuclear weapons, they en~·u:rage 

unacceptable nuclear proliferation. 11 
. (~CQOth meeting_, p. 46) 

It follows from those words that we agree whole-hear:tedly with the 

~epresentative of India that the highest priority should be accorded to 

achieving international or universal adherence to· a r~gime of prohibition ~ 

all nuclear .. tests in all environments, but we differ :from him in his view ~t 

only in the context o.f a complete cessation of all nuclear weapon tests cat.ll~d 

consideration-be given to the possibility of.concluding an international 

agreement on the regulation o.f underground nuclear explosions, to be signedl by 
• 

all States. 

We shall continue . to do all in our power tcr bring to an end so-calledi. 

vertical -proli:feration, but We de not accept the vieW" that, unless or unti!i. -we 

are successful- in that effort, nothing can be done about·. the othe:r concern%" 

horizo~ta.l pro-lit'er,ati~. In this respect, our goai is! to enaure. that,. .. it'"' all." wh~n 

:peace.ful ·nucleon~ ,explosions ta."!{e. place_.? they are _carri:ed..:out un~~r ·a~pic.~ which 
,·./: ~-" _~..,.:-._(_''- ;-~\~'~_~,_:·-:·- -.: 
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-will satisfy all the Governments concerned that they &re in fact what they purport 

i:io be. Furthermore, we think that ·in the present circumstances the procedures set 

out in the non-~roliferation Treaty are the best way of achieving that aim. 

Those, in ~ur view,, are the unae~lying issues which should influ~nce 
?:el~gations in making their assessment of the draft resolution in document 

A/C.l/L.69Q. 

Mr. ROSCHIN (Union of Soviet Socialist Republics) (interpretation from 

Russian): At the last meeting, N~. Chairman: you pointed out that today we 

would be voting on three draft resolutions: on the urgent need-for cessatio~ 

of nuclear and thermonuclear tests and conclusion of a treaty designed to 

achieve a comprehensive test ban {A/C~l/L.683); on general ·and complete 

disarmament (A/C.l/L.687); and on the Declaration of the Indian Ocean as a zone 

of' peace contained in the addendum to the report of the Ad Boc Committee on the 

Indian Ocear:. (A/9629). Since we are to vote on those three items today, the 

So~~et delegation would like to co~~ne itself to explaiP~ng its vote on those 

three ma-tters~ 

And so~ I should like to ask whether it would be appropriate and convenient 

to the Cnairman and the Committee if the Soviet delegation expressed i~s views 

simultaneously on the three draft resolutions on which we are ~c vote t.odayt 

see, ~~. Chairman, that you indicate a positive response to my q~estion and 

tne:ref'ore I shell ·oegin wi t..'"l the draft resolution in document A/C.l/L. 683. 

As we pointed out in our statement in the Committee on 28 October this year, 

the Sovie-c delegation attaches great importance to the question of banning the 

testing of nuclear weapons, and supports the demand for halting those tests by 

everyone, everywhere. The Soviet Union has repeatedly expressed its readiness to. 

become a party to an agreement on this problem, that would include the 

prohibition of undergi·ound testing, wi~h the proviso that control over the 

observance of the obligations flowing frore such an agreement would be carried out 

by national means of detection and identification. 
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We pointed out that an'i.mportant step in connexion -with the problem of' 

~alting nuclear weapon testing was the Soviet-American agreement on ~he 

.:_imitation of' underground tes~ing of' nuclear -lleapons of' 3 J1.1ly this year. 

In connexion with- the draft resolution in document A/C .l/L.683·, the Soviet 

~nion entirely shares ~4e concern expressed by its SFDnsors with ~egard to the 

::ont:..nuing testing of nuclear 1ve3.pons, particularly in the atn:osphere, and 

expresses its total solidarity with ~he ;~ishes of' the sponsors of the draft 

~esolution c:o ensure accession to the Y.oscow "Partial test- ':Jan 'Ireaty Qn the part of 

all Statesrwhi~h have not yet acceded to it. j{e~also share the -rie~li of the 

spGnsors o:f-tlrre draft-resolution that there is an urgent neei for-the :20nclusion of' 

::2 c:::mprehensi ve ._.test ban .:agreement. 

Eowever, the draft resolution contains a number OI~ provisions -che 

e:cistence .of ;.;hich amounts to an attempt to impose responsibility for the lack 

of progress in ::;he field of prohibiting nuclear !leapon ~esting on the Soviet 

·Jnion/.~mong other Powers. I'he Soviet 'Union cannot agree ;.vith such c;.n approach 
- . - - ~ - ' - - -- - -~ 

::o the ·question.. We believe, in particular, that a solution to the problem of 

prohibiting nuclear ;.;eapon testing can and must be sought primarily by means of 

~oncluding appropriate agreements on the subject and not by means of adopting 

one-sided obligations en the part of individual nuclear States, since such an 

approach could lead on1y to-a-violation of' the principle of' the equal security 

of States. 

. ~ . 
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Since the draft resolution vrhich we are now considering provides 

precisely for the adoption or the assumption of unilateraLob].igations 

~.,.,iJ.ich, in our view, are incompatible with the principle of equal security 

of States, the Soviet delegation should like to state here that it l'lill 

"be unable to support this draft and that we will abstain vrhen it comes to 

the vote. 

Now a few words a~out the draft resolution in document A/C.l/L. 687 ,_ 
relating to the Disarmament Decade, confirming its purposes and objectives, 

which has just been explained by the representative of Romania. The Soviet 

delegation should like to state that it agrees I'Tith the provisions of this 

draft resolution and will therefore vote in favcur of its adoption. 

May I now state the vievTS of the Soviet Union in connexion with the" , 

vote about to ta.l<.e p;Lace on the draft resolution on the Declaration of the 

Indian Ocean as a Zone of Peace, contained in the Addendum to document A/9629. 

On the question o:f declaring the~ Indian Ocean a zone of peace, the Soviet 

Union proceeds from a position o:r- principle designed- to support proposals -

that would really promote the strengthening of the peace a·nd security of 

States and the reduction of international tension. Speaki-ng at a dinner in 

honour of the Prime Minister of Sri Lanka, Mrs. Bandara.naike, on 11 November 

this yeaJ:, the Chairman of the Council of Ministers of the USSR, Alexei Kosygio, 

stated as follows: 

"vle have an attitude of respect for the political initiative of 

the Asian countries dictated-by their concern for peace, including, 

for example, the idea of creating a zone of peace in the Indian Ocean 

and tlJ,e proposal for the neutralization of South-,East Asia. 

"It is important that all these initiatives should at the sBllle time 

actually_promo_te the step-by-step conversion of Asia into a continent 

of peace a.nd co-operatioo among peoples. u 
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The Smdet position with regard to the Declaration of the Indian Ocean 

as a Zone of Peace has been repeatedly set forth at sessions of the General. 

Assembly, including the twenty-eighth session. The Soviet Union is ready 

to take part, on an equal footing with all other_ interested States, in the 

search for favourable solutions to this problem, provided, of course, that 

there is observance of the generally acknowledged rules of international law. 

The USSR is ready to consider, on an equal footing with others, and without 

prejudice to the security of any of the parties, the question or the 

declaration of the Indian Ocean as a zone of p_eace. But in resolving this 

problem there should be no artificial delineation of grot...-ps or~ countries 

that would enjoy particular rights ,with regard to the preparation and 

establishment of a regime governing tr..e Indian Ocean. 

:n r'traf~i.og the provisions. of the Declaration of the Indian Ocean as 

a. Zone of Peace, there nmst ce no infringement of the principle of freedom 

of' navigation. - The- Soviet Union deems- unacceptable any proposal· desigaed 

to limit freedom of navigation, particularly when it comes to the carrying 

out of scientific research by means of naval vessels, because the Indian 

Ocean is an impo~tao t line of corr.rnur~ ica tiorl for the Soviet Union~ and research 

is being carried out to study the world's oceans and their space. 

According to the 1958 Geneva Convention on the high seas, freedom of 

navigation applies to all vessels. The Soviet union has alwa;ys given 

considerable heip to the Indian Ocean countries in their national liberation 

struggle and in the struggle for economic inde~endence against reactionary 

and aggressive: forces. The Soviet Union has never had or created, and is 

not now creating, military or naval bases of any kind in the Icdian 

Ocean region. Soviet vessels and ships in that area have aeve:s ~!'ea~ene:I 

anyone. In' accordance with generally acknowledged international practiee 

and the rules of international law, they are' carrying out scientific voyages, 

including tr.e search for Soviet space objects, in the Indian Ocean region. 
;/!' 
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In addition, Soviet· sh~pping aLSo' crosses the Indian Ocean fn>m the 

Europ-ean part of the • Soviet Un.fuil ·to ··fue Soviet F·a.r· East. 

Since there are military bases' of the imperialist States in the 

Indian Ocean region, to declare the Indian Ocean a zone of peace while allowing · 

the retention of those ..:bases would be to place tbe Soviet Union in an 

inferior position vis-a-vis those States, to the detriment of the interests-

of' both the Soviet Union and the other countries of' -the Socialist community, 

as well as the countries of the area~ which are struggling to strengthen 

their national independence. 

Therefore, the declaration of the Indian Ocean as a zone of peace 

requires primarily the elimination of all foreign bases in that area. The 

Soviet Union is guided by this standpoint in it.s attitude towards-the question 

of United States military bases on -he island of Diego Garcia. 

In a statement at the last session of' the General Assembly, the Soviet 

delegation pointed out that the proposal that the Secretary-General prepare 

a report on the military presence of the great Powers in the Indian Ocean 

region from the .point- of view of' their rivalry was" designed to. c"cimplicate 

even further a discussion of the question of declaring the Irldiaf! Ocea..'l as 

a zone of peace. This vie~l of the Soviet delegation T s has ·<Jeec fully confirmed, 

since both in the first and in the revised versions of ~is report the Soviet 

position has not been properly reflected, and the actual polic~r of the foviet 

Union -in the Indian Ocean region has been presented in a distorted. light. 

In ·letters addressed to the Secretar;y-General of the United Nations on 

this subject, the Soviet Union has set forth its views or; the report of the 

Group of Experts on the military presence of the great Powers in the Ind.ia:c. 

Ocean, and pointed out that in revised form it is still :r:.ar£ec by lack of· 

objectivity and by prejudice. In this regard., the Soviet delegatrioD cannot agree 

vlith the provisions of the draft resolution relating to that report. 
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Nor can the Soviet delegation agree with a number of other provisions 

in -:he draft on the ~asis of which an attempt_ :i.~ being :made by 

its sponsors to promote a decision oo the question of declaring the Indian 

Ocean as a zone of peace. 

For all those reasons, the Soviet delegation will abstain from voting 

on the draft resolution on the India:..J. Ocean to which I have referred. 
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With your permission; Mr.· Chairman, I have some b;r:ief comments on 

the statement made today by the representative of China. We have occasion 

to regret once again that the representative of rrnina is using every 

opportunity to~istort and misrepresent the position of the Soviet Union 

on any--quest-ion. We think that ~his attempt is ·to be explained by the 

wish of the delegation of China to conceal its reluctance to co-operate 

in matters of disarmament. Indeed, if we took any attempt an the part of 

the Soviet delegation, or many other delegations, to invite the delegation 

of ~nir~ t~ co-operate in disarmament matters~ we have always, unfortunately, 

received a negative response which blocks the proposals. I would even call 

it a simple sabotage of the proposals which,have been put forward by the 

delegations. 

We have proposed solving the problems of disarmament at a conference of 

nuclear Powers, so as to come to an agreement about the problem of nuclear 

disarmament. I should like to stress that two or three nuclear Powers 1n 

the _p~esen~ circum~~ances canno~ r~~ol~e_n~c~ear ~roblems~ N~clear prqbl~m~ 

must be resolved by all nuclear States. Othen.rise, an unequal situation would 

be created. China~ unfortunately, rejects all those proposals. We proposed 

convening a world disarmament conference. That proposal stemmed from the 

desire ~c bring the non-aligned and developing States into the conference. 

The conferences in Cairo, Belgrade, Georgetown, Lusaka, Algiers, 

all favoured the convening of a world disarmament conference, every 

single one of them. An urgent solution of this problem was asked for. So 

why can we not resolve this problem?. Because Chine is.disregarding those 

proposals, because it is sabotaging them, because it is blocking them, 

because it is erecting obstacles to them. 

Of course, we explain this position by the fact that China does not 

want to co-operate on questions of international settlement of the probleffi ... 
of reducing armament. Similarly, it does not want an easing of international 

tension, unfortunately, because the principle of reducing international 

tension is in contradiction to the principles of China1 s foreign 

policy. That is the explanation of the fact as to why many 

initiatives which have been taken here by many States, including 
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the Soviet Union, cannot, unfortunately, get ~ny further, and that is the 

factor in the face of which we find ourselves today. It is useless for 

the Chinese delegation to attempt, without rhyme or reason, to 

cast aspersions on the policy of the Soviet Union in matters of 

disarmament. The Soviet Union has always expressed its fUll readiness to 

co-operate internationally, on a bilateral basis, with other States with 

!egard to reducing armaments, both nuclea~ and conventional. We have 

repeatedly invited China to associate itself with this i~ternational 

co-operation, but, unfortunately, we have had a negative response. 

That is the position to this very day and I wanted to make ~hat· point. 

The CHAIRMAN (inte~retation from Spanish): I shall now give the. 

floor to the representative of Japan to speak on specific proposals, not 2s 

an explanation of -vote since his country is a member of the Indian Ocean 

Committee which, as a _whole,. proposed __ the drat't resolution. In ac_cordance .'tri th 

the rules, the sponsor of a proposal cannot explain his vote, but he can speak in 

favour of the draft resolution which he is co-sponsoring. Therefore, I 

shall now call on the representative of Japan, as a co-sponsor, to make 

known his views on the draft resolution~ but not by way of an explanation 

of vote. 

Mr. NISRIBGRI (Japan): I should therefore·like to explain my 

delegation1 s views on the draft resolution contained in ~he Addendum to 

document ~/9629, concerning the implementation or the Declaration on the 

Indian Ocean as a Zone of Peace. That draft resolution w~s approved unanimously 

by the Ad Hoc Committee on the Indian Ocean of which my country is a member, for 

adoption by the General Assembly. It is hardly necessarJ for me to point 

out that this development is entirely due to the able guidance and 

states~:ship-like leadership of Ambassador Amerasinghe who, as Chairman of 

the Ad Hoc-Committee, introduced the draft resolution before us. My 

delegation wishes to pay the higliest tribute to him.. My delegation will 

welcome the constructive. implemerxtatio~ of _the Declaration 9n the Indian . ' ) " ~ ' .. . 
Ocean a·s a . Zone of Peace, ~hich .aiEls . ~f. ea<?ing 'int~~~tionai _ tepsi o~ ~nd will 

eventually ,help- t_o realize. the u.lti~te: grel., ·or geri~xa1:9.rid c6mpletec 
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My deiegat'ion, which 'is fully sympathetic with the sincere desire of 

the regismal States to establish such a zone_, has voted in :ravou.r o:t:.:the 

resolution to this end since 1971. That position remains unchanged and 

I wish to recommend that the First Committee adopt the present resolution. 

I wish to take this opportunity, however, to make clear my delegation 1 s 

view that in establishing the Indian Ocean as a ·zone of peace Member States 

should give full consideration to the following points to which Japan 

attaches great importance. .They are, inter alia: the preservation of the 

freedom of the high seas; the obtaining of the widest possible agreement 

of the States cohcerned regarding the implementation of the ·neclara~ion; 

the need to take appropriate measures to enhance the security of littoral 

and hinterland States, as well as to ensure tne security of other States 

concerned which have significant interests in the preservation of the 

Indian Ocean as a zone of peace. 

On this occasion I ~~sh to express my sincere gratitude to the 

_ .8ecretary-Gene:ral, :to the e~per~s. he_ appo~nted, a_?d_ t,o ~he s_taff ?f the 

Disarmament Affairs Division of the Secretariat, for the preparation of . . 

an elaborate factual statement of the great Power military presence in 

the Indian Ocean; and also to express my earnest_hope that further 

deliberation-s ir.. thE Ad. Hoc Ccrru:nittee next year ~~ill continue to produce 

fruitful results. 
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sho~d like to explain the vote of my delegation on the draft resolution 

introduced by the representative of the Netherlands on the urgent need for 

~essation of nuclear and thermonuclear tests and the conclusion of a treaty designed 

~o achieve a comprehensive test ban. 

¥hen my country approved and ratified the Moscow Treaty of l9G~ ~cd when 

the Treaty on the Non-Fl'oliferation of Nuclear Weapons in 1968 it was aware that 

those international Treaties had certain . .shortcomings. ~Ale were convinced ttat 

those shortcomings would have to be rectified and that joint efforts would be made 

to achieve an internationai treaty ttat would ban a:l nuc~ear tes~s and prevent the 

rl1rther proliferation of nuclear weapons. But the indications are disappointing. 

There are stil1 some countries which are conducting nuclear tests either in the 

atmosphere or underground, ignoring the protests from s~c~~ons of the 

international community call::.ng for tte cessation of ttese ';;2sts -r,.1hich 

endanger the environment and eventually threaten otter natura: rescurces. 

_ My _delegation tc_?k a_ posit~ve attitude during the last session when the dra.:t't 

resolution banning tests in all environments was submitted. Taking that position 

as a point o:f departure, the delegation of the Libyan } . .rab Repuplic :tully supports 

operative paragraph l o:f the draft resolution noN before us concerning the tar~ing 

of nuclear tests in the atmosphere, underground or in outer space. We also demand 

the immediate cessation of those ~~clear tests ~ch are being conducted under 

certain pretexts by some· countries. 

My delegation considers that the basic responsibility ror achieving a 

comprehensive test ban and the non-proliferation of nuclear weapons lies with the 

nuclear States. They were the on~s which started the production and develo~ent 

c:f nuclear weapons and conducted tests in all envirofl..ments. They are the 

countries which supply others with the nuclear facilities and technical expertise 

'N"hich would put them in a position to conduct nuclear tests- for' military or-· 

peaceful purposes·. As has been said already, the difference between the two types 

of test cannot be determined and it is not possible to differentiate bet-ween tests 

for military:""pl.l.l'"pOSes and those for: peace:f'ul. lJUrllOSes. 
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Despite the lapse of more·than 10 y~ars since the signing of the partial 

test-ban Treaty in Moscow: the two super-Powers and the other nuclear States have 

not taken any positive steps towards the conclusion of an international treaty 

on a comprehensive test ban. Nuclear tests are still conducted in the atmosphere 

and underground and measures for the prohibition of underground- tests were only 

.taken by the two super~Powers in 1974 when the threshold TreaLy was signed. We 

had expected that that bilateral Treaty would constitute a comprehensive test ban 

for the two countries. However, that Treaty did not achieve that lofty objective 

but only banned as from the end of .March 1976 tests whose destructive power 

exceeded 150 kilotons. 'Ibis means that underground tests have not been banned 

and the two countries have given themselves the authority to develop these 

weapons qualitatively. In addition, that bilateral Treaty reaffirmed that 

inspection should be carried out by national means, and this is one of the basic 

factors still obstructing the conclusion of a comprehensive nucleaT test-baD 

treaty under effective international controL 

~e belie-ve- that the first step towards creating mutual confidence- be-rween 

the peoples: a basic element in the establishment of an international climate of 

peace and security~ can only be taken by the nuclear count:ries; -which shoul:'i 

destroy their nuclear stockpiles and refrain from producing further nuc~ea~ 

weapons. Until this distant hope is achieved, these countries should cease to 

conduct any nuclear tests and promise not to use nuclear weapons against other 

states. 

The fifth conference of Foreign Ministers of Islamic countries held in 

Kuala Lumpur during June 1974, which is mentioned on page 15 of documen~ A/9708! 

demanded that nuclear countries should pledge themselves not to use nuclear 
--

weapons against other countries and to continue serious negotiations to stop the 

nuclear arms race and achieve nuclear disarmament at an early date. Tnis is 

:requested in operative paragraph 5 of the draft resolution which calls uporc 

nuclear countries to shoulde:r their. special responsibilit~- ana to submi-: 

proposals on the conclusion of a treaty on a comprehensive nuclear test ban. 

In view of these o-bservations, my delegation -will vote in favour of the 

draft resolution in document AjC.l/L.683. 
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Finally, I should like to refer to a drafting~oint in the Arabic text of 

the ;ira!~t resolution in document A/C.l/L.683. In operative paragraph 1 it says 

tna-r:; the General Assembly ndeplores'' nuclear tests, while in the English text it 

says iT '"" ':! conaemns . So there is a discrepancy between the Arabic and the English 

':exts. '.'le t)::;j_nk, therefm:e, that operative paragraph l in the ,Arabic text !'!hould 

ae corrected to read n condemnsn. 

The CHAIR.lltlAN (interpretation from Spanish) : The paragraph in the 

Arabic text to which the representative of the Libyan .~ab Republic_referred will 

ae correct;ed in the final version and idll reflect precisely the l~~~~age in the 

::nglish version. 

I felt it to be my duty, before we 

prcceeded to a. vote on ti:.e draft ~esolut2..on r~garding -:he Indis.n ()cean pe9..ce zo~e 

resolution. 

First of all, may I make it clear -- and I should have thought it would not 

cave required any assurance on my part for this to be clear that the draft 

resolution is purely procedural in character. Support for it could not imply 

and cannot be construed as unqualified endorsement of the Declaration in all its 

aspects. On the other hand, support for the draft resolution would oe an 

indication, and a clear indication, of the interest of a country in advancing a 

process which we hope will find its final ccns~mmation in the fulfilment of the 

concept of the treatment of the Indian Ocean as a zone of peace. 
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N&where in the draft resolution is it stated that. anyone voting :for it 

accepts the concept of' the declaration of' the Indian Ocean as a zone of peace, 

and, therefore, there is not much substance in the argument tha-t by voting for 

it one would -be suppOrting the Declaration. But I am surprised that anyone 

should have any hesitation about supporting the concept.. Ever:v-one speaks ·here 

so ardentlyabout the cessation of the arms race and the reduction of tensions. 

There are many who want the arms race to be slowed down and to ~ease; there are 

many who express their determination to take all possible measures to relax 

tensif')ns. ..But, ·I regret to say, their actions do cot suit their words. 

Therefore, not much faith can be placed in their protestations or their 

sinceri t;y" regarding disarmament, the reduction of' tensions and the cessation 

of the arms race. 

It has been s~a~ed that, in translating into reality the Declaration 

of the Indian Ocean as a Zone of Peace, there should not be any interference 

~ith the t:re~dom _of the J:?.i~h seas. I have stated more than once -- and it is 

in the records of this Committee -.- that there will not be any interference 

with the f'reedom of the high seas. On the contrary, we have stated quite 

clearly -- even the Declaration does so -- that the use of the commercial shipping 

lanes across the Indian Ocean would remain unimpeded and unrestricted. 

Theref'Ore _ that argurr:.ent also goes by the beard. 

It has been said that. since one major Po-wer has no ·bases in the Indian 

Ocean,it would be at e disadvantage ~~s-a-vis another Pewer which is said 

to have such bases, if the Indian Ocean.zone of peace became a reality. 

May I draw the at-cention of those 'Who advance this argument ·to the last 

preambulac paragraph of the draft resolution, which reaus as follows: 

nFurthe:r believing that; for the :realization of the objective 

of the 1ec:ara~ion it is necessary that the great Powers enter into 

immedia~e e0nsulta~:,ions wi.th the States concerned, with a view tc 

adopting positive measures for the elimination of all foreign bases and of 

all manifestations of great-Power nlilitary presence in the region conceived. 

:in the context of great-Power ti valry. 11 

We ask them to enter into immediate consultations in order to adopt positive 

measures for the elimination of those bases. Why are they so bashful about 
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entering into such consultations? 1-Jhy do they shrin.."k: from consulting with one 

another? iiho is stopping them, except themselves? They must not:o therefore. 

use their own reluctance as an argument against the draft ~esolution. 

It has been said that the report of the experts is unsatisfactory as it 

presents a distorted picture of the presence o:f a certain great Power or 

certain great Powers. The objections to such distortions are clearly reflected 

in the report of the Ad Hoc Committee. ~e member.s of the Ad Hoc Committee 

itself, an~ a r1ember of the United Nations not a member of that Committee, stated 

-o~b.at their objections were to the report and what they considered to be inaccuracies. 

So it is not a matter of our having ignored those representations. we have 

stated them quite clearly and brought to the notice of this Committee J.nd of ::;he 

Ger:.er2.l .;;,ssemtl.'/ the r::se:::-vations that have ::;een made. 

3ut it is not the content of the report that is called into question in 

the draft resolution. In the ±raft resolution, we are only seeking to secure 

as we have sought ih vain to do these past ·two years "- the co-operation of the. 

great Powers. All that -we ask of them is -- and I have said this before that 

they should co-operate 'Ni th '-lS by at least entering into a dialogue with us 

to state what their problem is. But we rave not heard anything favourable rrcm 

them. In other words, they have shown a total indifference to this }concept, 

which is completely inconsistent with their professed interest in disarmament 

and the cessation of the arms race. If they could be interested in the SPLT 

negotiations and in the mutual and balanced reduction of forces, then I do not 

see why they should not be interested in the proposals that are made here. 

These proposals only amount to an appeal to them to, consider this matter and to corre 

before this ~ommittee. And if they do not want to come before this Committee, 

they should at least communicate to us what their problems are, so t~~t_ ~e could 

have discussions and consultations -with them under any conditions which they might 

wish to dictate, in order that, as I said, we may not proceed ftirther on false 

premises and .. on a misunderstanding of their,position. 

It has been stated by one representative that hi~ delegation accepts the 

·. desirability of zones ot: peace but does not accept the. creation c:Jf regimes in_

areas that would'gi~e certain c;;~tries the right. to laY down- conditions which 
.·. 
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cannot be internationallY a-ccepted-~ It is precisely with the intention o:f 

determining conditions that a.re internationa.lly accep-table that' we have put 

forward this draft resolution and asked them for their support. 

It baffles me -- and I am sure that my coll~agues in the Ad Hoc Committee 

find it equally baffling -- why these major Powers are so reluctant ·to co-operate 

~ith us. I hope that the rest of this Committee will clearly demonstrate its 

interest in the concept of a zone of peace as one of the most i.mportant and 

vital contributions towards the promotion of peace, the cessation of the arms 

race and the reduction of tensions, by voting in favour of this draft resolution~ 

despite the resistance shown to it in certain quarters. 

The CEAiffi{AN (interpretation from Spanish): There are no further 

speakers on the proposals before the Committee. He shall therefore pr .. (!eed 

to vote on the draft resolution in document A/C.l/L.683 on agende. i-tem 29> 

nurgent need for ces~ation of nuclear and thermonuclear tests and conclusion of 

a_ tre_aty designed to a~hie':'"e a ~o~r.ehensiv~ t_est f;:lann. __ Thip draft_ resolution 

is sponsored by the delegations of Australia_, Fiji, F'inland, Ghana, Iceland, 

Liberia: Malaysia: Mexico, Ne-v; Zealand, Nigeria, the Philippines, Sweder.: Tnailan6. 

and Venezuela. 

I shall now call on those representatives who have expressed the wish to 

explain their vote before the vote. 

1~. LTI~ (Gnina) (interpretation from Gninese): Tne position of the 

Chinese delegation on the question of' halting nuclear tests is known to al:. \-le: 

understand the desire of the numerous small and medium-sized countries "GO oppose 

super-Power nuclear arms race and blackmail and to see the cessation of' nuclear 

tests. However, we must point out that, when the super-Powers possess e huge 

arsenal of nuclear arns, the mere halting of nuclear testR can neither preven: them 

f·rom continuing tc possess _and produce nuclear weapons nor forbid them from using 

nuclear weapons. Instead,-it will only serve to prevent non-nuclear countries 

and countries with few nuclear weapons from developing their defence eapabilities. 
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The threat of a nuclear war will not be lessened in the-least; .. on the contrary, 

it will only increase. Therefore, we consider that the proposal for an 

~solated prohibition of nuclear tests) whether partial or total, is no 

~easure for genuine nuclear disarmament if it is not liP~ed up with the 

::omplete prohibit ion and thorough de stl'uct ion of nuclear weapons. Far from 

settling any problem, it will only play into the hands of the two super-Powers 

in their pursuance of the policies of nuclear monopoly and threat. 

Over the past decade and more, the two· super-Powers have played one trick 

~fter another on the question of halting nuclear tests. _-\fter they had 

~onducted hundreds of nuclear tests in the atmosphere and built up a huge 

~uclear arsenal, which could be used as capital for nuclear threat and 

blackmail, they concocted the partial nuc::!:ear test bml Treaty. Not· Icng- ago, 

Nhen they had conducted enough underground nuclear tests, they produced a 

threshold Treaty on the prohibition of underground nuclear tests. No sooner 

had. this ::6·eaty" made. its appearance than its" frauCiulent nature was-seen

through by many people. Some international personages penetratingly ~ointed 

out that far from ~est~icting their nuclear race this Treaty would only 

prompt them to step up a new round of nuclear tests before the Treaty came into 

force. The facts ~ve proven this to be true. On the question of halting 

nuclear tests, the super-Power which flaunts the banner of nsocialismn is 

particularly brazen in its behaviour. On the one hand, it babbles that these 

treaties are "the first bricks laid in the foundation of the edifice of 

universal ~eace and securityn and have made contributions to the "checking of 

the arms race 1~. It also clamours that it is for "the complete prohibition of 

all nuclear tests a. :aut on the other hand, over t:r.e past decade and more, it 

has· never -stopped its nuclear tests but has continued to increase the number 

and enlarge the scale of the tests,. Not only is the quantity of its nuclear 

.weapons constantly en the rise 1 but their quality is also b~ing improved with 

redoubled· ef.:torts. The fact~ have exploded- its deceptive propaganda. People 

have. come to see ever more clearly that the super-Power proposal for the 

·so-called halt of.:.rnuclea.r tests is in essence aimed at p::reservi:ng. their .own 

nuclear :in.onop~ly and binding: the. ;:tumerous small.. and ~edium. countries under 

the:i:r threat: hand and foot.. :· '· · ·· ·• 
. ~· 
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(Mr. Lin, China) 

to use nuclear weapons and -;~~e do not have a single soldier on foreign soil or 

a single military base. Facts have :proved that China 1 s attitude on the question 

of disarmament is serious and earnest and· it honours its word. 

Of course,_ the 3oviet Union has- made ::nany proposals on the- question of 

:iisarmament, but ~.vnat b.as it done? 'I'b.ey have ta.L.~ed about disa:rmament for 

so many yea:rs but who has seen the Sovie1: Union disarm a single warm ip, a. 

single plane or 3. single ~-<a:rhead? Can the Soviet r-epresentative ans-wer that 

question? Do you dare dec::hare ::~at you:wLi_l~w:i.thdraw·sil·your -:::.r'J:Jps fr;m 

foreign cou_l'ltries and to cease interfering in the internal affairs of other 

countries? We think that you ao not dare to do so. wnat the 9eople of the 

~..;orld ':.Yant is net empty ·.vords but actual deeds. 

As for the question of international tension, many representatives have 

the contem::ionJ aggression and. .:.nterference on the part of the supe:r-Povers 

are the root causes of in~ernational tension. Only by firrnly opnosinc; the 

·policy of var and contention of :the s_u-per-Pow-ers _can· ~11e _ef(ectively oppose 

their crec.tin;~ tensicn under the brenner of disar-::n..'1lent. 
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{Y.!T. Lin, China) 

In that respect, China~~ together wi tb the numerous third world countries~ 
:t 

has made· its cootribufion·. · The attempt by the Soviet ·delegate to distort 

facts and to shift the blame for the creat-ion of international tension on to 

China will be completelY futile. 

The CHl\IRM.A.N (interpretation from Spanish): In connexion with the 

second. part of the statement of the representative of China, I should like 

to drav: his attention to the fact that it v7as more an exercise of the right 

o: reply than an explanation of vote. All representatives 1;ill be alloved 

to exercise their rights of reply later, if that is deemed necessary. Out 

of procedural .considerations, however, I should appreciate it very much 

representatives would exercise theiT rights of reply at the appropriate time. 

At present members are explaining their votes. Later on I shall call on 

those representatives who ·uish to exercise their rig.."lts of reply. 

Yx. TRAORE OViali) Cinterpreta'tiOri frorr. French): ·Three Ciays ago · 

stated. the \riews of the Government of the Reput·lic of I~ali on the ques-tion 

o: disarrr.a'11enc., so this explanation of vote v:ill -oe very ·orief'. 

We understancl very clearly v~hat has beer.. in the minds of those who haYe 

sponsored. the clraft resolution in docu.rnent A/C.l/L.633, and vlf= fully understand. 

their objectives. Tneir concerns and objectives are ours also. Just by vay 

oi example, I may say that the Government of Mali has agreed to accede to 

certain inL.ernational treaties on disa:rmamern,, in particular the Moscmj 'I~ea-r;·. 

But we also think that treaty has certain shortcomings. The hopes born of 

that treaty have not been realized, and generally speaking, ever since the 

question of disarmament 1;ras broilght up the nroblem has -been dealt \d th as a 

peripheral matter. 

vie completely agree \.ith the sponsors tha"C. nuclear tests of any kioC. foY' 

military purposes should be opposed. That is a perfectly legitimate stan6.. 

But I think the- problem beh1een my delegation and the sponsors is more a matte:-: 

o:f language than one of differences of principle. we would have liken see 

some sort of link bet11een the la..'1guage of· operative paragraphs 1 and 6 o:· the draft 
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in document .c~.jc .l/L.68). The feelings expressed in operative paragraph l 

lead one to expec~ ~hem to be picked up in the recommendations, thus 

2stablishing so~ sort of balance, if only a linguistic one. ?T • ., a 

w'Ve oe.J..le"';Je 

that 7;o ask States to ::efrain from the testing of nuclear TtJea~ons ~ fending 

conc.iusion of 3uch an agreemenT-~ :na.intains a balance between that request 

~nd our ~ntense desire to achieve a total ~an. At the same time, there 

a.re t:-:te signific3.nt st~ckpiles of dangerous weapons of \vhich I spoke in 

my statement of .:._::._ :;rovember. 

-~though the nuclear-weapon States have a certain special responsibility 

concern in~ agreemen-cs limiting nuclear tests, we still believe that the 

~roOlem of ji.sar-!rel!:ent concerns the international community as a "'"~hole 3 

Therefore, if the draft resolution is put to the vote, my delegation 

-. .,ill be oblLged, a.lthough ;;.;e have the same cares and concerns as the 

sponsors, ~c aos~ain on operative paragraphs land 6. 

The CHA~~ (interpretation from Spanish): Since no o-cher 

delegations ~ish to explain their votes before the vote, I wish to 

announce :.bat: the voting procedure on the draft in document A/C .l/L.683 

has cegun. F~om T-his point on~ rule 128 of the rules of procedure is in 

effec-t:- That rule states: 
'·· 1'After the Chairman has announced the beginning of vo-cing~ 

no representative shall interrupt the voting except on a FDint 

of order in connexion '!lith the actual conduct of the voting. 

A recorded vote bas been requested. 

. .. II 



:, :-

A recorded vote was taken. 

In favour: 

Against: 

Abstaining: 

Argentina, Austra~ia, Austria, Ba.h..-ain, Bangladesh} 

Belgium, Bhutan, Brazil, Burma, Canada, Chile, 

Costa Rica, Cyprus,·Democratic Yemen, Denmark, 

Dominican Republic, Ecuador, Egypt, El Sal vader; 

Ethiopia, Fiji, Finland, Gambia, Ghan~-<- Gua:ternala, _ 

Guyana, Iceland, India, Indonesia; Iran, Ireland; 

Israel, Japan, Jordan, Kenya, Khmer Republic, Kuwait, 

Laos, Liberia, Libyan Arab Republic, Malaysia, 

Mauritius, lviexico, Nepal, Netherlands: Ne·w Zealand, 

Nicaragua, Nigeria, !:iorway, Peru, Philippines, Senegal, 

Sierra Leone, Singapore, Somalia, Spain, Sri Lar ... ka, 

Sudan, Swaziland, S1o1eden, Syrian Arab Republic, 

Thailand, Togo, Trinidad and Tobago, Turkey; Uganda: 

United Republic ,of Cameroon, United Republic of Tanzania. 

Uppe1 · Volta, Venezuela, Yugoslavia, Zambia 

Albania, China, France.· 
-

Algeria, Bulgaria, Burundi, Byelorussiar. Soviet 

Socialist Republic, Cen"t;ral African Repu"Dlic_. Conge: 

Cuba: Czechoslovakia, German Lemocratic Republicc 

Federal Republic of Germany, Greece, Guinea, Hungary; 

Iraq, Italy, Madagasca:::', Mali; Mauritania, Mongolia,. 

Pakistar., Poland, Portugal, Romania, Tunisia; 

Ukrainiar .. Soviet Socielist Republic, Union. of SoV.:..e-: 

Socialist Republics_, United Arab Emirates, United 

Kingdom of Grea"t; Britain and Northerr.; 

United States o~ America 1 Zaire 

'Ihe d.raft resolution "Was adopted. by ?2 votes to 3, witt" 30 abstentions. 

The CHAIRM..4.N (interpretation from Spanish): .L shall now call upor. 

r~presentatives who wish to speak in explanation of vote after th~ vote. 
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Yir. MARTI.l"\f (United States of America): My de:Legation agrees with 

-::he sense of the draft resolution in document A/C .1/L .633 in so far-as it 

str2sses ~he i~~ortance of ~regress towards a com~rehensive nuclear test ban. 

'Te also agree on the desirability of wider adherence to the Fartial Test-Ban 

::;f l963, and -,.e continue to place the highest yalue on that '!'reaty. 

l.'heret'ore I should like· to explain 1vhy the United. States abstained in the 70te 

en "":h.e '.iraft ~esclution 



(Y.r. lF.a.rtin, United States) 

'As -we have pointeif'()u't;' on many occasions, the que~tion of~a 

comprehensive test ban d.bes not lend'itseli-·to easy and immediate 

solutions. We all know :that 'the achievement of a comprehensive test ban 

depends on the resoluti.on of the complex and stubborn problem of 

Y~rification. In the absence of progress towards general agreement on 

effective verification, my Government does not believe it is useful to 

call for the urgent conclusion of a comprehensive test ban. Nor can 

my Government accept a moratorium on nuclear testing pending conclusion 

of such an agreement; as-called for in operative paragraph 6, since 

a moratorium ~hict was not adequately verified would have many of the 

same problems as a formal agreement that did not contain adequate 

verifica-tion provisions._ 

Although the United States did raot support this draft resolution, 

I wish to take this opportunity to reaffirm my country 1 s long-standing 

commitment to a comprehensive test ban pursuant to an adequately verifiec 

treaty; a commitment which, we belie\re_, was advanced this year by the 

conclusion between my Government and that of the Soviet Union of the Treaty 

on the limic.ation of underground nuclear weapon tests. 

~x. MER~~ (Belgium) (interpretation from FTench): My 

delegation voted in favour of the draft resolution in document ·AjC.ljL.63.::;. 

E:owever. we feel obliged to state that we would ha\re abstained if a sen_ arate 
' ' 

vote had been taken on operative paragraph 1. This paragraph on which 

my delegation would have abstained reads as follcrws: "Condem..11.s all 

nuclear weapons tests, in whatever environment they may be conducted11
• 

My Government regrets the choice of words, because they are so strong 

as t.o weaker: the effectiveness of the resolution. 

:tv'rr. DUGERSUREN (Mongolia): M.v dele gat ion could not vote in 

:favour o:f the draft resolution (A/C.l/L.683) whichll.?s just been voted 

upon. My delegation has several reasons for taK.ing this position. 
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of all, the draft, ivhich is now a fails 

5i ve a balanced evaluation of the :neaning and significance of the 

+vv 

2oviet-F-.1llerican agreement on th~ limitation of underground nuclear-

~-;eapon -:es-cs 7 ;;hich has been favourablY :;:·ecei,reC. iJ.ere by a grea-c number 

representatives as a 

-co achieve.· Even some of the co-sponsors duly evaluated this instrureent 

in their statem.en~s during -t:te general de-bate in this Corumi ttee · : ':'late 

f\rrtr.er that the ?rime ~1inister of :me of the co-sponsoring countries 

s;;oke .::,av.::mraolj" about that agreement. Not~w-ithstanding these facts_. 

.:)pe~al:i7e ~Jaragra.ph ~2 ·of ·the resolution claims that there has no~ been 

any kind ::;f ::r:Jgress in reaching an aJ:s.:.--e~ruen~ limiting nucleH.r ~;eanon 

tests .. ·2:l1.a1: ci~es not truly !'"eflect the real state of a.t.,fai.rs · 

::!econd::;_y: :ny delegation ·.::s.::mot 2ndorse a. stipulation which lumps 

togett.er .difi'erent .categories of. countries._ That is to _ say_) ccuntries 

cvhich have done ·'Jr are trying to do something about the cessa-cicn -:JI, 

:1uclear ~";eapon tests have been lumped together ~,·ith ~hose ";vhich are 

carrying ·Jut atmospheric tests in def'ia."l.ce •yf ;-ridely accepted interna-cional 

instruments . : have in mind here operative paragraph l of the resolution. 

I might add tt~t sweeping condemnations ca~"lot help to attain the aim 

-che co-sponsors intend to achieve; an aim which my delegation whole-

heartedly shares. 

These. inter alia, are the main reasons wr,:y rrry delegati.:Jn had to 

abstain on the draft resolution in question. 

Mr. --~UFMA .. l'ffl. (Netherlands): The Netre rlands delegation, in 

explaining its vote, would like to put on record certain misgivings it 

as in reg~ to the draft resolution that has just been adopted. 

The Netherlands delegation wisc€s to dissociate itself from the 

wordir::::; of ope1:'ative paragraph lr which condemns -- and I should like 

to stress this word "condemr...s 11 all nuclear tests. Of course; we are 

in favour cf a cessation of all; nuclear tests a.nd we fully share the 

concern at tne continuance of such testing: as e;;rpressed in operative 

paragraph 2,· but~ it is open to~ t;::~csti.on7. to_ say the 1~:':1-~:rt: whe'ti".t.el" 



in the present circumstances and given the stated policies of the 

col.mtries concerned: a blanket -condemnation is· justified. Besides, ey 

delegation wonders whether S".J.ch strong language as is used in this 

paragraph is conducive to the aim that the co-sponsors of the draft 

resolution: have--in mind_. tha:t is~ a comprehensive test ban. In our viev.~: 

progress t~w~rds that aim cannot be enhanced by. condemning the very States 

on whose co-operation such progress really depends. In this respec~, I 

wish to ta}~ this oppor~unity to express the appreciation of the Netherlands 

f'or the decision of' F-rance to stop nuclear testing in the atmosphere. T'nis 

to be regarded as an important decision ana a step in the righ~ directi:m. 

My delegation feels that this particular :paragraph dJeB not serve an~' 

practical purpose and-could turn out to be self-defeating. Therefore: 

operative paragraph l had been put ~o a separate the Netherlands 

QelegatioL would hsve abstained. 

Secondl~c: we are not very 'happy with operative paragraph 6. in which 

the idea o:· a t.nora:torium. is put I~o!"W'ard. To be effective) th7 coun-:ries 
- - -

inYolved mus;:; have confidence that. the mora.toriun: is complied -w:i.th. 

~rea~y which ensures· reciprocity and which incl~des an agreed verificatio~ 

does not inc~uae suet a syste~. 
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(~ Kaur~mann. Netherlands). '. . 
~-Je admit, D.owever ~ that progress. in seismlogy has reduced this problem, 

in- that :ua.ny '.illde:rg:::-ound ::es-cs can already be identified by national means of' 

ve::-if'ica:~ion. ~owever~ ~or ~he same :::-eason~ we feel that a treaty banning 

;~dergrcund nucle~ ~es~s is feasible now. 

Anothe:::- ob.jec"tion is that the lack of binding obligations in a mratorium 

can lead ~o disappointmen-cs, as ".ie have seen in the past. 

un ~~e ctner tand, 3Y delegation deems it appropriate for the General 

.. ;ssembly :o ::1ddress an urgenr; a.1_:peal :o all concerned to strive :for a ccr:.nre.r:ensivE 

:;est 2an. :Io other measure could con-tribute :core to -che cessation o:f the 

nuclear arms race and to the cause of the ~on-?roli.feration o:f nuclear '"i",."ea~ons. 

Since in cur -.riew -:his is to be regarded a.s ;:he basic -purpose ct: -;he present 

~esolu"Gion~ ·~he 3i"e0herl.a."l.ds de l.egation_, notwithstanding its serious 

reservatrions on ope~ative paragraph ·l., has voted in fa:vour of ~he resolution as 

a 'Hila le. 

Mr. ArffiREAE (Federal Republic of Germany): I should also like to 

explain my delegation 1 s vote en the draft resolution in decurrent A./C.l/L.683. 
I ,~ ' 

As_?-¥_ counr;ry: s represe!ltative, the Minister of State, Mr. Karl M::Jersch, 

pointed out in his statement in this Committee on 24 October~ the Government CI 
the Federal 5epublic of Germany has always been in favour of a cessation of all 

nuclea.r,wea;pon tests in all e!lvironments, or a. universal rrembership of the 

partial r-est oan Treaty of 1963, and of the speedy conclusion or a comprehensive 

test ban treaty. My Government would regard such steps as a decisive 

contribution towards limiting the nuclear arms race and strengthening the 

policy of non-p~eli~ra~io~. 

We feel, however, that .mre balanced languages in the resolution 11f0Uld 

better have served the purpose of this initiati.ve, the. airrs of which Ne .fully 

support in-•principle. 

It is for this reason that 1re abst.ai.ned. 

Mr. SCW..BF.E. (France_} (interpr~ta.t~?n f':rom F-rencil): . My de legation 

voted .a.gs.ins~ ·the dr~t re~oluti,oo in do~fll!le:at A/C .-l/L.£83 • . :-C~~t~riiy" it. is 
' ' ._., - ,,_ .. - • ·' ' .- ' '_ ' < ---_. ·-•• ~-,- • ·;·· '.'- • ·_ •• -. • ' • • 

no~ :discr~a;tory ,.~n ,cont:&a:;!t:;;to.,; Si)!De ~;r~hers·_t_pa.t hav-e" been~ sq~Jnitted in. ':- , _ 

-it from :,e:.ng criticized· :~or· t~t:, since. 
'<- :_.; 
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it condem..Tls all nuclear tests equaJly·ana. requests all Powers who carry out those 

tests· to observe a gen~ral moratorium. 
· .. t· 

However, we wanted to show by our vote that the real problem is no-;:; stopping 

nuclear weapon tests but beginning genuine disarmament in this area and in the 

area o:f conventional weapons. Let us assume f'or a moment that all States- agree 

to put an end to all nuclear tests. Wnat would be the result? Let us not talk 

about atomic pollution· f'or a moment; there has been enough of a debate on that in 

another Committee under another item. Let us only consider here the consequences 

o:f a complete cessation of nuclear tests w~th regard to disarmament. 

To begin with~ it can be asserted that such a cessation wot:ld t.ake nlace 

only when the major nuclear Powers no longer needed to carry out a..11y mor= tests. 

What would happen then? Would the number of nuclear weanons be reduced? Would e.. 

single rocket be destroyed? That would certainly not happen, a.."ld nuclear 

arsenals would continue "to develap, since for the major Powers i"t is !1() longer !5o 

much a question of making new nuclear explosive devices or of reducing "th~ siz~ 

of ·missiles. ··The· problem ·is to develop the- c·a.:rriers ---' rockets, subn:1arines ani-

bombers: tc improve the range and accuracy; and to increase the number o:· 
warheads c;ransported ·by the carriers. A complete cessation of nuclear -.es-;:;s, 

unfortunately. vmuld have no effec:; on the development of those programmes. 

A complete cessation of nuclea-:- tests is desirable and we would be quite 

favour of it nrovided that it formeo the culmination of a methodical undertakin~ 

of genuine disarmament. or that it took place within the framework of such ar: 

undertaking. Otherwise it would just turn out to be one more deception arrong sc· 

many. By adontin; useless resolutions we are now hiding from ourselves the 'trutt 

that we have not dissipated the nuclear threat which weighs more and more heavily 

on the world. Bu-:. that is the real problem tba-. needs t.o be confronted, one 

which neeas t.o be tackled mre vigorously than we have been doing. That is the 

problem of genuine disarmament and of effective and controlled destruction of 

weapons. Tne res0, unfortunately~ is mere fiction. 

M::--. di BERNARDO (Italy): A£ was said by my delegation in OU::" statemen:. 

on 7 Nove~er, the Italian Government holds the view that the achievement cf rea~ 

progress on the ccrr..plete :rrohibiticn of all nuclear tes'ts is o:f vi tal importance. 
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step along the road leading to nuclear disarmament and: to general and 

a complete ban on all :forms of' nuclear experiment· represent~ -" .. . ~lij 
"Indeed" 

complete disarm.arr.ent.rf (201J.th meeting.) p. 51) 

We said that we were of the opinion that exp_ ressions o:f ~onderr.nation "'''·>L . ~, ·'iq 
that contained in paragraph l of the dtaf't resolution in document A/C .1/L.tih , .. 

~ •lttrfii~.< ... '~ 
serve any really constructive p~pose or prove useful for real progress i~ 

disarmament negotiations. 

Consequently, we have regretfully found ourselves in the 3;lOSition o:t ~i 

being :Wle to support the resolution in question. Therefore ~he Italian 

de legation has abstained. 
'- ,. .... ~ ... "" "·-·· -~ " 

in t'a;vour of the resolution J.n doct.Urent. A/C.i/L.o33. .~Je are convinced t.b-4':!;. ~-

·cessation- 01
1 nuclear tests· and· the· conclusion of' a general agreerr.em; .;to. a.ct;~~~'ti 

in the arms race and nuclear :proli:ferat~on~ 

However, the language used. in oper~tive paragraph l o:r this resoluti.w; 

seems excessive to my- delegation oe~ause ox the moral tone or ~he word 

rrcondemn!f. The inclusion, o:r that term; dces not enhance the effectiveness -91 
this important resolution. It the :ffrst paragraph had been the subject~ 0'! ~ 

separate vote_, my delegation would have· abstained on it. 
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In previous years we ·have Jre.fuse-0. to 

si!::gle out for 'condemnation_ those countries whicb were engaged i..'-1 atmospheric 

testing. In conuemning such countries we :felt that we appeared to be 

(!iscrimfua:ting ·oet-ween them and those wilich -were conducting tests underground. 

Countries conducting underground tests do not aeser.re any ~'>:'e.dit 1or what 

would appear to be a measUre of sell-restraint, that is, avoiding 

atmospheric testing. 'li"ley do not need tc do so i:>ecause by the conciuct of 

undergrounds tests they are able, as they cle~ly demonstra.tec, to 

- maintain E;.r;d in_crease their commanding superiority over others 'Vihich are 

encieavouring to catch un with them. , 
We have: however, this year supporte5. tne 6.raf'"t resolutiorl in O.oc:ument 

A ir. 1/·r t::o- -
1 ,_;. ~ • .w. u:J:/ oecause it- does condemrl all "tes-.;s in whatever errvironrre:u-:-

they are conducteG.. Our policy remains that there are :five elementf; 

to a sound policy designed to eliminate nuclea:' '"'ea.pons and their me; __ _ 

delivery; first. of all~ the comple"te cessation o::. all tests:_ secondly, the 

conclusion of a comprehensive tes-t; ban treatJ~: thi:rdly, ~he "total cessation of· 

the production of nuclear weapons and tb:ei::- means of deli verT fourthl~- ., 

categorical and unequivocal renunciation of' the use oi nucle~ weapons; anC. 

:fif'thl~' -. the dismantling of nuclear armaments. Unless we agree on all t:b.ese 

five point.s there will -De no progress whatsoever made in this direction. 

It is in the hope that we can work 1:m-ards the :realization of such 

a five-point programme and that this draft resolut.ion is a step in that 

direction, that we have vo-ted in :favour of' the draft resolution. 
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~":Ir. GTJ\'EN'' (Turkey) (interpretation :from French): IT opera.~ive 

paragraph l o:f draft resolution A/ C .1/L. 633 h~ been vo=te~;J.p_of! separatel~r, I 

would have abstained because of the use o:f the word "condem:as 11
• Witll 

regard to operative r:aragraph 6 o:f this dra:ft, I should like to add that we 

consider that paragraph as a sincere appeal on the part o:f the :na.jority of 

-,:encers for ":he cessation of all nuclear tests. But r,;hat should '-::e e~sential 

-:o e....-er;;-one is to achieve a final cessation of all nuc:::..ear -cests under effective 

-; n-cernational con~rol. 

The CHAIRMAN (interpretation from Spanish): If there are no other 

::-epresentatives ~.-hich ,,ish to explain- their vote I shall consider that v;e 

:ta.ve concluded consideration of -che draft resolution in docutnent ),jC.l/!_;.S33. 

We shall now p.:roceed to the draft resolution in document P.jC.ljL.€137, 

relating '::o item 35 of the agenda~ entitled "General and complete disarmam.entn, 

co-sponsored ~Y the delegations of Argentina, Brazil =ndia. ~iceria, ~igeria, 

~;.s a. result of coosultatioos that I have had, I have gathered the 

2mpressica that as far as this draft resolution is concerned it appears to 

me that it would hardly c.e necessary to take a. vote. 

delegation so ~,vishes, we could proceed to a vote .. 

Of course; if any 

If there is no objection on the pa.Xt"o:f" members of the Committee~ I 

shall. tal{e it that the draft resolution" is adopted Unanimously. 

The dra:ft resolution was adopted:,. 

.. : . ' 

'!h•l CEAI..>1Ml~"'i (interpre-tatioq from Spanish): I call' on the 
. - ~ . 

·.representative. of c:hirle in explatJa.tiO!} of· vote after the vote. ..... 

~--~--

i -. 



Det: :us· ncrw 

·. :th:ls s.c:f'ternoon, · "Whieb:··. is -,c!C>tl:T~::.l.·m:~~ 
--o_~- ~' .::._~ __ --_..~·,· _l '_·-~ ·-.o:::.::·- -~- '- .. _-·: -, 

. the. report o:f .. he Ad 'HoG. 

-~ ~-

Aodendum No'. 29 t.O -do:::lim~ol: .A/9ffc!l< · 

In this ·counexion, 1: .shoUl~ :;i:tkec to ~draw the attentio'q of the Comriuttee· · 
'"' - "- : ~":'· ' ; ' ' 

to the a&ninistrati:ve and finand .. ai i~plications of this draittesolution 

which appear ~in O..ocume~t-AfC~l/L~fi:39. All of this com:eros item:3l.entitled 

nimplementaticn 'of me .Declaration o:t the Indian Ocean as a Zone of Peace:.·· 

Report of the Aii Hoc Committee on· the Indian Ocean". 

I call on the representative :of Ba..~glad.esh to explain his vote before 

the vote. 
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Mr. KAR.Dl (Eangl3.desh):. I have asked to speak to explain our 

vote on the draft resolution in the addendum to the ;repOrt· of the Ad Hoc 

Committee on the Indian tcean (A/9629/Md.l) an~r to raise. a 

matter or direct and vital concern to Eangladt:::h$. 

In the ~curse of his statement in the general debate in this Committee 

-the permanent zepresentative of :Bangladesh nad occasion to stress this point-

strongly. I need hardly emphasize tile importance of' the J:ndian Ocean to my 

ccunt:ry, possessing as it dces a long ~oastline and having that Ocean as 

~ts only seaboard~ In a Yery real aense -the Indian Ocean is an essential li:reline 

.:tor my country. Given our size,· our IJOpulation, the coru~iguration of our c()astline, 

our strategic location in an area which is gradually beccming the crUcible 

of' great-Power con:frontation and which has a histor-<.r of' ~ndemic conflict, 

as demonstrated in the recent pas-:;!' and giv-en its vi~l. de~ende!].ce on·the seas 

f:or :-esources, i'ocd, transportation and navigation, Bangladeshr s inte.!"est 

:Ln the Indian Ocean is inevitable and genuine 4 Lt is integral to our national 

interest; iherefore; that matter~ pertaining to-the Indian Ocean, and 

:particularly the practical implementation, of the concept of a zone of 

~eace, are of crucial significance to 11s~ For those reasons we have 

welcomed the prcposa~ to establish the Tndian Ocean as a zone of peace. 

The Prime ftf.i~ster. of_.Bangladesh has on several occasions spoken in 

support of that cancepta Addressing the twenty-ninth 5essiori. of the General 

Assembly iri September of this year he said: 

·_,. 

"~ie therefore welcome e-vezy effort aimed at advancing the proces-s 

or deter_:tte, relaxation of tens~on~ liroitatiorx ·or armaments and. 

promct:r~n of pea::ef'lll coe::dstence ·in every J;a.;t a;:f the world,. 

vheteer in k?'ia
1 

A:t'rica, Europe er Latin _Amei"ica.,; · ±n pursur..:nce: 
- .' ·- ' . ·:_·~:::>'-· '.;·.~..:;.-;_·--~ .;_-·:·:-~-.-;_ .:·-~·.'~,:·>.,:-; ';_: .-,~-- ,_·_~-: ~-~--- -:.~-.~--~,--, .. : .f-~ ·:_. -~-': .. 

of" _this poll"ci ~ have consi~+..e~t.t.y_supported_"t,:;h.t::.~c.Qn~~P~.~Q..f', ~~~-'-
~-. I '"• ,n'.• :.~ "• • ' " • - • 

~ '_zo;~· of peiic€; in' th~ Initian Ocea.n are?, whic~ :ha~ received the' 

peweri\ih endoriement of. t.h~a.-As~mbli:5rJ~~y~~~~)1•· -- :~: 2c · 

~=~=~v:re;. 1t~lle whcJ.ehea;.t·e~\y 

the:·. ~av#.- :tna~. ,due· ·c· :cl:J.8:1.<1g!nt.t:i.c•u. 
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countries whicb were net Eemters of the United. Nation!:.' a"t. the ;::.ime of 

tbe establi.shment of the Committee may nave the opp::>rtun:_t:y of sect.<:r:r:;g 

a place or. the Committee. My co:.1;ntry is not the only one which may be 

interested in securin~ membership. Ihe m&rch to~ards aecolo~iz&tion ~ill 

1:rin€; more littoral states im:o this world bc:cy fri course of tirr.e. 

_t;lready one country occupying a very vi tal posi ti or:; io the Indian Ocear:. 

regior~ T..'1ere will be many more such countries 

iro the fl..rt.ure. The membership of the Hi lice Committee should. the::-efo:'e 

be enlarged. vi th a view to keeping P.ace w-ith tile increased mernbersti:r=· 

o:f the countries of the Indian Ocear.. 

I shoulc like tc take this oppo:r--run::c ::::;-

to cla:rif·~ .. e si0uatior2 whicb is often misunderstGo'i ~egard.ing Diegc Ga~ci~) 

·~rhich is irl the Ind.i:irl Ocear:., the area we are discussing. Se,rera::!_ del 

have ref'erreC. "tc this island. I should like tc inforrr: ths Com:n.i t-r;ee 

th~:re has neve:r-teen·any sig-ned agreement bet"'wee:n tne United -Kingdon:; and 

Mauritius sc f~a~ as DiegD Garcia is concernea.. :lile island was detached. 

frorr: l~3.uri tius long ·before 1v1auri tius became independer~t or: l.2 ~~c.~c!-_ l96S~ 

MauritillS still retains ·the rigl:ts of e.z:ploitatior.. of tbt:: n:..iners.l :reso~..J.~C!eE 

of Diebc Garcia, as we:l as Tishing rights~ Moreover; Air N.auritiuE 

utilizes the lanC.ing strip on Diego Garcia. 

It is o:f"cen said that Diego Garcia was sold by MaUYitius -:c the: 

UniGed. Kingdcm :ro~ the pric~ of, I -believe, £?.; milliorl ste~ling 

net ve:ry sure about, this; 

not into this and in this Committee:. Is it. nossible 

colonial ?owe~ would. se=..l to itself.-part of a territ.or:v~ -oefor~ grantir.:.g 

independence tc that "cerri:::ory? But, :a-s I say,, this is nc-:= c. Itette:r that 

I am prepare~ tc go in~o at this stage. 

The CHAIRM.LIJ\ ( interpreta"cion from Spanish): I thad: the 

:re;:-:re sel>nta"!= i ... v"~e of M...auri tius fer his clarification. If he woru_c. no;.; tel: 

us hov he intends to vote, that WOQld be a proper explana"cion of vote 

bef·ore the vote. 
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Mr. RAMPHliL (Yauritius): If I have n_ot made an explanation 

of vote Jei'ore the 70'5€:~I'- have certainly clarified the position or 

Mauritius berore the votes 

'3.-:.e CHAIF.M .. AN (interpretation from Sparish): We shall now proceed 

to 7ote en "Ghe draft resolution in the repqrt of the .Ad. ::Ioc Committee on 
• ' ..,. eli i"'. r ;; /r, ,.,-.-.-.lA-d - i 
~e ~n -an ,;cean . t'": 'jOc:..'J, d. • -l· 

~e arart resolution was adopted by 79 votes to none with 27 abstenticns. 

The CHAIRi'.fAN (interpretation frcm Spanish): I shall new call upon 

these representatives who wish to explain their vote a1~er the vote QU T~e 

·irart ~esolution just adopted •. 

~Jir. 3AR..~.moN (Canada)~ tey- delegation abs·tained. in this -rote. .:... 

should like to rr:ake it clear, nowe~:er, that this does not i.n any way indicate 

a lack. of' ;osi L.l ve appreciation of ·or syrrrpatny towards the inten-r,ion of tbe. 

co-sponsors. ~ile have ever.r desire to see fruitful consultations among 

~e littoral and hinterland states o~ the Indian Ocean and the principal 

:nari time ~1se:rs. We remain strongly sympathetic7 in principle, to concepts 

'-:Jr denuclea.riz.ed. or demilitarized zones where these are feasible and 

-:vould prcmote stability 7 and we continue to' welc,ome the e:f:ferts t:eing maa.~ 

to ap-ply those. concepts to tne Indian. Ocean area$ Harllever, as I have 

explained in previous years~ we believe also that the responsibility for 

elaborating specific propos~ls \Or such zones rest~ primarilY with the 

States, of ~€: area most dL~ctly concerned and that this goal should 

.r;,e substantially achieved bef'ore othe:- States with no direct .. or 

immediate interes:t in t.l.:le regions concerned are· called- ilP<in to endors.e', 
-L-._ 
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The concept of the Indian Ocean as a zone o~ peace also touches on the 

i.ni:erests of maritime users. Operative paragraph l of the resoluticn which has 

just ·!:leen adopted requires Canada ana other Member States to urge all States 

-with a direct interest in the Indian Ocean to give tangible support to the 

establishment and preservation of the Indian Ocean as a zone of peace. 

But the concept of tbe Indian Ocean as a zone of peace has been defined 

only ·oy ::.'esolution 2532 (XXVI) at the twenty-sixth session. Canada abs-r:ained 

:f'rorr. voting on thc:t resolution because we had reservations as to the definition 

o:f the obligations it implied. Tne fact that we continue to have these 

reservations was a further reason for my delegation to abstain from_ votiug or: 

i:he pre sen-::: resolution. 

Mr. ALlEN (United Kingdom): My delegation fully respects the 

princi!)les which we xecognize to have inspired the resolution upon ~'hie:!: v'.c 

have just voted; but nevertheless we have felt obliged to abstain. 

\·1€ -un6e.rstand and we. sharE; t}}e 9-e~ire of !h~ sponsors and their Sll!::;DO!'"Ler.s 

to maintain ana enhance peace and stability in the region of the India::: Ocean. 

Tnis b3.si-:: o-tjecti ve uoCierlies B:ritish t~eaty and othe:r commitmenTs a:-16 

responsib:..lities 1l:itbin and beyond tbe c.rea~ Our con1tLitmet1ts, of cou:rssJ 

present nc th:ree-: wha-tever to any state in the are&. 

nevertheless consideT that t:he re so lui: ion might have t be e n·e ct 

preventing the Unic:ed Kingdorr fro:m fulfilling ;=crr.e o:' its corrunitments. 

In the second plc.ce .'i we must admit LO some concern lest some of the 

arrangemen-t: s con-rern:plated in t:he resolution might af:fecl ou~ la,·::ful cor!JI:2e:rce 

and that of others uDon the bigh seas, since it could prejudice the facili~ies 

which tha":: COilli'Tierce :requires. Any arrangement affecting an area of th~ higt 

seas is, cf' course: the legitirr;ate concern not: onljr of the littoral 

and the mo.cio:r Powers ·out also o:f the whole international cow.munity: anci in this 

connexion we hai>e been happy to note the reassurances which the reoresentatives 

of Japan and S:ri Lani'-a have given on this noint tode.y on ·neha~:f of the snonsor-s 

of the resolution. 
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In the thixd place, ~He believe that in or:e r~sr:e,~-: -":~e ::esolui:ion i.:rlp1._i.e:s 

5. ~eve.rsal of priorities. It seems to us that the definition of the l2.;nits of 

-::he =one, and -':he 'Jt.:.es<:ion which States are :i..ittoral to it, st.ould :crec::2de 

:!:'ather than follow ~he declaration of any ;;e-ace ':one. ~ Has in~erested to see 

-that Lhe .re:J.reserl-rar:i-ie of Bangladesh had :raised this 32.L'le :uest2.on ca 

ITovember. 

Having said B.J...i. that.,, I should lil~e to ::ecea:t that ,,;e ~ecc,P!nize ~..;ith 

.:=;:_.rmpathy the ~>~ish ,~r rn.any of the States concerned for a grea:ter ~easure Df 

3ecurity than they en.joy at present. ~,,fe do not ~""an-: -the ar-ea to be ~he scene 

0:r 2:'i valries or tension: we want to see international '":ensicn rele.;{ed, and 

i.:l-ce~national ;:-eace and security strengthec.ed; 3.!:i.d T;;e ~-.;ant: -~c se~ ~he C:r'GO..Lems 

.-:;:£ the States bordering on the Indian Ocean resol'ied 2.n ~:c.di.t2-ons ()f peace 

Mr. MISIR.;L (France) (interpretation f:rcm ?rench;: My :ielegat ion - ~ . ~ -- -
'3.DS't3.ined ::rom voting on the draft resolution that was before us, and has 

,-::::f.'ten had occasion T:o state its position on the subject of declaring the 

Indian Ocean a zone of ~eace . ~Te fully understand the an:{ie:y of ':he States 

-cordering on the Indian Ccean and their de sire to rid that a. rea. of :he seeds 

or conflict. Howeve:::J ~>ie feel that the essentially_ praise\-lorthy objective of 

e s"tablishing a regime of peace in the Indian Ocean area cannot be sought by 

establishing arrangements that would lead to modifying the essential principles 

or international _l.aw -- ic this pa_rticular case, the pr-inci?le at ::reedom of 

navigation en the high seas, which is one of the oldest and rr:.ost unchallenged 

principles by a rescl.ution of our General Assembly. 

My delegation alao ~-lould like to make known its vie\<~ s on tt.e 

~onsideration of ~he ~e?ort of the Secretary-Gene~al, draw~ -up with the 

assistance of qualified experts, on the specific situation of the military 

ot the g.rea( ?owers in ~he Indian Ocean, . ~ 
a.Ll.. its as"t)ects. 

That document) in its originally p:~blished 

-v-e:::-sion, gave :rise to 9:rotes-:::s, and my delegation had to send the Secretary

General a letter.~ jar.ed 13 June 1974, in which the French Goverr'...ment ex-pressed 

the most explicit reservations b regard to the contents of that report. 
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1;!y .aelegatior: would ·like to state that . - ... ,. is'tully convinced tbat the 

distinguisheo experts appointed by the Becretary-Gene:ral did perfont the task 

entrusted to then: with all possible coiLpetence and impartiality and in perfec~ 

good faith. I sbo.::a like to state .this publicly. Ana if my Go"ilerrunen"t~ like 

·other Governments} had to note tba:Cthe report suhi:ili.tted -to -us cob~ained 
t! -s . . ' . n .... . erro .. .- , J..naccura.c:tes ana omissions , it was because t.ue ta.sk whic.h ou:-

Committee saV-: fit to call for was obviously impossible to achieve.- 1 .,.ould 

add that, in our view_, it '"as not in keeping with either the objectives of 

our Organization or the resources available to it. 

It is axio:matic that all military Powe:rs -wish to keep confidentia:L 

facts about their armed forces in general, their chain of command and the 

movements o: tbei:r· land_. air and sea units. 'Tnis i.s all a matter of milita!'? 

secrecy, and Scates legitimately consider this to be a prerogative which 

affects tbei:r sovereignty and security. No doubt, certain indications are 

given by sta-ces themselves; no doubt, certain military movements are oi:viously 

.. 

rrotice·d ·and ·oe::ome the subject- of -report-s in newspapers or .specializeo journals; 

and of course~ toe; independent experts_. on the i:r own_. do undertake over-al: 

comprehensive studies -with regard to the armaments of sta'tes or tbei:r m:L.Ll'tary 

operations. 
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3ut "2'lerycne car. see d-:at -::hese indications, ',vhen they are not from 

o:fficial 3ources, ~re =..:aole to be piecen::.eal, inadequate, ~tJrongly interpreted~ 

ir indeed i:hey s.rr.:: 2-cc. _;Jurely s..nd simply ~rroneous ~ 

'::he 1'Jni~ed ~Jc..-cions, x.erc:?.fully, r..as uo :!.ntelliger:ce service, and does :101:: 

:~ct as an es-gicnage cf:'ice for its raembers, :3..cd I hoce i.t cever will. 

in -r.hcse :2ircu.!TI.s-canc~.s can v1e ask it ~c gather infarma'tion on fa.cts ~·vhich ~t 

least :.n. '9ar-+:. a.re a. :1a t.ter of :nili tary .secrecJ .. for States? 

':t.ose are -she :easons that :nade us oOjec~ to the reference to the ret:or-c 

oi ~he 3ec~e-sary-\-;eneral, ~vhi.ch, together ~vith ~vte..t I have ~just said about our 

.~en~ral ;:os i t5_on ~vi th regard to the zcne of the I~1d ian ()cee.n, _prompted cur 

r.ielega tion to abstain in the "ffOte 00 the draft I"~SClUtlOD before IJ.S • 

2:1:.e '21-i"JI.IF.M.i\.:N (interpretation from St;:anish); ~iould ar.y other 

_ delegation j_ike_ to exolain its v_ote. on the re_solution _Ntich _l!as ~Just_ ~eer: 

adopted? 

As there are no ~ore delegations which wish ~o speak, this ccncledes our 

c.::onsider:J.tion of the draft resolution contained in ~he addendum of the ce:;;ort 

of the Ad Hoc Committee on the Indian C'cean (.J../9629). 

I would new 2.ik.e to make an announcement. Grenada is now to be considered -

one of the sponsors of the draft resolution in document A/C.l/L.676 en the 

ques0icn of Kore.:1. Torrorrow we shall be having jus~ one ~eeting in the =orning. 

I am confiden~ that the afternoon will be devoted to consultations, to speed 

up the procedure of submitting resolutions, and I understand that the draft 

or the 

morning meeting • 

..1.. should also like -:o ask the Ccmmi ttee 'rlhether it is prepared to vote 

on the draft resolution in document .A/C.l/L.690, on general and complete 

disarmament, ~vhi<::h we.s intrcduced a few days :a.go by the representative of 

-the 0Tetberlands. 



... ~;. --. 
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J:!::.~ .... !:!i[i?..?.BTJR_Q {Netherlands): I :think tba. t 1 t is a li tti-e 

~~ early to vote on it.·· ; 

The CH.4:I.BlvL4.N ( interoreta tion :from Spanish): If none of the 

~~onsors object: we will postpone the voti~~ntil a later dat~. I hope 

l:t will oe soon. --we-must :make some progress. It is very late. Today we 

Jt)'t.ed on tb::-ee draft resolutions, but there are con8cltatior:s going on 

·.d th regard to many others. So I repeat that our deadline is ~riday of 

The meeting rose at 6.15 p.m. 




